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Ed Slack EDITOR’S COMMENT

It’s time to show what makes your
business tick. Make a nomination
and some headlines
Ed Slack

|

Editor

|
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Want a quick-fire way of knowing what our
needs to be to do the industry justice. In the five
industry’s about? What makes it tick? Check out
years since we started, the boating business has
the list of Most Popular stories at any given time
been turbocharged by innovation and is evolving
on IBInews.com. Trending as
into a more sophisticated animal,
we went to press were Ferretti
all of which has been reflected
Group’s financials, Princess’s
in the quality and breadth of
The boating
bullish forecasts for the year,
nominations we receive year on
business has
a review of the Singapore
year. We opened the nomination
been turbocharged
show, the legal battle between
platform for the 2019 awards a
by innovation and is
the Federation des Industries
couple of weeks ago and already
evolving into a more
Nautiques and Reed Exhibitions
entries are beginning to arrive.
sophisticated
over the ownership and
I urge readers to go online at
animal
management of the Cannes
boatbuilderawards.com to put
Yachting Festival, breaking news
forward their own or another
of Jeanneau’s new monocat concept, and a story
company or individual who they think deserves
about Yamaha’s development of autonomous
recognition. It’s easy and free, but if you’re feeling
driving technologies. Business and innovation are
too modest to shout, then give us a nudge with the
a common theme – and that’s why in IBI magazine
new ‘tip’ function on the site and we’ll investigate
further. One thing the last five years has taught
you’ll find a healthy dose of both along with insight
me is that there’s plenty to shout about in our
into the people and companies that make it all
business… and that the Awards news will be
happen. The Q&A with Paolo Vitelli and Benetti
up there trending in mid-November come the
boss Franco Fusignani is a case in point. Read on
announcement of the winners. It’s time to
p98 how Benetti’s gigayacht plans pushed the
show what makes your business tick. Make
group to the limit, forcing it to change tack and
a nomination and some headlines.
take a more dynamic approach. It’s such stories that
inspired IBI to launch, with METSTRADE, the Boat
Builder Awards in association with Raymarine, five
Ed Slack
years ago. Since then they’ve grown from strength
to strength and we’re confident, with support from
our sponsors, that 2019 will be the best yet – it
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TESTED
IN THE HARSHEST
LAB ON THE PLANET
From the freezing turmoil of the southern ocean to monsoon rains and equatorial heat, the Volvo
Ocean Race puts boats and their crews through the most extreme sailing environments in the
world. Working in coordination with the recent Volvo Ocean Race, AkzoNobel has tested their
new Awlgrip HDT Clearcoat on every race boat in the fleet to ensure durability, color retention and
outstanding gloss in even the harshest conditions.
Choose Awlgrip HDT – the clearcoat with proven performance, developed for the toughest
conditions and available now for your boat.
awlgrip.com

facebook.com/awlgripfinishes

twitter.com/awlgrip
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 New model development is
core to Ferretti’s growth

into the construction of large
boats,” said Alberto Galassi,
Ferretti CEO.
Thanks to €64m invested in
industrial capacity from 2015 to
2018, expansion and renovation
works were carried out by the
group’s shipyards.

Jeanneau announces new monocat boat
FRANCE An innovative new

boat concept from Jeanneau
was unveiled to the media
during the French yard’s
annual spring press conference
in Cannes. The ‘Sun Loft’
project is a so-called monocot,
a variant of a multihull boat.
It starts in the bow area as a
monohull construction, while
its rear end is designed like

NETHERLANDS Nominations

ibinews.com April 11

4

liquid assets.
Ferretti has also confirmed
the official closing of the
acquisition of Wally brand,
which it bought through an
exclusive license agreement in
January. Ferretti’s portfolio now
includes eight brands – Ferretti
Yachts, Riva, Pershing, Itama,
Mochi Craft, CRN, Custom
Line and Wally.
“In the last few years we have
created and presented to the
world 29 new models and, from
2019 to 2021, we are aiming to
produce 27 new serial models
with an average length of 97.3ft,
pushing us further and further

a catamaran with two hulls.
This type of boat is narrower
than other multihulls and can
combine the advantages of
mono- and multihulls.
Jeanneau has commissioned
Philippe Briand to design the
Sun Loft project. Briand has
designed numerous boats for
the French shipyard since 1977,
including the first Sun Fast

models, most Sun Odyssey
family sailboats since 2012 and
large blue-water sailing yachts
up to the current Jeanneau 64.
Jeanneau has not published
any details regarding the new
boat concept yet but will be
presented for the first time in
detail to the public during the
International Multihull Boat
Show at La Grande-Motte.

Nominate now for Boat Builder Awards

7

Idaho County moves to
restrict wakeboats, PWCs

ibinews.com April 12

ITALY The Ferretti Group
recently presented its 2018
financial results, confirming its
growth and financial solidity.
For the year ended December
31, total group profit after tax
was up 29% to €31m compared
to the previous year while
consolidated production value
rose to €669m, growing by
7.5% compared to €623m in
2017. EBITDA was reported at
€53m and the order portfolio
through December 31 was equal
to €708m.
The group said total assets
reached €1.14bn in 2018, of
which €38.5m was composed of

are now open for the 2019 Boat
Builder Awards for Business
Achievement in association with
Raymarine. Now in its fifth year,
the awards, organised jointly
by IBI and METSTRADE, have
grown exponentially. “We’re
urging boatbuilders and their
equipment suppliers to get
their nominations in as soon
as possible, before the summer
break and boat show mania
hits in September,” says chair of
judges, IBI’s Ed Slack. “It’s free
to nominate and we’ve made it
easier and quicker than ever to
do so,” he added.

International Boat Industry

The online nomination tool
at www.boatbuilderawards.
com has been modified with
a new three-step process for
making entries with additional
assistance so that nominating
has never been simpler. The
use of WeTransfer links enables



Venue for the gala dinner

easy submission of additional
images and documents.
The process is easy, but if for
any reason you cannot make
a nomination but feel that we
should not miss the efforts
of a company or individual,
you can now send us your tip
via a special button on the
nomination page.
Deadline for entries is
October 4, after which a team
of judges will decide who makes
it to the shortlist and will
receive complimentary tickets
to the awards ceremony at the
National Maritime Museum in
Amsterdam on November 19.

ibinews.com

Princess makes list of
fastest-growing UK firms
UK For the second time in a
row, Princess Yachts has been
listed in one of the regular
annual business performance
surveys carried out by UK
newspaper The Sunday Times.
The Profit Track 100 survey
is described as a definitive
league table of Britain’s private
companies with the fastest
growing profits, measured over
their last three years of available
accounts. The profits quoted
are operating profits – before
tax, interest, dividends and
exceptional items.
This year Princess Yachts

has been listed as No 8 in the
Profit Track 100. According to
the survey, Princess saw a profit
growth of 114% to £10.9m in its
financial year ended December
2017, with sales of £274.4m and
a workforce totalling 2,407.
The survey reported that
Antony Sheriff, executive
chairman, had overseen the rise
in profits to £10.9m in 2017.
The company launched
six new models in 2018 and
increased its staff to 3,000 at
its Plymouth facility. Sales
expected to grow by 20% in
2018.

Spanish market posts best
Q1 results for three years
SPAIN The National Association
of Nautical Companies (ANEN)
says Spain’s recreational craft
registrations increased by 14.3%
year-on-year to 975 craft in
the first quarter of 2019. This
marked the best first quarter
data in three years, the Madridbased association claimed.
From January to March 2019,
Craft between 8m-12m (26ft-39
ft) posted the best growth with
registrations expanding to

106 craft, up 125.5% compared
with the same period last
year. Craft up to 6m (20ft),
registrations rose by 8.8% to
629. Registrations between 6m8m (20ft-26ft) rose by 4.5%. In
the segment of 12m-16m (39ft52ft), registrations expanded by
19.4%.
However, registrations of
craft with a length of more
than 16 metres (52ft) were down
21.4% year-on-year.

Dogus sells ACI stake
CROATIA Turkey’s Dogus

Group has decided to sell
its 10.87% stake in Croatia’s
leading marina opetator, ACI
Marinas.
The company’s shares were
bought by three local pension
funds – the AZ mandatory
category B pension fund, AZ
Profit voluntary pension fund,
and PBZ Croatia Osiguranje
pension fund.
Dogus said that its marina
network, D-Marin Group,
has been experiencing rapid

ibinews.com

growth. The Turkish business
had received a number of bids
for its shares in ACI Marinas,
according to local paper Jutarnji
List.
The value of the deal was
not disclosed.
Based in Opatija, on
Croatia’s Adriatic Sea, ACI
Marinas operates 22 marinas
in the west of the country. The
company reported record sales
and profits in 2018, raising
its annual revenues to some
US$32.6m – up 7% year-on-year.

ana
MERCURY MARINE
Christopher Drees is Mercury Marine’s new
president of marine parts and accessories.
“Assuming the Mercury presidency is
a natural progression for Chris,” said
Brunswick CEO David Foulkes. Most recently,
Drees was responsible for the integration
of Power Products, Brunswick’s largest
acquisition ever, into the P&A portfolio.

Christopher Drees

SLEIPNER MOTOR
Ronny Skauen has replaced Arne Kai
Skauen as CEO of Sleipner Motor. “It is time
for a new generation to put their energy
and enthusiasm into shaping the company
into the future,” said Arne Kai Skauen, who
spent 42 years at the helm of the firm. Ronny
Skauen has been in charge of Sleipner’s R&D
and global operations for the last 25 years.

Ronny Skauen

NUMARINE
Turkish motoryacht producer Numarine
has promoted Ali Tanir to the role of sales
and marketing manager. Tanir has worked
for Numarine since 2012 as communications
manager and then as brand manager.
Ali Tanir

SUZUKI GB
Suzuki GB has appointed Tony Lewis as
its new area sales manager for the UK’s
southern region. Lewis spent 11 years
as sales and service manager at BHG
Marine. Prior to this, he held the position
of parts manager and dealer liaison with a
competitor outboard brand.

Tony Lewis

BARTON MARINE

Christian Brewer is returning to UK deck hardware manufacturer Barton
Marine as global sales manager after three years as a yacht broker.
Brewer will be picking up his previous management role at Barton to
drive business growth and bring his wealth of knowledge to assist with
the potential challenges of Brexit. He previously worked as sales manager
for Barton from 2007-2016.

OCEANMAX
Oceanmax, the New Zealand-based exporter of Propspeed and
Lightspeed marine coatings, has promoted Nona Pedersen to the role
of general manager. Pedersen most recently served as Oceanmax’s
marketing manager for their portfolio of high-performance marine
products that are exported to 30 countries worldwide.
IBI’s daily marine industry intelligence service
online and in depth.For more infomation
or to subscribe contact Nick Hopkinson:
nick@ibiplus.co.uk
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MS-RA670

D I SCOVER THE S U M OF A U D I O I NNOVAT IO N
The Apollo RA670 boasts the award winning innovation of the Apollo Series,
in an all new compact form factor. Featuring a brilliant, optically bonded,
full-color LCD display, Fusion’s Digital Signal Processing Technology (DSP),
Fusion-Link integration and control, Multi-Zone control in up to 3 audio
zones and PartyBus wired capabilities when connected to a Wi-Fi or Apollo
network. The RA670 is a powerful extension of the Apollo Series.
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Outboard sales hit 12-year high in 2018
USA US retail sales of
outboard engines grew
another 3% in 2018 to 278,500
units – a 12-year high and
the seventh consecutive
year of growth. According
to the National Marine
Manufacturers Association
(NMMA) which compiles
the annual data on the
US boating market, the
average horsepower of all
outboard engines sold last
year continued its upward
trend as well, hitting a new
record of 119.4hp. Nearly one

quarter of outboard engines
sold in America – 64,500
units – were 200hp or greater
and have doubled in the past
five years. Outboard engines
rated 300hp and above grew
14.3% year-over-year to 25,388
units up from 9,788 units
in 2013 when NMMA first
started breakout sales of
engines over 200hp.
With the shift to higher
power engines, the retail value
of sales has been climbing too.
The average value of a new
outboard engine in 2018 was up

3% to US$9,543, while the total
retail value for all outboard
engines last year grew 6% to
US$2.66bn – more than double
the sales value in 2010.
In addition to bigger
outboard motors, boat owners
are also hanging more units
on the back of their transoms
to power bigger, heavier boats,
including sport cruisers.
The growing popularity is
also driven by technological
advancements including higher
reliability, quieter and more
efficient-fuel operation.

INTERNATIONAL
MARINE CERTIFICATION
INSTITUTE

Brunswick opens Manufacturing Center
USA With excess capacity

freed-up from the
discontinuation of certain
Sea Ray and Boston Whaler
commercial models,
Brunswick Corp’s Merritt
Island, Florida facility is being
transitioned to an Integrated
Manufacturing Center (IMC)
that will support “growth
and development” for several
Brunswick Boat Group
brands.
Staffed by approximately 130

people, the IMC will support
scale-up for certain highdemand boat models as well as
produce parts, assemblies and
other components for other
Brunswick Boat Group brands
and facilities.
“Utilising this
well-established facility
is a clear advantage, and
centralising these operations
expands our vertical integration
capability and is very efficient
from a capital perspective,”

says Huw Bower, Brunswick
Boat Group president. “Having
a facility of this scale with an
experienced workforce and a
demonstrated commitment to
quality and craftsmanship is
the fastest and most effective
way for our company to provide
for the incremental capacity
needed for our business,
which also enables us to
centralise certain operations
to take advantage of economies
of scale.”

Correct Craft acquires Velvet Drive
USA Correct Craft has

announced the acquisition of
Velvet Drive Transmissions,
a vendor to the boat and
engine builder for the past
40 years. Velvet drive will be
“vertically integrated into
Correct Craft’s Pleasurecraft



Correct Craft buys Velvet

ibinews.com

Engine Group,” according to
a company news release.
“Adding Velvet Drive to our
growing family is exciting and
will provide our Pleasurecraft
Engine Group team with
resources to grow in many
different ways,” Correct Craft
CEO Bill Yeargin said in the
release.
Velvet Drive manufactures
marine transmissions and offers
a variety of custom gearing
for specialised industrial
equipment. The transmission
builder will remain at its
location in Liberty, South

Carolina, and no management
changes are planned.
Pleasurecraft Engine Group
president Mark McKinney
stated: “Velvet Drive has a
65-year reputation of making
the highest quality marine
transmissions and industrial
equipment in the world and
we are excited to build on
that foundation and take their
products to new heights.”
Pleasurecraft Engine Group,
owned by Correct Craft,
manufactures five brands –
PCM, Crusader, Challenger,
Levitator, and now Velvet Drive.

International Boat Industry

Put your trust
in IMCI‘s
experience and
expertise ...
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Singapore Yacht Show attracts
high-quality visitors and buyers
SINGAPORE The 2019 Singapore
Yacht Show (SYS), that ran
from April 11-1 at Oneo Marina
Sentosa Cove, finished on
a positive mood for many
exhibitors, thanks to a number
of yacht sales. There was
generally thought to have been
a smaller turnout than last
year, but several exhibiting
boatbuilders and dealers
approached by IBI spoke of
more knowledgeable and
interested visitors attending
the show.
Most, if not all, of the key
boating brands either achieved
sales or generated strong
leads to follow up on after
the show. There was also said
to have been a good regional
geographical spread of visitors

not only from the main markets
of Thailand, Singapore and
Indonesia, but also lesser
markets such as Vietnam,
Cambodia and the Philippines.
Among the brands
understood to have achieved
sales were Aquila, Beneteau
(including Lagoon), Azimut,
Sunseeker, Ferretti and
Princess.
The show had a good
number of Asian and show
premieres, including three
from Princess Yachts, one from
Palm Beach Yachts (Grand
Banks Group), Azimut Yachts,
Ferretti, SACS, Dufour Yachts,
Sanlorenzo, Fairline and
Sunseeker.
In terms of news coming out
of the show, the announcement

that Silver Yachts is going
to build a new 35m (115ft)
catamaran superyacht at a new
shipyard in China near Zhuhai
was of considerable interest.
Meanwhile, the Asia Pacific
Superyacht Conference (APSC),
held during SYS 2019, came
in a new format this year,
with one full opening day of
presentations followed by three
days of workshops. Overall
attendance at the conference
was down on previous years and
attendance at the workshops
varied widely. However, there
was new information made
available in the presentations
which provided updates on
specific market situations as
well as insights into Asian
yachting practices.

Fountaine Pajot expands in Indonesia
INDONESIA Yacht Sourcing, one
of Asia’s fastest-growing luxury
yacht companies, has been
appointed by French catamaran
builder Fountaine Pajot to be its
exclusive dealer for Indonesia.
The company will manage new
sales and aftersales service in
Indonesia for the French brand.
With offices in Jakarta,
Bali and Labuan Bajo, Yacht
Sourcing already represents
Ferretti Yachts, Pershing and



Fountaine Pajot’s Alegria 67
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Riva from Italy’s Ferretti Group.
The company also builds and
refits yachts at its own shipyard
in Bira, Sulawesi.
“Fountaine Pajot is one
of the world’s best-selling
builders of sailing and motor
catamarans, and both will
become increasingly popular in
Indonesia,” says Xavier Fabre,
who co-founded Yacht Sourcing
with Boum Senous in 2016 and
has worked in the yachting
industry for 25 years.
“Fountaine Pajot catamarans
focus on large social areas,
stability and performance,
excellent fuel economy and
environmentally friendly
designs, so they are ideal for
families and large groups of
friends to explore a country
like Indonesia, which has
17,000 islands and the most
spectacular scenery above
and below water,” he adds.

International Boat Industry

“Fountaine Pajot is increasingly
focused on Asia and we’re really
excited to be working with the
shipyard in this new chapter for
both companies.”
Fountaine Pajot’s growing
focus on Asia was evident when
it staged its biggest-ever display
at the 2019 Singapore Yacht
Show. Yacht Sourcing staff
joined Fountaine Pajot as the
builder staged the Asia premiere
of its MY 40 powercat along
with the Alegria 67 and Lucia
40 sailing models.
Kevin Corfa, Fountaine
Pajot’s business manager for
Asia, said: “Fountaine Pajot
is expanding its profile in
Asia, so we’re looking for the
best partners in key regions.
Yacht Sourcing is an ideal
match for Indonesia, where
catamarans are perfectly suited
for this incredible, immense
archipelago.

Green
light for
NZ marina
extension
project
NEW ZEALAND A 252-berth

extension to Waikawa Marina
on New Zealand’s South Island
has received approval from the
Port Marlborough Board. The
marina already has 600 berths
from 8m-20m (26ft-67ft). The
marina extension, to the northwest of the existing marina, will
provide an additional 252 berths
ranging from 10m-25m (33ft82ft), some of which will cater
to multihulls.
The growing waiting lists
for both Picton and Waikawa
marinas supported the Port’s
decision to extend, with both
marinas having operated at
capacity for several years.
“We are hugely excited
to head into the next stage
of this project, following 10
years of careful planning and
considerable consultation
with community partners
and stakeholders,” says Port
Marlborough CEO Rhys
Welbourn.
“Te Ātiawa, the Marlborough
Berth and Mooring Association,
neighbours, community
groups, customers and other
stakeholders have had a lot of
input to the planning of the
design,” he says.
“The north-west extension
will not only fulfil recreational
demand in our marinas but also
has a wider economic benefit
for the Marlborough region,
pre- and post-construction,” he
adds. “The economic impact
of the marina expansion is
estimated to bring an annual
additional expenditure of
NZ$2.4m in the Marlborough
region.”
The first berths are expected
to be available by early 2021.

ibinews.com

Hill Robinson at GCCM

‘Cry for help’ from R&C

AUSTRALIA In response to the

COUNTRY Catamaran
producer Robertson & Caine
says a critical skills shortage in
the South African boatbuilding
sector is threatening the future
viability of its massive Cape
Town facility.
R&C managing director
Peter Giliam issued a ‘cry for
help’ to industry stakeholders
at a boatbuilding ‘sector
engagement’ organised by the
Cape Town City Council. He
said urgent intervention was
needed to increase both the
number of skilled artisans and
the level of skills training in the
South African marketplace.
“We want to grow and want
to stay in Cape Town, but we
need to develop skills,” Giliam
told industry stakeholders at the
meeting. “We are looking for

growth in the Asia-Pacific
yachting market, Hill Robinson
Yacht Management has decided
to open an office on Australia’s
Gold Coast. The new office
is located at Gold Coast City
Marina & Shipyard (GCCM),
already a well-established hub
for superyacht repairs, refits
and berthing.
The new office for the
international yacht services
provider is to meet the growing
demand from the increasing
fleet of superyachts either based
there or visiting, for crew and
other services.
GCCM is the largest refit
and repair facility of its kind in
the Southern Hemisphere and
one of the largest in the world.
The combination of excellent

service facilities and highquality marine trades in the
precinct made it the natural fit
for the Hill Robinson brand.
The new office will be
headed up by Donna Murray,
who has wide experience in all
facets of yacht management in
Europe, the Middle East and the
Asia-Pacific region.
GCCM recently revealed
plans to nearly double in size,
with a Stage 2 expansion valued
in excess of A$100m that will
increase its marine refit lifting
capacity by 400%. The facility
has been growing exponentially
each year with in excess of
80 marine businesses now
operating on site, employing
over 700 of Australia’s
most highly-skilled marine
contractors.

people outside [the company]
but we can’t find the skills.
“This is really a cry for
help. We don’t have time to
hang around. We need to start
thinking [in South Africa] like
an international industry not a
local industry. We need to move
forward please,” Giliam said.
R&C is South Africa’s largest
producer and a vital part of
Cape Town’s boatbuilding hub.
Responding to Giliam,
City of Cape Town officials
said they were committed to
help resolve the skills crisis
in partnership with industry
players. Lance Greyling, City
of Cape Town director of
enterprise and investment, said
training needed to be linked to
mentorship programmes and
job opportunities.

Silver Yachts to build SY
catamaran in China
AUSTRALIA/CHINA Possibly the

Sanctuary Cove has unveiled plans to host an annual ‘outdoors’
show that is expected to attract up to 30,000 visitors and inject
more than A$50m into the Gold Coast economy from exhibitor
sales. Created by the same team behind the Sanctuary Cove
International Boat Show, OutdoorX, held from September 13-15,
will give visitors the chance to see the latest in outdoor lifestyle
products including trailer and sports boats and more.

ibinews.com

most significant news to
emerge from the Singapore
Yacht Show 2019 concerned
Silver Yachts and the fact that
it is to shortly start building
superyacht catamarans at a new
facility in China.
This is the first real news
to emerge about the leading
Australian superyacht
builder and its new Chinese
controlling shareholder, China
Zhongwang Holdings Ltd, a
listed Hong Kong company,
since the takeover in 2017. The
new shipyard is located near
Zhuhai in the Pearl River Delta
and construction will start on
the new 35m (115ft) SpaceCat
superyacht catamaran, which
has been designed by Espen
Oeino, in May.
With Silver Yachts
building high-performance,
fuel-efficient, aluminium
superyachts and China
Zhongwang being the second

largest industrial aluminium
extrusion products developer
and manufacturer in the world
and the largest in Asia, the new
SpaceCat will be of aluminium
construction.
This new SpaceCat series
build project takes Silver
Yachts forward in building
the next generation of
yachts which reduce the
environmental impact of
yachting. With its previous
series of large superyachts of
some 77m (263ft) each, the
company is a market leader
in designing and producing
environmentally-friendly
superyachts through their
lightweight, low-resistance
hull forms.
The SpaceCat will
ultimately be manufactured
as a production line starting
with two vessel builds,
gradually building to a
production line of over 10
vessels simultaneously.
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Positive trends continue
despite political and
economic headwinds
ENJOYING ITS SIXTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR OF GROWTH, THERE'S PLENTY TO SMILE ABOUT FOR NOW.
BUT ARE CRACKS APPEARING IN THE RESILIENT GERMAN LEISURE MARINE MARKET?



German optimism could be felt in the halls of this year’s Düsseldorf Boat Show

T

he German leisure marine market posted
its sixth consecutive year of growth in 2018,
with sales of marine goods and services
(excluding superyachts) up 2.9% over the previous
year to around €2.1bn. Consumer confidence
has been rising for the best part of a decade,
buoyed by record-low unemployment, high wages
and low interest rates. “Our economy is strong
and our members are satisfied,” Jürgen Tracht,
managing director of German watersports
association BVWW, told IBI at the Düsseldorf Boat
Show in January.
But is this overriding sense of optimism in the
German market nearing an end? For now, Europe’s
biggest economy is strong. German GDP grew by
1.6% in 2018 and is forecast to rise another 1.5%
in 2019. But equally as strong is the prospect of a
faltering world economy. Global trade wars and the
looming threat of a ‘no-deal’ Brexit all weigh heavily
on the minds of German consumers, threatening
to undermine growth going forward. “There’s an
uncertainty in the market that’s affecting business,”

 Jürgen Tracht,
managing director of
German watersports
association BVWW, says
the trend for big boats
continues

Photo: Messe Düsseldorf/ctillmann

WORDS: BELINDA SNELL

Tracht concedes. “We now have additional duties for
boats coming from the US to Germany – 25% more –
and confidence is going down.”
In June last year, the EU Commission introduced
a 25% levy on all recreational boats imported from
the US into Europe (except for RIBs and inflatables)
as a countermeasure to Trump’s tariffs on imported
steel and aluminium. It’s an additional tax that has
some German dealers nervous. “If we’re talking
about small motorboats below 7.5m, at least 50%
come from the US,” says Tracht.
Fortunately, large yachts over 12m in length –
both sail and power – are a growing trend. The latest
BVWW statistics show that 1,654 motorboats worth
€134.2m were imported into Germany last year – a
10.7% drop in units compared to 2017 but a healthy
8.7% rise in value. Imports of small motorboats
under 7.5m fell by 16.3% to 1,131 units, and boats from
7.5m-12m were down 0.5% to 417 units. Boats over
12m, however, climbed by 29.3% to 106 units.
As for sailing yachts, German dealers imported
663 units over 12m – up 8.2% compared to 2017.
“This trend that we’re seeing for bigger boats
continued in 2018,” Tracht told IBI. “Motor and
sailing yachts of 30m, 40m, 50m, 60m in length…
this is really good business for us and it’s the same
for catamarans. The problem now is with our
harbours, because the infrastructure just isn’t there
for the bigger boats.
“But it’s a trend,” Tracht maintains. “The other
trend is for smaller boats, especially those with
outboards. That’s been a trend for several years now,
ever since we changed our licensing system to allow
boats of up to 15hp to be driven without a license.”
More space in the cockpit is an additional
benefit of outboard-driven boats, along with fuel
savings and reduced maintenance costs. “Another
advantage is the flexibility that these boats provide,”
says Tracht. “You can use them to go waterskiing,
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BERLIN

GERMANY

STATS & FACTS
COMPILED BY ARLENE SLOAN (Source: BVWW)

276 | 9%

key industry
statistics

429 | 9%

1,126 | 23%

828 | 26%

German
boatexports

German
boat imports

TOTAL

TOTAL

3,149 units

6 years of consecutive growth
€2.1 bn of total turnover, (+2.9%)
excluding superyachts

3,560 companies
20,000 employees
81% industry respondents

4,839 units

337| 11%

1,637| 34%
1,708 | 54%

1,647| 34%

or better than last year

superyacht
figures (+30m)

n Inboard motorboats
n Outboard & others boats > 100kg
n Sailboats
n Inflatables > 100kg

7th global rank

€6.0| 1%

€30.1 | 13%

€133.0 | 14%
€1.8 | 0%

German boat
exports

German boat
imports

TOTAL

TOTAL

€916m
€138,1 | 61%

(in total project build length)

100m average length
15 projects in build

2 deliveries in 2018 (20 since 2014)
€56.0
25%

€226m

€775,2 | 85%

€1.9| 1%

domestic
market
483,000 boat parks
60:40 motorboats to sailboats
2,700 marinas & yacht harbours
6m watersports enthusiasts

International boat trade*
Units
Value (mil)

2018
3,149
€ 916.0

Units
Value (mil)

4,839
€ 226.2

* Includes inboard motorboats, outboard & other boats (>100kg), inflatables (>100kg)
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expect 2019 will be as good

% Change
-2%
-52%

-5%
8%

90,000 annual boat licenses
30-50% boats kept abroad
Croatia, Slovenia, Spain,
Holland, Italy, France, etc.

5th in Europe for
outboard engine sales

(sales 13,500+ units)
Sources: BVWW, IMEC, IBI
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in Germany, lasting right up until the end of
wakeboarding or fishing, and you can easily trailer
October, and that made up for things. In the end, it
them behind your car on holiday.
was a really good year.”
“Linked to all this, of course, is the trend for more
The big elephant in the room, it seems, is Bavaria,
comfort on board,” Tracht adds. “Boat-handling
whose shock announcement in April last year that it
features that help to facilitate manouevring in
had filed for bankruptcy rocked the boating world.
confined spaces such as joystick control, or bow
Germany’s biggest serial yacht producer has since
and stern thrusters, are also very important. The
been rescued by a German investment fund, with
demand for anything that makes life easier or more
new owners in the form of Berlin-based CMP Capital
comfortable on board is very high.”
Management vowing to revive the original core
Large and comfortable berths, modern sanitary
brand, securing 800 jobs in the
facilities, corresponding
process. The yard is now back on
heating, cooling, cooking and
track at its plant in Giebelstadt,
light technology, as well as
with all four production lines
entertainment equipment are all
Boat-handling
currently in use.
necessary requirements. “This
features such as
Meanwhile, HanseYachts, with
is what boat manufacturers
joystick control
its Hanse, Moody, Dehler and
increasingly have to adjust to,”
or bow and stern thrusters
Tracht explains. “The times
are important. Demand for Privilege sailing yacht brands and
its Sealine and Fjord motorboat
in which you had to rely on
anything that
brands, is Germany’s clear market
boat building and rudimentary
makes life easier
leader in terms of turnover and
equipment only are ending.”
on board is high
the number of boats produced.
But 2018 was not an easy
Eight years ago, the HanseGroup
year, says Tracht. “We had
had sales of just under €70m. Now the company is
very bad weather in the spring, with snow and ice
approaching €150m, says CEO Jens Gerhardt.
right up until the middle of April. Normally the
As for the overall sector in general, the BVWW’s
start of business is around Easter, but that was
Jürgen Tracht is cautiously optimistic. “At the
impossible last year because of the weather. This
moment our economy is quite strong, but we
meant that certain market segments – services and
don’t have that same degree of confidence on the
maintenance, charter, equipment and accessories –
consumer side that we had in the past,” he says. “My
weren’t as good as expected. Turnover was terrible in
impression is that 2019 will be a good year, but we
April and it’s normally a very strong month.
don’t expect much growth. I think 2020 will be the
“Fortunately, when the summer did eventually
year when the economy stalls.”
kick in, it was worth it. We had a very long summer

 Claus-Ehlert Meyer,
DBSV managing director

CROWDS COME OUT FOR FIRST HAMBURG SHOW
ANY UNCERTAINTY ABOUT the future strength of Germany’s

 Nearly 28,000 people turned out
for the Hamburg Boat Show’s first edition

recreational marine market was not enough to stop DBSV, the German
Boat and Shipbuilders Association, from launching a new boat show
in Hamburg last year. Held in partnership with Messe Friedrichshafen,
the 1st Hamburg Boat Show was a huge success, attracting around 300
exhibitors and nearly 28,000 visitors during its five-day run in October.
“My impression is that the German market is doing very well,
especially the repair yards and small marinas that offer winter storage,”
says Claus-Ehlert Meyer, managing director of the DBSV. “Everyone is
looking for staff,” he says.
“Just look at this show,” Meyer told IBI at boot Düsseldorf in January.
“It’s never been stronger than this year. Superyacht suppliers are doing
really well too and all of our service providers are busy. We’re in a very
comfortable position right now.”
The 2nd Hamburg Boat Show will be held from October 23-27, 2019.
To find out more, visit www.hamburg-boat-show.com

Photo: Nico Maack
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Combining GPS, intelligent machine vision technology,
and advanced motion-sensing, Docksense avoids
the bumps, scrapes, and close-calls that are both
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As good as it gets... for now



Aqualine CEO Frank Schaper. Aqualine is one of a number of Germany’s smaller motorboat producers doing well

DESPITE BREXIT UNCERTAINTY AND TRADE TARIFFS, GERMANY’S LEGION OF BUILDERS ARE
ENJOYING A RESURGENCE ACROSS A WIDE RANGE OF SECTORS, BOTH POWER AND SAIL
WORDS: STEFAN GERHARD

T

he mood among manufacturers of
motorboats and sailing yachts in
Germany is as good it’s been for
a long time. As well as major players like
Hanse and Bavaria, a raft of smaller, niche
manufacturers are finding success across a
variety of sectors.
A warm summer extending the boating
season and a positive economic outlook in
2018 gave a boost to the boating sector.
HANSE IS CLEAR MARKET LEADER
The insolvency of Bavaria Yachts, once one
of the world’s largest manufacturers of
leisure boats, in spring 2018 appeared not
to shake the confidence of those German
boat buyers. In terms of numbers of boats
produced and turnover, HanseYachts
AG – with its sailing yacht brands Hanse,
Moody, Dehler and Privilège and the

motorboat brands Sealine and Fjord – is
now Germany’s largest builder.
In addition to the two internationally
renowned multi-brand producers Hanse
and Bavaria, smaller boat manufacturers
from Germany with individual concepts
were successful, especially on the domestic
market. Hellwig Boote, Aqualine, B1 Yachts,
RaJo-Boote as well as Europe Marine with
the brands Viper and Auster – to name only
a few – build open and cabin motorboats in
considerable numbers. Highly specialised
sailing boat producers – such as deck
saloon builder Sirius, to name one – are
fully booked for the next years.
HANSE RANKS #2 IN SAIL
According to HanseYachts AG, it is the
world’s second largest manufacturer
of sailing yachts from 30ft-70ft. With

motorboats from 30ft-55ft the shipyard is
in the world’s top 10. “In the last business
year 2017/2018 we sold 577 boats. Of these,
32% were motorboats and 68% sailing
boats,” says CEO Jens Gerhardt. According
to the shipyard, the export share is around
80%. Most boats go to customers in Europe
and the US.
Sales and earnings in the first half of
the current financial year (July 1-December
31, 2018) are significantly higher than in
the previous year – with an increase in
earnings of €2.3m and 7% more sales.
Hanse is thus heading for its second major
annual profit since the world financial
crisis. “We are still growing strongly and
do correspondingly high investments to
achieve this. This and one-off effects meant
that last year we were once again slightly
below zero. We clearly achieved the
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Bavaria’s C45 has proved a solid performer



break-even in the year before,” says Jens
Gerhardt.
Eight years ago, the Hanse Group had
a turnover of less than €70m. Now that is
approaching €150m, says Gerhardt. “I think
we have been among the most successful
brands in the monohull segment for the
past 10 years. We are still working on the
catamarans, however.”
TREND TOWARDS LARGER BOATS
For Hanse, the trends are for increasingly
larger and more complex boats. “In recent
years we have grown by around €10m
in sales per year. This has often been
accompanied by a reduction of 20 or even
30 boats that need to be built.” Following
the acquisition and ongoing integration
of the French multihull manufacturer
Privilège, the brand portfolio is complete
for the time being. “Typically, we are not
a manufacturer for charter companies or
an entry price provider. This is why we
have acquired this brand in the catamaran
sector, where we were not yet represented.
Privilège starts, in terms of size and price,
where Hanse ends.”
CATCHING UP WITH BENETEAU
In the core business of the Hanse Group,
which is sailing yachts, the Beneteau Group
is currently also very active. Especially the
multihull sector that is booming: “In the
sailing sector, the catamaran is certainly
the winner among our competitors in

recent years,” Gerhardt states.
In the classic segment of monohull
boats, the CEO sees HanseYachts in a good
market position in comparison with the
French world market leaders of Jeanneau/
Beneteau. “In the monohull sail segment,
the gap between Hanse was bigger five or
ten years ago than it is today.” Here, Hanse
has caught up with the focus on special
comfort such as easy single-handed sailing
with the Selftacker system as a USP.

the company for seven years, explains
that there is no fixed schedule for the sale.
“One would like to obtain a high disposal
profit. So it makes sense for us to make
as much profit as possible at this point.
Now we are having a small profit for the
second time in the current financial year.
You’d have to wait for the right time, which
means a good price at the stock exchange.
At the moment there is still room for
improvement.”

DECK SALOON GAME CHANGER
Gerhardt describes the new 2019 Moody 41
DS as a potential “game changer” product.
With this “true” deck saloon sailing
yacht, he is convinced, even customers
with motorboats can be brought back to
sailing. The small Sirius shipyard has been
successfully building deck saloon yachts
up to 40ft for many years. In the growing
motoryacht segment, Hanse Group
concentrates on the Sealine brand with the
latest Sealine C390 model.
The shipyards cost structure benefits
from Hanse’s own plant in Poland. Close to
the border, the larger scale GRP production
has been carried for 27 years. “For the small
motor boats, we manufacture almost the
entire boat in Poland. The small margins
on these boats do no longer allow us the
labour costs in Germany.”

BAVARIA CONSOLIDATED AFTER RESTART
Following the takeover by the new
owner CMP, Bavaria is on the verge of
consolidation. Immediately after the
new start in autumn 2018, the company
announced that it would go back to the
original core brand of Bavaria. “We will
invest in Bavaria’s former strengths. This
includes an excellent price-performance
ratio, which Bavaria has been the name for
for many years”, explained Kai Brandes,
managing partner of the new owner CMP,
in October 2018.
The new CEO Michael Müller is
currently leading the shipyard purposefully
into calmer waters. Together with CFO
Ralph Kudla from the Berlin-based
financial investor CMP and production
manager Erik Appel, he forms the new
top management. “Currently, the focus
of our entire team is on preparing the
2019 delivery season. We will keep both
our quality promise and the promised
delivery dates”, explains Michael Müller.
“In addition, we are continuously
incorporating technological improvements
into the production lines in Giebelstadt.”

HANSE FOR SALE?
With Aurelius, Hanse has a financial
investor as its main owner. Traditionally
investors would look to sell the company
after a few years. However, according to
Gerhardt, there’s no real hurry to divest
the boatbuilder owing to the investor’s
ownership structure. “Our investor is not
fund driven, but rather a family business
with the rest of the shares on the stock
exchange,” he says.
Jens Gerhardt, who has been managing

CUSTOMER INTEREST STILL STRONG
It appears that the Bavaria brand has not
suffered in terms of customer interest.
All four production belts at the Bavaria
plant in Giebelstadt are currently

MICHAEL MÜLLER | CEO BAVARIA

Although most of the usual order season
had already passed, we are positively
surprised by the large number and variety
of boat orders
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requirement, he adds, where one person
can operate and trim all sails from the
steering positions and also keep an eye on
the navigation and all instruments.
As far as the new models – announced
by Bavaria for the beginning of 2020 – are
concerned, Michael Müller does not yet want
to go into details. “It is important for us to
capture the spirit of the time, to consider the
requirements of lifestyle – and to combine
this with the DNA of Bavaria.” And most
important: “Give us the time we need.”

 Europe Marine’s CEOs Peter and Robert
Nuernberger (front centre)

well utilised, according to the shipyard.
“The good number of orders after the
restart makes us very optimistic,” says the
Bavaria CEO. “Although most of the usual
order season had already passed, we are
positively surprised by the large number
and variety of boat orders – proven yachts
such as the Cruiser line are still very
popular.”
NEW CORPORATE CULTURE
The spirit among the Bavaria dealers was
also good and optimistic, says Müller.
Part of it was due to the new company
philosophy since the takeover by CMP.
Müller: “Long-term orientation, reliability
and portfolio policy were the most
important topics.”
A new spirit is also present in the
factory, with a new corporate culture of
appreciation. “Many of our 550 employees
have been with the company for 10 years or
more – they know what they are doing and
do not need multi-level hierarchies. With
our marketing campaign ‘We are Bavaria’,
we also communicate this to the outside
world.”
SINGLE-HANDED SAILING TREND
One of the big trends from Bavaria’s point
of view is easy handling. “Customers
today want to be able to master and sail
sailing yachts over 45ft with small crews
or even single-handed,” says Müller. The
sailing yachts of Bavaria’s C series fulfil this

SMALL MANUFACTURERS FULFILL
INDIVIDUAL WISHES MORE EFFECTIVELY
Aside from the big players, there’s
room in Germany’s industry for smaller
manufacturers, especially for motorboats
– with remarkably high production figures.
According to data issued by the companies
Aqualine and B1 Yachts, located in Werder
near Berlin, they produce around 100 open
and cabin boats per year in two series.
Hellwig near Aachen builds motorboats
up to 5.8m in length in an almost similar
quantity with its own GRP production.
Europe Marine near Frankfurt says it
produces around 120 boats with hull
lengths of 5m-10m per year completely
in Germany. One exception is the Sirius
sailing boat shipyard in Plön near the Baltic
Sea, which produces very successfully
around a dozen deck saloon yachts
between 31ft-40ft in length per year.
An essential reason for the success of
the medium-sized manufacturers is the
significantly higher level of customisation
some of them offer as well as higher
levels of quality and often a closer
working relationship with the customer.
For Aqualine CEO Frank Schaper the
smaller number of boats allow for more
individuality. “We can respond much
more quickly to customer wishes and also
implement them than a mass production
manufacturer.”
Another aspect for the success of the
national manufacturers is that bigger
shipyards have largely withdrawn from
certain market segments. This includes
trailer motorboats, which are offered by all
manufacturers mentioned.
A third factor is that US-built boats
have become uncompetitive in the trade

dispute with the US since the activation
of EU punitive tariffs. The loss of the
mostly sporty US brands has since been
compensated by European brands. The
boat models of German manufacturers
also experienced an extra boom, the end of
which is not yet in sight.
WORLD POLITICS HAS INFLUENCE
World political events such as Brexit and
the trade policy of the USA also have an
influence on the economic success of
German boat manufacturers. “Almost
everything you watch in the main
television news has an influence on us,”
explains Hanse managing director Jens
Gerhardt. “Brexit creates great uncertainty
in the UK, and of course orders there are
declining. We don’t yet feel the impact
of the trade wars [between the European
Community and the USA] so much. But
of course we notice the embargo against
Russia very strongly.”
For the German manufacturer Europe
Marine, on the other hand, with its sports
and cabin boats manufactured in Germany
based on US-inspired designs, the punitive
tariffs represent an economic boost. “We
expect Trumps tariffs to result in doubledigit percentage growth next year for
our own Viper and Oyster brands,” says a
company spokesperson.
This effect can turn into the opposite
with growth in foreign markets. “Brexit
is a big slowdown for us,” explains Sirius
shipyard CEO Thomas Schmidt. His
market assessment is, “coming from a
very good level, slightly declining” – with
waiting times for a Sirius sailing yacht for
the customer of currently one to 2.5 years.
RETAIL EXPERIENCED EXCEPTIONAL
ECONOMIC SITUATION IN 2018
Retailers in Germany are very satisfied with
business in the past year. The very long
and warm summer extended the season
considerably. Demand was correspondingly
high. “We had the best year ever in recent
times,” the authorised dealer of a largeseries shipyard told IBI, summing up the
buying interest in 2018. In addition to
the cabin boats widely used in Germany,
open motorboats also experienced an
unexpected boom.
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INTERFACE

BY THE INDUSTRY, FOR THE INDUSTRY
The Boat Builder Awards for Business Achievement were initiated by
International Boat Industry (IBI) magazine and METSTRADE in 2015 and are
designed to recognise individual and team success within boat building companies globally.
Nominations are invited across ten categories of business achievement and a number
of outstanding initiatives and colleagues have been rewarded in previous years.
However our search for admirable new projects and people continues. Individuals and
teams can be nominated by professionals within the leisure marine business.
Nominations now open at www.boatbuilderawards.com
SAVE THE DATE
This year’s gala dinner and awards presentation will take place on the first day of METSTRADE,
which is Tuesday the 19th November, at the National Maritime Museum in Amsterdam.

www.boatbuilderawards.com

The National Maritime Museum, Amsterdam (Het Scheepvaartmuseum)

HEADLINE SPONSOR

2019 CATEGORIES



SPONSORS

International distributor/dealer development
Collaborative solution between a production
boat builder and its supply chain partner (for vessels under 24m)
Collaborative solution between a superyacht
builder and its supply chain partner (for vessels of over 24m)
Innovative on-board design solution
Innovation in a production process
Retail marketing initiative

Open for sponsorship

Environmental initiative
Best apprenticeship or training scheme
Rising star (working for a boatbuilder and up to age 35)
Lifetime achievement award
DRINK SPONSORS

Pre dinner drinks

Open for sponsorship

After dinner drinks

For sponsorship opportunities please contact Philip Pereira on: philip@ibiplus.co.uk

ORGANISED BY
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Global uncertainties fail to
blow sector off course
2018

MARKET MOMENTUM HAS CARRIED OVER FROM
, BUT THE MOOD
AMONG EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS REMAINS CAUTIOUS
WORDS: BELINDA SNELL



German propeller manufacturer SPW GmbH. It will launch an updated range of its Variprop propellers later this year

T

he trend for onboard comfort
in the German boating market
continued unabated last year, the
only downside being an ice-cold spring
that lasted well into April, delaying the
start of the 2018 boating season and eating
into that critical time when end-users refit
and repair their boats for summer.
According to German watersports
association BVWW, the spring – a
period normally characterised by strong
sales – was particularly disappointing
for marine equipment and accessories
firms. “During the following months, the
situation improved without, however, fully
offsetting the revenue losses from spring,”
says Jürgen Tracht, BVWW managing
director. “Nevertheless, our equipment
suppliers evaluate the expired fiscal year as
predominantly good.”
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As for 2019, most companies that IBI
spoke to for this report are cautiously
optimistic, hoping their appearance at
January’s Düsseldorf Boat Show will lead to
a pick-up in post-show trade.
“Düsseldorf was busier this year and
the mood was better too,” says Mark
Rutgers, CEO and owner of Allpa Marine
Equipment GmbH. “But busier and better
doesn’t necessarily mean strong turnover
and it certainly doesn’t guarantee profit
growth. Düsseldorf has become the ‘shop
window’ of the European market, that
much is clear. But Germany is difficult
at the moment. It’s more difficult, for
instance, than the Netherlands,” he says.
Allpa grew sales at its German
subsidiary by 4% last year. The Dutch
wholesaler/distributor has around 10,000
items in its catalogue and stocks more than

International Boat Industry

25,000 individual items at a warehouse in
Nijmegen, near the German border.
“The start of 2018 was slow, but thanks
to the warm summer weather and our
ample stock it became better and better,
which is something we didn’t expect,” says
Rutgers. “2019 started on a more stable
footing and February and March saw a 5%
rise in turnover.”
QUALITY PRODUCTS
According to Rutgers, quality products,
together with good service and fast delivery
times are key to Allpa’s success. “I see solid
growth for Allpa Marine Equipment GmbH
and the overall group in 2019,” he says.
“Refitting is on its way up. Families with
small budgets are buying and refurbishing
old boats and Allpa is in the right position
to supply the items needed.”

ibinews.com

Like Allpa, Bukh-Bremen is also
forecasting a pick-up in sales after last
year’s erratic weather led to a 3% drop in
business. The company has been importing
and supplying technical boat equipment
to boatbuilders, yards and dealers since
1976 and today boasts around 50,000
items in its portfolio, of which 10,000 are
typically held in stock.
“Our product offering is very technical,
so many of the projects that involve our
products take place during the spring
when people upgrade or repair their boats,”
says managing director Andrew Winkley.
“An exceptionally long, cold winter in
Germany last year, followed by an almost
immediate summer, cut into that critical
renovation time. We expect an upturn in
2019 as people catch up on projects that
they didn’t start or complete in 2018.
“Fundamentals such as the economy
and consumer sentiment are all positive,”
Winkley adds. “Early reports from January
and February this year show a significant
upturn compared to 2018. February 2019
even set an all-time record for sales.”
As for trends, Winkley told IBI that
as boats become bigger, more and more
services are being outsourced. Crews are
also becoming smaller, hence manoevring
aids such as bow thrusters and positioning
systems are growing in importance.
“Vetus this year introduced the new
Bow Pro series of bow thrusters that fit
exactly into that niche with unlimited
runtime, reduced noise and compatibility
with joystick controls,” he says.
Another importer and distributor of
marine equipment is Lindemann, a thirdgeneration, family owned business with
more than 60 brands in its portfolio.
“The distribution of Engel coolboxes
and fridges closed a gap in our portfolio
and was very well accepted by the market
last year,” says COO Bernd Wegner. “It’s
not about price, it’s all about outstanding
quality and long-term reliability.
“Another outstanding range in 2018
was Whale pumps,” he adds. “Their trusted
quality and innovation led to a serious
25% increase in sales on top of the already
brilliant 2017 sales.”
Easy boating is a growing trend in
Germany, particularly when it comes to

At Fischer Panda, sales of marine diesel
manoeuvring boats in tight spaces. An
generators and electric drive systems
older generation of boaters continue
for boats were up by 6% last year. The
to invest in everything from bow and
strongest growth, at 24%, was recorded in
stern thrusters to joystick controls, while
the Netherlands, followed by Italy at 20%
modern sanitary facilities and efficient
and France at 18%. “Our forecast for 2019 is
heating, cooling and refrigeration units are
more or less the same,” managing director
deemed almost mandatory.
Stephan Backes told IBI.
At Lindemann, products such as furlers,
rigs, sails, bow thrusters and anchor
Fischer Panda recently expanded its
windlasses are in high demand, along
range of electric motors and can now
with everyday comfort items for onboard
supply e-propulsion from 7.5kW-20kW
living. Boilers, whispering pumps and toilet
(48V) up to 100kW (420V). The motors
systems, fridges and
are available as podded
hi-fi components are
or as shaft versions. The
all selling well.
podded versions, says
“We saw a slight
Backes, are particularly
People still have
5% increase in
suited for commercial
money, but
turnover in 2018
boat operators such as
practically nowhere to
compared to 2017,”
water taxis or small ferries
invest it. We’re optimistic
says Wegner. “This
with a displacement of
about people upgrading
was organic growth
more than 40 tonnes.
their used boats
across all fields.”
“After establishing the
or even new ones
As for 2019,
variable-speed generator
Wegner is confident
Panda 5000i.Neo on the
that a positive
market, which was our
consumer mood will lead to a rise in refits.
first marine generator with a Fischer Panda
water-cooled, 1-cylinder engine, we were
REFITS ON THE RISE
able to successfully introduce the constant“Most refitters are fully booked up to the
speed generator Panda 4000s.Neo with the
summer,” he says. “The general economic
same engine. The Panda 4000s.Neo is an
situation has not changed. People still have
ideal entry-level generator,” says Backes.
money, but practically nowhere to invest
“We have also added the Panda 19i
it in the short-term. So we’re optimistic
marine generator (15 kW) with variable
about people upgrading their used boats or
speed to our iSeries range. This is good
even new ones.”
news for boatbuilders who require a
As for Brexit, Lindemann is prepared
generator in this power range.”
for all eventualities. “As we represent lots
Backes told IBI that demand is coming
of UK brands, Brexit is obviously a crucial
from both OEMs who order Fischer Panda
issue for 2019,” Berndt admits. “But we
generators for serial boat production, and
have significantly increased the related
private customers who order new boats
stock and think we are prepared even for a
from a shipyard and specifically request
hard Brexit.”
more comfort on board. For example, airconditioning and electric cooking which
can be efficiently powered by a generator.
“Our customers demand very
quiet operation from our gensets
and e-propulsion products. They are
particularly looking for overall system
efficiency combining both drive and
onboard power systems.”
Oil and additives specialist Liqui Moly
entered the marine market in 2016 with a
 Engel coolboxes and
complete range of additives, engine oils,
fridges have filled a gap
grease and maintenance products
in Lindemann’s portfolio
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specifically for boats – and business has
been growing ever since. “Our marine
portfolio was well above the company
average in 2018,” says Carlos Travé, who
moved from Liqui Moly’s motorcycle
division in February to head up marine.
“Growth is a natural development for us, as
we’re new to this segment and still in the
process of establishing it worldwide.”
Liqui Moly is best-known for producing
engine oils, lubricants and additives for the
automotive sector. In 2018, the company
reported a 2% increase in total group sales
to €544m – a modest rise in what was a
record year for the German firm. CEO
Ernst Prost blamed trade disputes, a weak
Russian ruble and low crude oil prices for a
more subdued level of growth.
Business with China, for example,
decreased by a third. And trade with
Russia, a significant export market for
the company, has decreased rapidly over
the last two years due to the substantial
devaluation of the ruble. “Such changes
cannot help but have an impact,” says
export manager Salvatore Coniglio. “These
setbacks in China and Russia would have
had a much greater impact if we were not
active in 150 countries. We can offset the
reduction in turnover in some countries by
opening up new markets in others.”
The weather also had an impact.
High temperatures over the summer
restricted the use of the Rhine and made
it unnavigable at times which, in turn,
increased transport costs for raw materials
and finished goods. “Overall, our freight
and logistics costs increased by some
€1.2m,” says Prost.

 Liqui Moly’s sales to the marine market
were well above the company average in 2018

In terms of marine oils and additives,
however, Travé expects strong growth
in 2019. “Germany is strong, of course,
but Italy, Denmark and Norway are also
performing very well,” he says. “In 2019
we will expand our distribution to more
countries, with focus on the USA.”
Meanwhile, new EU legislation that
more or less bars all existing biocides from
the market has led to investment in new
technologies. “We’re currently working
on a new formulation which is similarly
effective against diesel bug but is allowed
to be sold without limitations,” Travé adds.
Another growing trend in the German
boating market is clean, green technology
in the form of electric propulsion.
Torqeedo first entered this market in 2005
and sales have been growing ever since.
“In 2018 we saw major growth year-overyear in Canada, the UK and Ireland,
France, China and South America,” says
CEO Christoph Ballin. “As more customers
are exposed to electric cars, electric bikes
and other EVs, interest in electric mobility
overall is rising.
CLEAN, GREEN TECHNOLOGIES
“In 2019, we’ll see even more boatbuilders
announce new electric and hybrid boats
or update existing hulls with emissionfree propulsion options,” he adds. “The
recreational marine industry recognises the
need to modernise their positioning and
products in order to compete for customer
attention and to attract younger people
and families, the boaters of tomorrow, to
their brands.”
Customers, says Ballin, want products
that are high-tech, easy to use and
environmentally friendly. At Düsseldorf,
Torqeedo launched Deep Blue 100i – two
new 100kW motors for its Deep Blue
electric drive system – and also announced
an energy boost in the system’s lithium
battery pack. “The most powerful Torqeedo
motor previously available was 50kW,”
Ballin explains. “Doubling that means
larger and faster vessels can take advantage
of the benefits of electric mobility.”
Both models are whisper-quiet, directdrive inboards which are seamlessly
integrated in Torqeedo’s Deep Blue and
Deep Blue Hybrid systems. Deep Blue 100i

2400 is the high-speed model specifically
designed to power fast planing motorboats.
Its counterpart, the Deep Blue 100i 900,
delivers 1,000Nm of torque and is suitable
for yachts of up to 120ft – displacement
boats and commercial vessels.
“Recreational boat size and performance
are both increasing since the launch of the
Deep Blue 100i motors and will continue to
accelerate as battery technology continues
to advance,” says Ballin. “We increased
Deep Blue battery capacity by more than
30% last year and our 24V lithium-ion
Power 24-3500 received a 33% energy boost,
delivering record-setting energy density to
the marine market.”
Torqeedo also launched a direct-drive
version of its best-selling, 3hp-equivalent
Travel motor last year. The new Travel
1103 C does everything a small combustion
outboard can do but it’s lighter, quieter,
easier to use, cleaner to handle and store,
and more environmentally friendly.
At propeller manufacturer SPW
GmbH, sales to the leisure marine market
in 2018 were roughly on par with the
previous year. “There was no difference
compared to 2017,” says general manager
Jörg Adamczyk, “but we anticipate a small
decline in 2019.”
SPW makes Variprop and Variprofile
feathering propellers for cruising and
racing sailors, Varifold folding propellers,
and custom fixed-pitch propellers for
motoryachts. Demand is mostly from
end-users and the refit market. The
company also offers a range of shaft
seals, propeller shafts, couplings, shaft
bearings and stern tubes, and serves as a
subcontractor for OceanVolt in Finland,
producing parts for its ServoProp variable
pitch propeller.
Later this year, SPW will launch an
updated range of Variprop propllers. “The
blades in the new updated range are much
more efficient,” says Adamczyk. “We had
them tested at the SVA Potsdam marine
research institute and they offer the same
efficiency as fixed propeller blades such as
the Wageningen B Series. For a feathering
propeller, this is brilliant! They will have
the same advantages, including the ability
to adjust pitch when fine-tuning and a
shock absorber.”
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 Torqeedo’s Deep Blue 100i electric inboard is
whisper-quiet

According to Adamczyk, large propeller
companies are increasingly encroaching on
their smaller competitors by offering more
entry-level products aimed at end-users.
“The bigger companies are eating the
smaller ones,” he says.
On top of this, discount websites are
putting extra pressure on margins, beating
them on pricing. As a counter-measure,
SPW is increasingly focusing on nonstandard types of propellers that aren’t
available online. In other words, propellers
with a non-standard hub or taper.
ENCROACHING COMPETITION
Non-standard propeller sizes and custom
designs are a key market going forward,
says Adamczyk. “Our company is looking
to specialise more and more on customer
demand,” he says.
“We’ve also noticed increased demand
for the local repair of fixed propellers.
That’s why SPW has invested over the
last year into a propeller press (the Prop
Straightener) as well as new MRI software
to control quality and the basic design of
the propeller blade section for repair and
improve on those.”
Jan Olfenbüttel at H+B Technics told
IBI that sales of platform tender lifts
grew by around 20% in 2018, as existing
customers placed more orders and took on
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new projects. “Orders from big shipyards
are increasing, particularly those in Italy,
France and Poland, which means more
complex systems and bigger packages.
It wasn’t really expected. Everyone was
talking about the crisis, about how things
aren’t growing like in the past, but we
managed and we’re doing well. It’s crazy
but good. We expect to grow another 1015% in 2019.”
While much of the company’s custom
work is confidential, Olfenbüttel told
IBI that H+B has just developed a new
platform lift system with integrated stairs
that was specifically designed for outboard
boats. Built for an unnamed client, it will
be launched at the 2019 Cannes Yachting
Festival and is expected to be a big source
of revenue growth going forward. For now,
the project is top secret.
“It’s a brand-new project that should
be ready by the end of the year,” says
Olfenbüttel. “We already have a patent on
it and we’re building the prototype now.
We see big demand for this type of product
going forward, especially for outboard
boats because the outboard yacht market
is growing, especially in the US. It’s crazy
how many outboard boats are coming out
at the moment – and lots of big ones too.

“We’re also developing more cranes and
tender launching systems. This is also a
growing market for us.”
At climate control specialist Webasto,
2018 was the company’s sixth consecutive
year of double-digit growth. “Sales were
supported by industry growth, market
share gains at OEMs, and increased sales of
innovative products that were introduced
in previous years,” says Denis Merle,
director of Special Vehicles & Marine at
Webasto Thermo & Comfort SE.
Merle told IBI that the company is
optimistic for 2019, when the full benefits
of contracts signed last year begin to
trickle through. “I didn’t attend
Düsseldorf this year, but the
feedback was excellent, confirming
the worldwide optimism felt in
the industry as a whole,” he says.
“This was half a surprise for us, as
we expected stronger headwinds
connected to uncertainties in the
economy – the tariff wars, Brexit, the
Bavaria bankruptcy, etc.
“The show gave us an opportunity to
present our market share gains, as more
boats are now equipped with our systems
(heating, cooling, refrigeration, roofs
and shades) than ever before. The most
visible ones, of course, are Webasto’s roof
and shade systems, but we also had good
feedback from visitors who mentioned the
BlueCool My Touch interface (a coloured
touchscreen for our AC systems) or the
new CleanTouch versions of our stainlesssteel fridges.”
High-quality products that are compact,
easily maintainable, diagnosable, lownoise, worldwide applicable products,
serviced by an international network are
the main expectations, says Merle.
NETWORK INTEGRATION
“I would add that the connectivity of
products and the integration into a
network is gaining even more importance
at OEMs,” he says. “The increasing share
of outboards, even on bigger boats, is also
calling for new products designed for this
new segment.”
As for geographical spread, Webasto’s
business can be found on all continents –
Europe and North America being the main
ones. “Our sales will take place wherever
the demand from OEMs come from,”
says Merle. “There was no noticeable
shift detected in 2018, even after the tariff
wars… maybe in 2019.”
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Sun shines on
Nordic markets
SMALLER, OUTBOARD-POWERED MOTORBOATS MIGHT BE FUELLING A RESURGENCE,
BUT GROWTH IS BEING REGISTERED ACROSS MOST SECTORS, HAVING A POSITIVE
KNOCK-ON EFFECT ON THE AFTERMARKET
WORDS: LARS ÅKE REDEEN & ED SLACK

T

he domestic boat markets in
Sweden and Norway have been
enjoying stable growth for several
years, fuelled by an upsurge in demand for
smaller motorboats (up to 8m). Equipment
sales too have remained robust with the
only softness to be found in the sailboat
sector, with the number of sailing yachts
dropping to a historically low.
For Sweden the good times continue to
roll on with 2018 registering as the third
consecutive year with sales at high levels.
In total 20,600 boats, canoes and personal
watercraft were sold in the country, where
one in seven people have their own boat.
Buoyant sales and high levels of consumer
engagement mean that aftermarket sectors
for both equipment and services are also in
rude health.
As with much of Europe, the Nordic
regions were blessed with a long, hot
summer in 2018, giving a major boost to
boat sales after a surprisingly cold spring.
Overall the weather was a major factor for
the good boat sales.
During 2018 Swedish boat exports
increased by 11.5% in volume and 21% in
value. At the same time, imports grew 10%
in volume and fell 10% in value. One of
the key factors for this was the shrinking
sail boat market that has been particularly
apparent in traditionally keen sailing
countries like Sweden and Finland.
Swedish boat production overall
increased 1.6% in volume and 5.5% in value.
Mats Eriksson, CEO of Swedish boat
association, Sweboat, confirmed the robust
market situation: “2019 looks surprisingly
good. This comes after 2018, which was the
third year in a row with growth and thanks
to a fantastic summer 2018 ended with a
10% increase in volume. Some economic
and political signals have made us cautious
– but so far we note that expectations in
the industry for 2019 are, as already said,
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requirements – often with regional
differences – make the industry a little
cautious at the moment. So does Brexit,
Trump and other phenomena as well, of
course”, Eriksson comments.
“One common challenge for the boating
industry is that most need more workforce.
Sweboat have therefore initiated a project
named the ‘Boating industry’s integration
project’ in order to offer immigrants and
people newly arrived in Sweden, to join
our industry. Since we are out of people we
need to find them outside our box.”


Hoping for another long, hot summer

surprisingly positive. Though, we need to
be observant on reports coming regarding
interest rates, employment figures,
household surveys and other economic
aspects,” he added.
Swedish customers in general are
particularly sensitive to shifting trends, and
that could go some way to explaining the
fluctuations in sales patterns in the boat
market.
“Sailboat builders are still having a
tough time – there remain a large range
of attractive pre-owned boats for sale
out there. Larger power boats seem to be
undergoing a revival, though at a modest
level. It’s aluminium, ‘care-free’ boats that
are dominating the Swedish market –
vehicles for recreational activities, rather
than the boat being the hobby itself”, says
Eriksson.
CHALLENGES AHEAD
Swedish regulators and authorities have
a history of being proactive, especially
where environmental matters are
concerned. Sweboat is predicting some
challenges on the horizon: “A coming
age limit on Personal Water Craft can
affect the demand, and all environmental
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NORWAY
Last year’s warm summer provided
a similar shot in the arm for the
neighbouring Norwegian market. “There
were two to three times as many boats out
on the Fjords. The temperatures went from
0oC in April to over 20oC within a week,”
recalls Leif Bergass at Norwegian boating
association Norboat. “It was the warmest
summer for 50 years – dealers were selling
boats well into December. It’s meant we’ve
had a good start to 2019 and attendance
was up at the Oslo boat show (March)
by 5%.” Mirroring trends in Sweden, it is
outboard powered 4m-9m fibreglass day
cruisers and bow riders that are leading
the charge, but sales of bigger boats, from
10m-15m, are also growing, though in much
smaller volumes. “The future’s very bright
for the boat business in Norway for the time
being,” Bergass confirmed with IBI.
“The 4m-9m boats are selling in their
thousands, but builders are also speaking of
more interest, customers and better leads
for the 10m-15m category too. Marinas are
also doing well – in fact anywhere offering
storage, servicing and repairs are having
their best time for 20 years.”
One development of slight concern
Bergass admits, was the recent interest
rate rise in March – the first for some
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key industry statistics
for sweden 2018

key industry statistics for
norway 2018

SEK 1.3bn boat production (+5.5%)
5,892 unit production (+1.6%)

948,000 boat park
27% increase since 2011 (mostly small boats, canoes & kayaks)
89:11 motorboat to sailboat ratio
72% under 6m

SEK 1.8bn in boat sales (-10.2%)
20,110 unit sales (+7.2%)

boat usage

Inboard boats, Sailboats, Outboard and other boats (including imports)

31% households own boats
687,000 households; up 36% since 2011
4 adults per boat

SEK 2.0bn motor & accessory sales
754,300 boat park
87:13 motorboat to sailboat ratio
72% under 6m
236,100 day trip boats
134,600 liveaboard boats

28 days (avg. boat use per year)
16m total boating days
63% boats used for fishing
61% of primary boats are 14-25 feet
NOK 129,000 average value of primary boat

1,500 marinas & boat harbours
1,000 boat clubs

boat usage

NOK 7bn annual spending on boating
(excluding boat purchases)

1/3 adults go boating annually

24% of boat owners are members in a boating club

(2.5 million enthusiasts)

13 adults per boat

1 in 8 households intend to buy a new boat in next 5 years

25 days (avg. boat use per year)
20m total boating days
47% boats used for fishing

250,000 new boat sales potential

Source: Royal Norwegian Boat Association (KNBF), Boat Life Survey (2017)

international boat trade
1,325 units, SEK 95m in exports
16,727 units, SEK 1.26bn in imports

norway boat trade with the eu
imports: 10,500 units, €270m (€113,300 avg boat value)
exports: 1,325 units, €95m (€71,640 avg boat value)
Source: Eurostat (preliminary 2018 figures)

11%
3%

29%

43%

17%

6%

Sweden
boat park
by type

Norway
boat park
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1%

948,300 boats

754,300 boats

n Canoes
n Rowing boats, dinghies
n Open motorboats < 10hp
n Motorboats >10hp

3%

TOTAL

TOTAL

17%

1%

by type

10%

24%

n Motorboats (liveaboard)
n Sailboats (non-liveaboard)
n Sailboats (liveaboard)
Source: Swedish Marine Industries Federation (Sweboat), 2018

17%

n Motorboats (non-liveaboad)
n Motorboats (liveaboad)
n Sailboats (non-liveaboard)
n Sailboats (liveaboard)

18%

n Personal watercraft
n Canoes, kayaks
n Dinghies, rowboats without motor
Source: KNBF Boat Life Survey (2017)
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southern and western Norway, however,
seven years. Though modest (+0.25%) and
the greatest boat density is to be found in
in line with market analyst expectations,
northern Norway where almost 4 out of 10
the Norges Bank also gave a strong signal
households have a boat.
that it would hike rates again within six
Looking at the potential, one in eight
months. “People have loans on their houses
households replied that they plan to buy
and their cars – if the economy is a little
a new boat within
bit stressed, they’ll be
the next 5 years. It
less likely to think about
represents a potential
buying boats this year.”
of 40,000 to 50,000
Macro-economics
January started
aside, the boat life
really well, thanks boats a year – note the
definition of boat also
survey 2018*, conducted
to a great summer last
includes kayaks, canoes
on behalf of Norboat
year – people remembered
and PWCs.
and a follow-up
they had boats again after
to a similar survey
a really cold 2018
RETAILERS
undertaken in 2011,
winter!
The momentum
presents a positive
carried from 2018
trend for boating
has had a positive
engagement in Norway.
knock-on effect on Sweden and Norway’s
In total, Norwegian households own
legions of equipment suppliers, refit and
more than 900,000 recreational boats
repair specialists, distributors and retailers
(including canoes/kayaks, dinghies, sail
supplying domestic markets.
and motorboats). Since the survey in 2011
At the end of 2018 three of the Nordic
there has been an increase of more than
region’s principal distributors and retailers
150,000 boats. Most boats are found in

joined forces, the latest example of ongoing
consolidation in the sector.
In December, Swedish retailer
Hjertmans and Norway’s largest equipment
dealer Maritim (Norwegian NMS) who had
been working together under the same
ownership since July 2017, announced they
would be tying up with Swedish distributor
and retailer Byggplast (SeaSea), with a focus
on increasing profitability. With a total
of two wholesale concepts, three retail
web shops, 25 owned stores and about 30
franchise/partner stores, the new group
will have revenues of around SEK 650m.
“January started really well, thanks
to a great summer last year – people
remembered they had boats again after a
really cold 2018 winter!” says Hjertmans’
managing director Stefan Järudd. With 10
fully-owned stores in Sweden, Hjertmans
has seen sales increase by more than 20%
in what Järudd claims has been a “really
fantastic” first quarter.
The three brands have been doing well
in bricks and mortar stores, says Järudd,

LET YOUR
IMAGINATION
RUN WILD...

The world’s finest yachts require the most distinctive and long-lasting finish. For
that reason Awlgrip developed a revolutionary new topcoat as part of a tailor-made
high-gloss paint system. The result is a fast-drying and easy to apply topcoat that
comes in a limitless color palette of solids, metallics and luxurious effects only
bound by your imagination.
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 Nimbus CEO, Jan-Erik
Lindström

but its online where the greatest
potential lies. Around 20% of
Hjertmans’ sales are through the Internet,
with around a quarter of those customers
picking up their purchases instore, a winwin for the retailer. “The largest growth
has been online, but the stores have been
growing too. In the period coming now
people are very busy, they’re in a rush to get
jobs finished on their boats and can’t wait
for deliveries, so they go to our stores.”
Key to the brand’s success was the
decision early on to position their sites in
out-of-town plots: “We never had stores
in shopping malls which was a wise move
– we don’t have to contend with long
opening hours and high rents – we’re in
less desirable locations so can pay less
rent and people are prepared to travel
to us. Keeping costs down is key. I don’t
see us growing organically anymore in
Scandinavia – we don’t need any more

shops – growth will probably
come on the web.”
The tie-up between
Hjertmans, Maritim and
Byggplast will help on the
purchasing side, says Järudd, allowing
the group to buy in bigger volume securing
better deals from suppliers. “It’s also easier
to purchase direct from suppliers in Asia
now,” he adds, underscoring the group’s
drive to increase profitability.
Though distribution operations
remain at the heart of Byggplast, it
branched into retail with the SeaSea
brand, which now, along with its franchise
stores, generates something like 80% of
its revenues. “The weather really effects
the business – whenever it’s been good
we see that translated into the beginning
of the next year for sales of accessories,”
says Byggplast managing director Joakim
Berner, who adds that the Nordic
market has been experiencing ongoing
consolidation for a number of years. “It’s
a small market – we need to consolidate

business. The boating season is so short,
lots of the smaller family-owned businesses
are disappearing,” he says, drawing parallels
with the US. “We’ll see more consolidation
but we’re already quite advanced in that
already. In many ways our distribution and
retail markets are more akin to the US than
the rest of Europe,” he claims. “You need
to be big in this game to be profitable. All
the small businesses and chandleries have
gone.”
SeaSea has 10 fully-owned stores and
a franchise model that already counts 23
businesses and growing. One franchise
doing particularly well are its SeaSea
service points, aimed at marine businesses
that provide additional services such as
boat sales or moorings.
“The market’s not big enough to have
too many large dedicated stores, it’s about
multi-faceted businesses,” he maintains.
Now read on for an update on Norway
and Sweden’s major boatbuilders and key
equipment manufacturers:

All trademarks mentioned are owned by, or licensed to,
the AkzoNobel group of companies. © AkzoNobel 2018.
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Anytec’s A30, designed in association with Dutch firm Vripack

ANYTEC SWEDEN AB
Aluminium boats have been trending on
the Swedish motorboat market for many
years. Anytec is the most high-profile
brand, designing their boats in Sweden and
producing at their own factory in Latvia
(Riga).
The company is owned by Swedish
hockey icon Peter Forsberg and has
120 employees and a turnover of €10m,
including Ockelbo Boats (tough, easy to
maintain aluminium boats).
“For us labour isn’t a big question,
we have a lot of skilled employees at our
factory. We build mostly on orders in
advance and are lucky to face a very good
sales situation”, says Johan Erixon, Anytec
sales manager.
At this spring’s boat shows in the Nordic
countries Anytec has shown a brand new
9m boat available with 2x425hp outboards
– the Anytec A30 designed in cooperation
with the Dutch design agency Vripack.
ARRONET
Arronet, located North of Stockholm, is
a typical high-quality aluminium boat
producer, building mainly smaller cabin
boats with outboard engines. The company
runs a brand new factory, producing some
200 boats per year with 40 employees and
a turnover of €8m.
“We’re running at full speed with our
production and can see an increase for
2020 when we’ll have full capacity in our
new factory”, says Niklas von Arronet
who owns the company together with his
brother Håkan von Arronet.
“We have a niche with a lot of cabin
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But sales are expanding also to other
markets.
The boats are produced in Estonia at
the same factory that builds some of the
Arcona sail boat models. The company has
110 employees.
“We produce motorboats between
26 and 88 feet. I’m a bit worried about
currency volatility, but 2019 is looking
strong in the bigger range and about
the same in the smaller range”, says Karl
Wessel, director of Sales and cofounder.
The upper range is strong from 54ft-88ft
and Delta has sold a number of larger boats
also on the US market, all with inboard
engines.
“We can see more and more semicustom boats for our clients. We have a
plan and we stick to it.”

boats and some smaller open boats, most
of them with outboard engines. For
the Swedish market, taking half of our
production, all boats are pre-rigged.”
Arronet face some problems in finding
skilled workforce, but have managed to
build a cooperation with a local school.
ASKELADDEN BOATS AS
Norway’s Askeladden Boats AS is over
100 years old and one of the most wellknown boat brands in the country. The
company, with a turnover of €17m, is
producing motorboats from 6m-9m at
the Model Art factory in Poland and has
some 18 employees in Norway.
“We expect steady, slow growth at
approximately 10% in 2019 compared to
2018 and definitely a strong growth in
the 8m-10m outboard propulsion market.
The market for the inboard segment 6m9m boats is dead”, says Henrik Askvik,
CEO.
For Askeladden Boats the outboard
market segment from 6m-7m is stagnant
and showing signs of decline right now.
For newer products, the company is
focusing on 8m-9m outboard boats.
“Going forward one of the challenges
is the shift from fossil fuel propulsion
towards electric, which we follow
closely at the moment. We also can see
a lack of existing and the need for new
infrastructure.”
DELTA POWERBOATS
Over the last few years Delta Powerboats
has grown rapidly, building a strong
brand especially on the Nordic market.
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Delta’s new 88

FRYDENBÖ MARINE
Frydenbö Marine is one of the major
players on the Norwegian marine market.
Among several activities, the company
imports Evinrude engines and distribute
Zodiac and IRON Boats. They are also
majority owner of Nordkapp Boats and
own brand name Sting Boats.
“We feel that the interest of boats is very
strong and don’t see any concerns in the
short term. Low interest rates and strong
economy are key factors, together with
a nice and warm summer last year”, says
Erling Svendsen, CEO Frydenbö.
The company has 26 employees and
a turnover of over €37m. The boats are
produced in Augustow in Poland – mainly
leisure boats between 5m-8m.
“We only sell boats for outboards, this is
also the trend that most customers want.
Our best-selling models are open boats and
daycruisers. In the pipeline we have two
new Nordkapp models – 7.5 and 9.05m,
and several Zodiac models coming up
together with one new Sting 600PRO HT”,

ibinews.com

Svendsen comments.
“We are expanding our workforce at
the production factory to meet increased
demand, and the R&D department will also
be strengthened, due to new models and
the need to keep up the momentum.”

“The market in Norway is good for the
time being. All our production is done in
Arendal Norway, including sport boats and
daycruisers from 21ft-28ft. Compared with
2018 we can see 10% better sales”, Duus
comments.

HALLBERG-RASSY VARVS AB

LINDER ALUMINIUM BÅTAR
South Sweden based Linder is a volume
producer of smaller aluminium boats and
canoes. The factory is one of the most
environmentally friendly and cleanest in
the business and has 32 employees.
“For us business is running very well.
We have a sales increase of 65% in Sweden
and 22% for the export market, so the
problem is keeping up with production.
We think this is an effect of the fantastic
summer last year and the weak Swedish
currency”, says Jessica Linder, partner and
marketing manager at the family owned
company with a turnover of €5.6m.



Hallberg-Rassy’s 64

Financially strong Hallberg-Rassy Varvs
AB, which builds blue water sailing yachts
from 31ft-64ft at its factory in Ellös on the
Orust island on the West-coast North of
Gothenburg, is facing prosperous times
with stable sales.
“All in all for the Hallberg-Rassy group
we are 150 people employed, we have a
total turnover of €45m, out of which €23m
is boat construction. We are profitable and
we have no mortgage”, says CEO Magnus
Rassy.
“Already 2018 we saw a big turnover
increase of over 33% in boatbuilding, and
2019 we will see further increase compared
to the 2018 level. Right now we only see
positive signs, our market continues to
grow.”
Magnus Rassy says some models are
more attractive for customers.
“It is definitely the latest twin rudder
models; the 340, 44 and 57 which are the
best-sellers and they account for over 90%
of our total turnover of boats.”
Despite being located on an island
where boat production has been one of the
main incomes for many years, it remains
a challenge to find skilled labour for the
builder.
IBIZA BOATS
One of the few Norwegian boatbuilders
with production still in Norway is Ibiza
Boats. Founder and CEO Helge Duus
runs a company building approximately
200 boats a year, with 18 employees and a
turnover of €6m.

ibinews.com
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Marex’s 350 CC

Norwegian-owned but built in Lithuania,
Marex Boats has 200 employees and a
€20m turnover. At the 2019 boat shows
the latest model, the Marex 360 Cabriolet
Cruiser, has been a success with smart
solutions and lots of space.
“Our two new models, the 310 and the
360, are selling very well with practical
design and simplicities for the boat users.
We’re selling to some 20 countries today
and I believe the sales will increase during
2019”, says Espen Aalrud, CEO.
NAJAD AND ARCONA
Najad and Arcona are Sweden’s other
two remaining, bigger sailboat brands.
Today owned by the same investor, Håkan
Eksandh, they retain different profiles.
Total turnover is about €7.5m with a
workforce of seven employees and about 30
subcontractors.
“We produce in two factories. One in

Uddevalla, on the West-coast of Sweden for
sailboats bigger than 41ft, and one in Özel,
Estonia, for sailboats below 41ft”, explains
Nicolas Broberg, CEO Najad and Arcona.
“During 2019 we saw the number of
boats delivered increase by approximately
50%. We still see increased interest in our
models and also new ways of ownership
developing in the market.”
For Najad and Arcona typical customer
trends include more focus on combining
performance and cruising and also an
interest for larger boats. The company
has upgraded its whole range and now
produces new models over 45ft.
“Going forward we’ll focus on how
to handle Brexit, but we also have an
environmental focus on lower emissions.
The confidence in the second hand market
for a buyer of a new yacht is also a big
concern for us.”
NIMBUS BOATS AB
As one of the most well-known boat
brands in Northern Europe, Gothenburgbased Nimbus Boats has been through
some major challenges and changes in
recent years. Nimbus and the company’s
owner, R12 Kapital, bought Finnish brand
Bella Boats including Flipper and Aquador
during the autumn 2018. Later they also
stepped up with a majority ownership in
aluminium boat producer Alukin, based
just north of Stockholm.
Besides the Finnish brands Nimbus
Boats also owns Paragon cabin boats. The
company has also introduced the brandnew WTC series (Weekenders, Tenders and
Commuters) in sizes from 8m-11m.
“We now produce motorboats from 5
to 14 meters with production in Sweden,
Finland and Poland. The company has grown
to a turnover of roughly €90m with 320
employees on a rolling 12-month basis”, says
Jan-Erik Lindström, CEO Nimbus Boats.
Lindström expects 15% growth for 2019.
Boats with outboards are dominating sales,
but the growth has levelled out and for
now. Boats around 7m–10m are showing
the biggest rise.
Concerns and challenges for Nimbus?
“We’ve already accounted for Brexit, the
weak Swedish Krona, and trade wars, etc.
on the negative side, while on the positive
side we see a growing interest in boating
in new markets, and evolving boat usage
trends. It’s truly an exciting time”, says
Lindström.
Nimbus has already announced it
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will start production of the smallest, 8m
boat in the WTC range in Finland, but the
rest of the WTC boats are built in Poland.
Nimbus boats are produced at a modern
factory in mid-Sweden.
Coming models are a bigger Flipper DC
(9m) and a bigger Nimbus Coupé (+44ft).
“We expect no major changes for 2019
on our markets, but we need more capacity
to meet the market demands. Investment
in new development has been aggressive
and that level is expected to continue for
the next few years since we have a lack of
development in/on a couple of our brands”,
says Lindström.
RYDS BÅTAR AB
Among the producers of smaller GRP boats
Ryds Båtar AB, once a part of the Nimbus
Group, is one of the best known brands.
Today the company’s majority
shareholder is Entreprenörinvest Sverige
AB, an investment company owned by
the Kamprad Family Foundation (IKEA
founder). The company has 25 employees
and a turnover of about €3.2m.
“We produce small and medium sized
boats mainly in Sweden with a smaller
support production in Poland. We are
positive about the start of 2019 and expect
to follow the trend curve this year”, says
Patrik Håkansson, CEO Ryds Båtar AB.
“We’ve made a lot of changes within
Ryds, which should be able to give us better
conditions for improving our financial
results. The global economy affects the
desire to buy capital-intensive products,
which can create some uncertainty. We
have a strong owner who is willing to
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Windy’s W9 and T9

invest in the business, which will give us
a stable foundation to cope with both the
economic boom and recession.”
Ryds claims customers are more willing
to invest in the larger boat segment, with
the trend clearly focused on outboard
engines.
“The boat industry is in a transition
phase and we, as boat manufacturers, have
to be involved in developing the entire
chain.”
WINDY BOATS
The leading Norwegian motorboat brand
Windy has been through big changes in
recent years. Production has been moved
to Sweden and Poland and after some years
of losses, Windy is now trading profitably
again.
“Windy is moving from a high-quality
brand to a Scandinavian luxury brand.
This is a demanding task in terms of
communication, presentation and
packaging more than the actual build
process. The building of a luxury boat we
have under control, however, we must
move our presence and appearance to a
level which matches the quality of our
products”, says Knut Heiberg-Andersen,
president and CEO Windy Scandinavia AB.
Today Windy Scandinavia AB employs
about 100 people in Västervik, Sweden, and
the company has a workforce of around 60
people at the Polish factory Model Art in
Ostroda.
Total turnover for 2018 was
approximately €26m, which nudged the
business into profit.
“There seems to be a growing trend for
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daycruisers, as people have less and less
time to spend onboard. Shorter trips on
the water and outboard seems to be the
defining trends, as in the rest of Europe
and beyond.”
“I just returned from Palm Beach
International Boat Show and it was
inundated with outboard engines. That’s
a big difference from only two years ago.
We have full confidence in the stern-drive
market, but we are developing outboard
versions of both the SR43 and eventually
the SR36”, says Knut Heiberg-Andersen.
2019 will be the year Windy delivers five
totally custom luxury tenders and three
to four semi-custom tenders for bigger
yachts. A full scale ‘Luxury Program’ will be
presented to the dealers and the market in
September.
“Further to this, we are developing
two new models; the new Windy SR43
Blackhawk and the new Windy 36 Shamal.
These are two significant projects and
requiring a huge amount of in-house as
well as outsourced engineering resources.
The Windy 36 Shamal is designed by Espen
Øino, Monaco, and will be launched at
Boot 2020. The SR43 is hitting the water in
late June and will make her premier at the
Cannes Boat Show in September.”
Knut Heiberg-Andersen also comments
on the challenges to come: “We have all
enjoyed five to seven years of positive
markets and from long experience we
know the markets will adjust themselves
and a correction will come. However,
we do not see this on the horizon today
and therefore we believe strongly in the
product development program we are in
the midst of.”
Into 2020 Windy has no plans to expand
in Sweden, but the new Windy 36 and
moving a major part of Windy 39 to Poland
will increase the demand for manhours
there.
“We have also recharged the Draco line
and are entering the US market with Draco
and the SR-series. Europe is also the target
for the revitalized efforts on Draco, but is
has been triggered by US demand.”
*The survey gives a representative picture of
Norwegian leisure boating in 2018. It was
initially conducted interviews with 4697
people. The finished data material is based on
2989 interviews, including 1452 people living
in a household that owns a leisure boat. The
gross number of interviews is comprehensive
in Norwegian context.
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SPARE PARTS FROM SWEDEN
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Investment and innovation
keep Nordic firms on top
IBI CANVASSED SOME OF THE NORDIC REGION’S KEY EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS FOR THEIR TAKE ON 2019 AND WHAT LIES IN STORE
FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES
WORDS: ED SLACK



Rutgerson has been investing in new product and improving manufacturing efficiencies

T

he market has been recovering at a
natural pace since 2012, according
to Charlotte Rutgerson, managing
director of Swedish marine hardware
manufacturer Rutgerson, though she adds
that 2017 and 2018 have been particularly
strong. “We saw a 40% increase in
turnover over three years – increased
volumes, helped by new product launches,
and existing companies buying more as
OEMs sold more boats,” Rutgerson told
IBI. “It’s a little too early to say for 2019,
a little slower it seems at the moment, so
not quite the boom of last two years, but
then that could just be some bigger clients
holding off on orders for now.”
Rutgerson says it’s expecting an 8%
increase in sales this year, fuelled by new
product development. “Our strategy is to
be at the forefront of tech development
on the market. We come up with new
products every year – the rate of new
products has increased,” she admits. Last
year the firm introduced new deck blocks
and organisers for bigger boats. It also
launched two new clutches designed to
handle the new generation of thinner ropes
without damaging them.
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Rutgerson prides itself on continuing
to manufacture in Sweden, which gives it
maximum flexibility and control, Charlotte
Rutgerson maintains. “It allows us to
keep full control of our quality – both in
manufacture and raw materials. We can
also make custom products which require
a lot of different processes, all of which we
have under one roof. We don’t have the
volumes of the car or truck business, so we
have to produce as efficiently as possible.”
Rutgerson currently employs around
40 staff and recently invested in two new
robots in a bid to increase its levels of
automation to keep costs down.
“Historically we were mainly an OEM
supplier, but when the crisis hit we saw
the aftermarket take off as people chose to
do up rather than replace their boats – it’s
now around 50/50 – but we have seen a
significant increase in OEM business in the
last two years.”
Ertec, which manufactures a range of
hardware including windscreens, roof
hatches and quick-folding canopies at its
production plant in Tvedestrand, Norway
along with a smaller facility in Denmark,
has experienced a dramatic fall in
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Norwegian boat production over the last 10
years, coupled with increased competition
for export markets.
As with Rutgerson, Ertec has
learned that to thrive in the high-cost
manufacturing base of Norway takes
a dynamic approach. “We’ve had to be
cleverer, more eager to enter to new
product levels, to work harder and take
benefit from working very close with
existing and new customers,” explains
Geir Søraker.
Ertec has seen total turnover increase
by a few percentage points over the past
12 months and supplies most of the key
Scandinavian OEMs such as Askeladden,
Bella-Flipper-Aquador, FinnmasterGrandezza, Ibiza, Nimbus-Paragon, Marex,
Saga, Targa, Viknes and Windy. It’s the
leisure side of the business that is largely
responsible for the rise in sales, while the
commercial side has remained steady – it
works with the likes of Fluctus, Grovfjord,
Libra Plast and Palfinger Marine Safety.
In terms of product development,
Ertec is picking up on the trend for data
collection onboard by integrating data
collectors both for the boat owner and
for service personnel, on its products that
incorporate electronic control units. The
data can be accessed via the Ertec app
that’s going to be released at METSTRADE
in November. It is also working more
closely and early on in design stages with
builders. “Ertec is given more and more
responsibility for integrated design to meet
customer and boatbuilders requirements.
This gives a lot more work, but also great
possibilities,” Søraker told IBI.
“For other products we’re doing
more and more specialised one-off
development to meet increased interest
for custom designed products – design and
performance. The Ertec Soft-Top is one
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example and new models will come out during
the next 12 months.”
Profitability, however, is under pressure due
to a weak Norwegian Krone and higher raw
material costs, Søraker concedes.
“Boat businesses are getting more
industrialised. Both with new owners, but also
through the willingness from many producers
to create new, modern and more competitive
company structures in close cooperation with
outhouse R&D organisations,” says Søraker.
“At the same time, passion, performance
and craftmanship are main drivers. How this
all will end up and mix with the Industry 4.0,
competition from other leisure activities and
the environmental discussions, no one knows,
but it raises a lot of questions… The boat
business needs to attract more people to
enter the world of boats, inspire boaters to do
more boating.”
Technology and increasing connectivity
are driving developments across a whole
host of product sectors. Like Ertec, Gobius
too is investing in apps to bring increased
functionality to its tank level monitoring
products. “The market seems to have accepted
our product – 10 years ago people were very
worried about measuring through metal
and plastic their tank levels,” says company
managing director Anders Meiton. “People now
understand how it works and they’re much
more concerned about the environment now
compared to a decade ago.” While before it
found itself pretty much solely an aftermarket
product, more boatbuilders are waking up to
the system that is easier to install and to fix if
there should be a problem. “Hanse Yachts fits
Gobius on all its yachts, Hallberg Rassy and
Axopar too. And we’re discussing with more
builders,” he maintains. The firm recently
introduced its Gobius Pro, nominated for a
DAME award in 2018, and a dedicated app
that is used to program the initial settings of
the sensor, display measurements, as well as
function as a platform for remote support.
With the reality that CE regulations for
dealing with waste at sea will become more
and more restrictive, Meiton is positive and
expects 2019 to be a “very good year” with the
expectation that it will double turnover– up to
SKr5m (€500k) from €250k – which is “not bad
for a single product company,” he says.
Swedish distributor of liquid level sensors,
engine parts and marine accessories, Frigus,
has also doubled turnover in the last four
years. In September last year it acquired tank
sensors and gauge manufacturer Wema Marine
(which it had been distributing since 1989)
from TE Connectivity for an undisclosed sum.
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Boat businesses
are getting more
industrialised... with new
owners willing to create
new, more competitive
company
structures
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 Ander Meiton and the Gobius Pro that was
nominated for a DAME at the end of last year

 An impression of Sleipner’s new
facility that’s currently in-build

 Sleipner’s CCO Marius
Torjusen

large vessels are not just the very rich, we
Frigus also manufactures and distributes
also see that it seems to become harder to
aftermarket spare parts for Volvo Penta
sell any volume of new, larger boats. Part
and Yanmar engines under its own brand
of the reason being that large boats have
Orbitrade – both brands are doing well,
become more costly over the last years, and
according to technical sales manager
of course, what is considered a ‘larger’ boat
Patrik D’Este. The Wema deal has enabled
is just a lot larger than ever before!”
Frigus to grow its distribution network
to the benefit of both. “Sweden is a small
country with many players on the marine
IBI INTERVIEW For more on
market, which is a challenge in itself.
Sleipner read the interview
Another is that customers require we
with Marius Torjusen on IBInews.com
have all products in stock and offer next
day delivery,” he says. “This has been very
VOLVO PENTA
successful and we have received a lot of
2018 proved a positive year for Volvo Penta.
positive input and feedback on this.”
“These are exciting times and we are
“After several years of stable and positive
working to meet the trends on the market,”
developments in the macro economy, the
says Johan Inden, head of Volvo Penta’s
Scandinavian market is in a healthy state
marine leisure segment and president of
and we don’t see
Volvo Penta region Europe.
any major changes
“We are building on our
in the near future,”
present successful product
proclaims Marius
platforms and preparing
After several
Torjusen, chief
them for a connected,
years of positive
commercial officer
developments in the macro electric and automated
at Norwegian
future.” In the range of
economy, the market is in
stabiliser specialist
boats up to 55ft, the engine
a healthy state and we do
Sleipner. “We had
builder consolidated its
not foresee any
a fantastic summer
presence mainly thanks to
changes
last year, allowing
the introduction of the new
boat owners
Volvo Penta IPS 800 with
more than the
its D8 engine, and regards
average period to spend time on the water,
the 60-plus range, Inden says its also seen
which naturally has a positive impact on
an increase thanks to the ever-increasing
the market short term. We do see that
acceptance by the yacht builders of its D13
especially dealers of smaller boats have
IPS package. This includes an increase
stocked up more to be better prepared than
of triple and quadruple IPS installations,
last year when most ran out of products
which has raised its potential market up
to sell too early in the season. However,
to 120ft. “The launch of our largest IPS
being a market where boats are very much
drive, IPS 30, enabled us to enter a segment
for “everybody” and even owners of quite
where we were not present before. Thanks
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to the acceptance by the market of the
benefits of Volvo Penta IPS, we have seen
significant growth of yachts equipped
with Volvo Penta systems. This positive
momentum is even more emphasised
in the range of yachts from 70ft-120ft –
thanks in part to our introduction of the
D13-IPS1350 package in 2017. The larger
yacht segment is key for the growth and
future strategy of Volvo Penta,” claims
Inden. Generally speaking for the sailing
market, Inden sees good momentum in
catamarans, largely driven by chartering
companies, “while the monohull segment
is fairly stable, with a slight decrease,”
he adds.
As far as the Nordic region is concerned,
Volvo Penta sells engines for repowering
and OEM new-builds – mainly for boats
from 25ft-45ft, but there are OEMs it
supplies that are building up to 88ft. “On
the new build side, we have seen double
digit growth for the builders year on year
since 2016 in the 25ft-45ft segment. Growth
continued in 2018. We supply engines to
many OEMs in the Nordic area, OEM’s
such as: Targa, Nordstar, Sargo, Grandezza,
Nimbus, Delta, Hallberg-Rassy, Windy, and
Marex to mention a few.”
Targeting bigger boats up to 120ft
is one strategic move, but other major
developments have included its new
self-docking technology that the firm
showed for the first time as a concept
in June 2018. According to Inden, Volvo
Penta is now working on further refining
the technology based on feedback from
the showcase events, but remains tightlipped on details for now. Volvo Penta
also set itself a 2012 deadline for offering
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 President of Volvo Penta
Europe region, Johan Inden

electrified solutions across
its range: “In February of this
year, we announced plans to
electrify a passenger ferry as part
of the city of Gothenburg, Sweden’s
Electricity project, which aims to provide a
demonstration platform for electromobility
solutions on land and at sea.”
The environment and sustainability is
very much on the radar at Polyform AS,
the Norwegian firm established in 1955
in Aalesund, and the first company in the
world to produce inflatable, all-plastic net
buoys and fenders. Today approximately
40% of its turnover is generated in the
Nordic region. “We see that both the
B2B customers and the end-users are
increasingly focused on ‘green’ solutions
and products with low ‘footprint’. We
believe that this trend will be one of
the most ‘game-changing’ over the next
period,” says sales and marketing manager
Erik Loe Muri. “We see that the market
now is requesting documentation and
certifications regarding environmental
issues, together with a focus on quality
long lasting products,” he adds.
In December 2018 it became an
environmentally certified business
pursuant to ISO 14001-15, and is now
implementing the UN Sustainability Goals
into its business.
“Norwegian/Nordic producers cannot
compete on prices, and that means
that quality in all parts of our business;
product, production, service and delivery,
are our key features – together with
innovation.” Polyform employs 80 people
and has an annual turnover of €13m.
GROWING CONFIDENCE
Working with Volvo Penta and Scania
in the Scandinavian market is pump
manufacturer SPX Flow. The company has
seen demand from engine manufacturers
increasing in line with the uptick in the
pleasure boat industry and even more
so, according to Dean Mitchell, from
the commercial sector. Mitchell says
the Johnson Pump Marine brand within
SPX Flow had a very strong year in 2018
thanks to growth through channel and
new product development. “We recently
launched a new ballast pump that is
a game changer on the United States,
wakeboard boat market. Our ballast pump
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nearly doubles the capacity of
what was earlier available on
the market. We are also in late
stages of development
of a new Livewell pump that
will certainly be appreciated on
the market. We’re also continually
developing engine cooling pump
solutions for the many worldwide Marine
Engine manufacturers we serve.”
Despite the fact that SPX moved
production to a new high-tech production
facility in Bydgoszcz, Poland in 2017,
its Swedish facility in Sweden remains
home to its Excellence Centre that
focuses on marine and automotive pump
development, as well as the base for its
marketing and sales teams managing
Europe and Southeast Asia, its customer
support team, and a host of other support
functions.
“We are very confident about 2019-20.
Our worldwide distributor network has
shown continued positive development
and we have also won the confidence of
new boatbuilders in recent years, while at
the same time creating the aftermarket for
our distribution network.”
With two facilities in Sweden and one
each in the Netherlands, UK, Denmark,
France, USA and Hong Kong, Scandinavia
is mast manufacturer Seldén’s home turf
and currently lays claim to approximately
10% of its global business. Seldén had a 12%
increase in turnover in 2018 and the best
year since the financial crash of 2008/2009.
“We have not seen any significant
growth of the potential in our segments
since the recession,” admits Mats-Uno
Fredrikson, director of marketing and
aftermarket sales. “70% of the OEM market
disappeared in 2009, so our increased
turnover is basically a result of higher
market shares and increased aftermarket
sales. Scandinavia is a small part of our
global business. It’s our home ground and
our brands are dominating the market.
After almost 60 years it would be strange
if they didn’t! Scandinavian boat owners
have by tradition been very much DIY, but
it’s changing and full-service yards are now
important partners for us. As for OEMs,
current clients include the likes of Bavaria,
Hanse Group, Beneteau Group, Hallberg
Rassy, RS, Laser, J-Boats and Najad/Arcona.
“We need high-volume production and
to be a partner to the big OEM builders we
need a wide and deep range of products.
We are steadily striving to be more



Pontus Göth and the innovative FIXCLIP

GETTING YOUR FIX
THE BEST IDEAS tend to be the simplest, but
when it comes to product design, simple can be
a complicated business.
Potus Göth and his uncle, Göran Ewerlöf,
were tired of losing towels overboard while out
sailing in the Swedish archipelago. There was
no peg or clothes pin available that was robust
enough to keep laundry safe in gusts offshore.
So in 2013 Göth started an innovation company,
Trade invent AB, to develop FIXCLIP – a durable
self-locking jaw that with an innovative patented
double locking system can pin garments to lines
or rails in up to 80kt winds.
“It took around seven years from putting
pencil to paper to the last CAD drawing, then
two years of trial and error developing SLA
prototypes and silicon moulds,” explains Göth.
“We went to Dupont and got help from their
plastic engines to find out the latest tech in
plastics and what to use. Today FIXCLIP is made
by two hi-tech, UV-resistant plastics types.
Dupont was so enthusiastic that they use FIXCLIP
in their own marketing to show what you can do
with Duponts plastics.”
FIXCLIP was launched in January 2015 and so
far around 400,000 have been sold. Now in the
pipeline is the follow up FIXCLIP Mini that holds
up to 40g wind pull with each clip. Like its bigger
sister, it will be manufactured in Sweden and hits
the market in May.
The firm sells direct to retail stores in
Germany, Australia and Canada and is now
on the lookout for distributors worldwide. It
is hoping in particular to crack the US market
whre presence through Amazon is not enough,
says Göth. “When it comes to new products, it is
important for the consumer to feel and squeeze
the product.”
And life beyond FIXCLIP? Göth and his team
are now developing a sun driven water purifier
for disaster areas and developing countries, that
they hope to bring to market soon.
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and more complete with rig systems
and sail handling products, but it’s not
always enough. We have rudders, centre
boards, tillers and plenty of other dinghy
accessories in the product range in order to
be a complete hardware supplier to dinghy
OEMs. Consequently, the challenge is
product development and the possibility to
make it happen,” he says.
As to trends in the mast segment:
“Downwind furlers for gennakers are still
hot. Electrification of furlers and other
sail handling products is also a trend. We
have recently launched a MkII version
of our electric Furlex system so we are
naturally affected by our own launch, but
in general, sailors are increasingly asking
for convenient push button solutions.” The
firm has what Fredrikson describes as “two
real game-changers” in the pipeline with
launch planned for September.
As far as geographic markets beyond the
Nordic regions are concerned, Fredrikson
says Germany, France and the UK are hot
markets both with OEMs and aftermarket,
while the OEM market in the US has
declined dramatically over the last 15 years.
“Considering we started our marine
division in 2017, we have experienced a

significant growth,” claims Andreas Dahl
at Albin Pump Marine. “We will soon close
our strongest Q1 ever and the forecasts
show us we shall double our turnover in
2019. We expect this growth to continue
in 2020-22, and in 2020 we should be
at the level of turnover which allows
for profitability,” he added. For now the
Scandinavian markets represent 16% of its
global turnover with Sweden responsible
for a modest 2% that Dahl says the business
is looking to at least double that with a
couple of new initiatives in 2019.
“Sweden, Norway and Denmark have
higher boat penetration in combination
with high living standards that results
in a stronger aftermarket. We also have
experienced further consolidations in the
retailer chain in Scandinavia where specific
groups are growing bigger and becoming
more dominant in the marketplace.”
In terms of product, Dahl says high-tech
products such as its Bilge Boat Monitor
vessel tracking and security system is
creating significant interest while at the
same time there’s been very high demand
for its basic standard products like our
500GPH Automatic Bilge Pump (pic
attached) and the new 2,6 GPM Water



The Stable platform bed



Stable founder
Svend Heier

STABLE – ON THE LEVEL
THE CHALLENGE WAS an intriguing one.
Back in the early ‘90s, Svend Heier, CEO and
founder of Data Respons ASA, a publicly listed
technology company in Norway, was asked to
invent a billiard table that could be used onboard
a cruise ship. Heier’s company at that time was
heavily involved with Heave compensating of
offshore cranes, and this know-how was the base
for the billiard table invention featuring a stabilised
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platform. Royal Caribbean Cruises bought eight
pieces in 2002-2004. It was during their installation
and testing that another idea struck Heier. One
of the service engineers was complaining of
seasickness. He accidentally laid down on the
billiard table and after a short while was cured.
If the stabilised platform Heier had developed
worked for billiard tables, could it also work for
beds? “They bought one and were very happy,”

Pressure System. “Technology in general
is definitely evolving and we are seeing
everything trending towards electronic
controls and pump system installations for
higher comfort and safety onboard. We can
add it is trending towards ‘easy to use’ and
‘easy to own’ as well. Today’s technology
allows you to monitor and control waste
tanks and the pumps in an easy way.”
A small firm – it employs six people on
a permanent basis and about eight on a
part-time project basis and is forecasting
a turnover of €1.5m-€2m in 2019 – one of
the major challenges APM faces is growing
brand awareness around the world.
“The way we organise ourselves is a
good example of how the landscape can
change,” explains Dahl. “APM is the first
truly digital company in the marine pump
niche. We have specialised manufacturing
partners around the world which makes
it possible for us develop new products
and commercialise them faster than ever
seen before in our industry. Another focus
area is sustainability and environmental
responsibility, which also contributes to
our overall efficiency. For instance, we drop
ship to builders directly from factory to
avoid unnecessary freight.”

says chief sales officer Rune Eriksen, picking up
the story from Stable’s head office in Arendal. “But
the problem was it’s a hard concept to market for
the cruise liner companies as there’s one word
you can’t say in the cruise liner industry and that’s
‘seasick’!” Yacht builders have no such qualms and
Stable spotted niche potential for the business
in the leisure marine sector. Stable continues to
supply stabilisation technology to the cruise ship
industry – mostly billiard tables, wine cabinets,
and yes, some beds, but it’s now finding real
traction with superyacht builders. It’s just delivered
a 12ft pool table platform to a yacht builder in
central Europe and is in final discussions for beds
and pool tables for two new yacht projects. “We
may be alone in the market and we stabilise only
one thing, compared to a complete hull, but our
ability to neutralise roll, pitch and sideways forces,
and the fact that we’re cheaper, lower in weight,
has extremely low power consumption and
easier to refit – makes our technology a genuine
alternative, or as an add-on for sensible owners,
or for certain activities onboard,” reasons Eriksen.
As well as yachts and cruise liners, Stable is now
reaching out to the commercial sector – everything
from drone platforms, stabilised containers and
laboratory/working tables, to stabilised stretchers
for patients and more.
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Japan’s marine market
stirs back into life
NEW INITIATIVES TO ENCOURAGE PEOPLE ONTO THE WATER APPEAR
TO BE BEARING FRUIT, BUT RESTRICTIVE REGULATIONS AND LACK OF BERTHS
REMAIN AN ISSUE
WORDS: PETER LANGAN & NICK HOPKINSON

I

the marine leisure and sports industries. It falls
f the 2019 International Boat Show in Yokohama
under Japan’s Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
in March is any indicator, there are clear ripples
Transport.
of life in Japan’s recreational boating market.
JMIA’s survey of the market in 2018 showed
The four-day show from March 7-10 set a few
a mixed picture. Production value of boats and
records, not ceiling-smashing records, but enough to
outboards including exports rose a robust 16% to
generate murmurs of optimism among boatbuilders,
¥222bn, or around US$2bn. The yen figure was a
suppliers and equipment distributors at the event.
record high, helped mostly by exports of outboards.
It was Japan’s 58th holding of its annual boat
The value of the domestic market, including
show, which attracted a record 55,200 visitors, up
motorboats, outboards and PWCs, was around
3% from the prior year, and a sizable jump from the
US$256m, according to the survey. Broken down
43,100 people who showed up in 2015.
by value, motorboats saw a gain of 4%, with
A total of 250 companies exhibited, another
imported jet-driven vessels
record. They ranged from
seeing a rise in demand.
luxury motor offerings by
Motorboat sales have risen for
Princess, Beneteau and Ferretti,
seven straight years.
to yachts and PWCs, the
We are attracted
However, PWCs fell 7% by
latter included a motorised
to this market
value and outboards dipped 6%
surfboard.
because Japanese culture is
in 2018. The number of boat
Around 60 types of marine
very fond of design, beauty,
licenses issued nudged up 1%.
engines were also on display,
luxury brands. Ferretti’s
with large offerings from
Riva fits that
BOAT SHOW
Japan’s leaders Yamaha, Honda,
demand
The boat show this year was
Suzuki and Yanmar.
held at two locations. The
Another section showcased
seafront Pacifico Yokohama
competitive boats and sailors
convention centre was the main site for exhibitors.
from Olympic events, as Tokyo prepares to host
They included Chris Craft from the US, whose
the Olympic and Paralympic Games in the summer
Capri 21 distinguished itself by being the only vessel
of 2020.
to win two Boat of the Year 2018 Japan Awards in the
Ryunosuke Harad,a who was in the men’s 470
Small Boat and Best Fun categories. It was priced at
class in the 2012 London Olympics, and Naoko
¥16m to ¥21m, depending on options.
Kamata from the women’s 470 class in the 2008
Chris Craft calls the Capri 21 “a modern
Beijing Olympics gave talks and a Q&A.
interpretation of the 1930s runabout” and the styling
and quality clearly impressed judges at JMIA, the
MARKET SURVEY
show organiser.
The Tokyo Olympics is expected to give a boost to
It was a good launch for Chris Craft, which has
sailing in Japan, said Satoru Honda, international
been in Japan for some years, but was showing in
and technical affairs manager at the Japan Marine
Yokohama for the first time, said international sales
Industry Association (JMIA) in an interview in
director Bastien Bonnet.
Yokohama. However, he forecasts boat demand as
“We also brought to Yokohama our new 27
likely flat in 2019, citing a planned increase in Japan’s
Catalina, the entry level for that range, which has a
sales tax to 10% from 8% in October.
new deck and layout,” said Bonnet.
As the name suggests, the JMIA comprises
Chris Craft has tied up with Japan’s Port Side Co
many of the companies involved in the country’s
as a distributor, which has also has a successful
boating businesses, with the stated goal to promote
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JAPAN
TOKYO

STATS & FACTS

COMPILED BY ARLENE SLOAN (Source: Japan Marine Industry Association)

key industry
statistics for 2018

participation
57,263 boat licenses
(+1%)

$2.0 bn boat & outboard engine production (+16%)
7th year of growth in motorboat production value (+3%)
$1.9 bn record level of outboard engine production (+17%)
$50m equipment & accessory production
4,440 motorboat units (flat)

1,786 boat inspections
(-4%)

boats <3m now exempt from inspection

67% under 3m
+10% unit sales in 7-10m segment

3,043 PWC inspections
(-11%)

facilities

288,600 boat park (including 92,700 PWCs & inflatables)
93:7 ratio of motorboats to sailboats
560 marinas and yacht harbours

697 | 13%
4,647 | 86%
53 | 1%

80,000 berths (71% occupied)

2018
Boat imports
(units)

2018 domestic sales

95% increase in sales value since 2010 market low
$256m sales value

TOTAL

5,397 units

(motorboats, outboard engines & PWCs including imports)

+4% motorboats
-42% sailboats
-6% outboard engines
-7% PWCs
+45 jet-drive boats

n Motorboats
n Sailboats
n Outboard & others boats

$7.0 | 8%

Marine sales in Japan*
2007-2018
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$4.0 | 4%
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Boat imports
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 Satoru Honda, international and
technical affairs manager at the Japan
Marine Industry Association (JMIA)

TOHATSU, A US-FOCUSSED
BUSINESS MANUFACTURING
OVER 160,000 OUTBOARDS
A YEAR
TOHATSU IS AN engineering company established in

relationship with Princess, Bonnet said.
Port Side approached Chris Craft because the
boat’s style and history suits the Japanese market,
said Yukiko Mita at the Japanese firm.
As Japanese are among the world’s biggest
buyers of branded goods, including French and
Italian offerings, it’s perhaps not surprising that
an emphasis on style and quality crosses over into
boating.
Fabiomassimo Discoli, the Hong Kong-based
Asia sales manager for the Ferretti Group, stressed
the same at the company’s booth, which had a Riva
Aquariva 33 on display.
“We are attracted to this market because Japanese
culture is very fond of design, beauty, luxury brands.
Ferretti’s Riva fits that demand,” Discoli said in an
interview in Yokohama. While adding that while
the Japan market is largely made up of small- and
medium-size vessels for fishing, there is a strong
undercurrent for luxury boating.
“Also, among all the markets in Asia Pacific,
Japan is one of the most developed in terms of
nautical culture.”
Ferretti is marketing its seven brands in Japan
through local distributor Lyu Company, with a focus
on Ferretti Yachts, Pershing and Riva, Discoli said.
“In Japan, we have one distributor to offer a full
package including yacht management, crewing,
maintenance, cleaning, and all this kind of services.
Which are, in our opinion, the keys to be successful.”
Ferretti has a long-established relationship
with its dealers in Japan and is very happy with the
arrangements, Discoli said.
Chris Craft and Ferretti declined to offer any
sales forecasts for Japan, citing the current general
uncertainty in the global economy.

 Motoryachts on
display at this year’s
Japan International Boat
Show. The Bayside Marina
in Yokohama hosted the
in-water display and
attendance at the show
topped 55,000 visitors

1922 which added outboards engines to its production
of industrial engines and pumps in the mid 1950s and
claims to be the first company to have started the mass
production of outboards in Japan.
It now also builds three models of outboard-powered
pleasure fishing boat as in the 17ft-25ft range and recently
concluded an agreement for Yanmar to build a 23ft model
to its own design.
Tohatsu Marine Corporation, which is a joint-venture
company between Tohatsu Corporation and Brunswick
Corporation, supplies all of Mercury Marine’s four-stroke
outboard engines of under 30hp and two-strokes of under
50hp in a cooperation venture which started in the 1980s.
According to a previous announcement sent to IBI by
Honda in 2013, Honda has a manufacturing agreement
with Tohatsu to supply engines over 60hp to be marketed
under the Tohatsu brand name which came into effect
in 2014.
The Tohatsu America Corporation is located in Dallas
and serves over 800 dealers in the US and Canada for the
sales and supplies of Tohatsu brand outboards.
A previous agreement to market Nissan outboards
in the US ended when Nissan pulled out of the marine
leisure business in 2014, citing weakness in the Japanese
domestic market as the reason for its withdrawal.
The company has been reviewing its distributor
arrangements in Europe and has recently appointed
the Marx company to handle Germany and Boat Import
Holland company to handle the Netherlands.
Tohatsu had a consolidated sales turnover of ¥29bn
in 2018, of which 75% comes from its marine business
and the company has 500 employees. Its outboard engine
plant is one of the largest in the world and last year
the company built its four millionth outboard engine.
Tohatsu’s president is Isami Hyuga.

 Isami Hyuga,
President of
Tohatsu
Corporation

THE BIG GUY
Yamaha, as Japan’s biggest representative in the
marine market, appropriately took up the largest
space – showing off an array of boats in its YFR
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line aimed at recreational sports and fishing.
The company said cumulative annual sales of the
YFR boats have exceeded 1,000 units. The YFR-27 EX
and the YFR-24 EX are now mounted with its CL7
touchscreen colour display as standard equipment,
with a GPS plotter as well as a fish-finder. Yamaha’s
SR330 cruiser won a Best in Japan Award 2018 for
vessels between 24ft-35ft.
Yamaha also publicly displayed in Japan for the
first time its largest outboard, the four-stroke F425A
with 425 horsepower.
Takahiro Kato in Yamaha’s Corporate Planning
and Finance Center said the F425A was developed
and released for the US market last year as the XTO
Offshore. Sales in the US have well exceeded targets,
he said.
“The strategy now is to release the F425A in Japan
as we see interest from customers in moving to
bigger vessels,” he said, adding that Yamaha has no
plan to release other new outboards this year.
The company says the F425A is the first 4-stroke
outboard that uses a direct fuel injection system.
Along with the larger engine, Yamaha does seem
convinced there is growing demand for mid- and
large-class boats in Japan, releasing last year the new
Exult 43 flagship salon cruiser and the SR330 sport
cruiser powered by twin F300 outboards.
As noted in the JMIA statistics, PWC demand
dipped in Japan last year, with Honda at JMIA saying
it reflects a lack of new models in the market.
Last year, however, Yamaha did tweak its flagship
luxury PWC, known as the MJ-FX Cruiser SVHO.
The company says it has a newly designed hull using
an ultra-light material and the first colour LED
multi-function meter on a PWC.

In a press release at the show, Yamaha valued the
global marine leisure market at ¥3tr or about US$27bn.
Overall, its own financials seem to back up
the company’s optimism. Sales in Yamaha’s global
marine business rose to ¥344.7bn in fiscal 2018
through December 31, with operating profit coming
in at ¥63.7bn, the company said in the release. That
translated into an operating profit margin of 18.5%.
Comparable sales in 2017 were ¥323.8bn for an
operating profit of ¥59.5bn. Yamaha’s mid-term
business plan forecasts sales of ¥374bn and operating
profit of ¥76bn in fiscal 2021.
That projection is built around boosting global
production of outboard motors, expanding its
marine system supplier business, and development
of next-generation boat control and electric
propulsion systems.
DOWN THE COAST
From the Yokohama Pacifico convention center,
shuttle boats and buses ran down the coast to
the second show site at the Yokohama Bayside
Marina, which has berths for 1,500 boats, making it
Japan’s largest.
Princess Yachts Japan took a prime spot on the
Bayside quay for its marketing office and had its
F45 flybridge motor cruiser docked there, which the
company is promoting in the country this year, said
Hidetoshi Jibiki, the head of sales at Daiwa Juhan,
the official distributor for Princess in Japan.
He concurred with the view that trends are
coming together to help sales of bigger boats in
Japan, including less red tape.
A little over 10 years ago Japan reduced its multiple
boat-skipper license system into two categories and

YAMAHA LEADS IN DOMESTIC MARKET AND EXPANDS OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES
YAMAHA MARINE HAS a dominant position in the Japanese domestic market. Apart from being the leader in the production of outboard motors, boats and personal watercraft,
its activities include wholesaling marine equipment, under
the name of Y’s GEAR and the management of three marinas.
It also has a very impressive boat rental and charter operation
business through its “Sea-Style” Yamaha Marine Club, as well
as operating boat user licensing schools.
Although boat production numbers are well down from
earlier peaks in the 1980s, it now builds in the region of 1,000
units a year covering 40 models of predominantly motorboats,
with the Exult 43 being the latest and largest addition to the
range last year. Having restructured five plants, boat production
is now centralised in two company owned facilities.
OVERSEAS BOATBUILDING ASSETS
Yamaha also has a number of overseas boatbuilding
companies which it has acquired over the years. In Tennessee,
US Yamaha builds 4,000 jet drive engine boats in the 19ft27ft range a year, making it the largest manufacturer in this
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 Hirofumi Usui,
Yamaha’s Senior General
Executive Officer and
Chief General Manager
of Marine Business
Operations

product segment. It also owns G3 pontoon and aluminium
fishing boats acquired in 1997 and producing 5,000 units a
year. Skeeter Bass Boats is another US-owned subsidiary
with 2,000 units of high-dollar value being built in Texas. On
the US equipment side of the business, it acquired Bennett
Marine Trim Tabs and Kracor plastic fuel tanks in 2017 and it
has launched Yamaha Marine Systems Company to conduct
further research into integration.
In Europe, Yamaha acquired Buster Boats in Finland in
2015 with an output of 1,500 boats in the 15ft-25ft range
and in 2017 it acquired the Yamarin boat brand from
Kesko. Yamaha has formed a new holding company for its
Scandinavian business under the title Inha Works Ltd.
Yamaha’s Marine business had total sales of ¥344.7bn
(US$3.13bn) in 2018 with close to 60% being achieved in the US
and 15% in Europe. Outboard engines, of which it shipped some
300,000 units, accounted for 54% of total sales.
By 2021, the company is looking to achieve net sales
of ¥374bn through the expansion of its integrated marine
business strategy as a system supplier.
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simplified procedures for registering vessels.
A skipper with a class 2 licence can now take out
vessels up to 20 tonnes or 22m to 5 nautical miles
offshore. A class 1 license removes the offshore
sailing limit.
The government eased the overall regulations
partly because of pressure from other countries as
the rules were inhibiting sales of imported boats
from Europe and the US, Jibiki said.
The next step is building or expanding marinas
with bigger berths.
“Import, registration and boat license regulations are
easier and demand is increasing for bigger boats, so now
what’s needed is marinas for bigger vessels,” he said.
Princess, he added, now has a bonded area in
Yokohama that is handling a variety of boats through
customs and registration at the same time and the
vessels it’s seeing are getting larger.
Jibiki didn’t share the JMIA’s concern that a
sales-tax increase this year may reduce demand for
recreational vessels.
He said he didn’t see it as a serious issue for bigger
boat buyers because the increase is just 2% and Japan’s
consumption tax or VAT is still much lower than the
20% plus seen in Europe and elsewhere.
Princess Japan Yachts has a two-year waiting list for
vessels, he said.
“The F45 will be on the market in Japan from
September this year. It’s powered by the Volvo IPS
600 and we expect a lot of orders for this boat,”
Jibiki said.
CLOSED OCEAN
As for particular markets in Japan, he said the Kanto
area surrounding Tokyo was where the company
found most of its customers, but demand in recent
years shifted west to the Kansai area around Osaka,
as well as Nagoya and Hiroshima.
For an island nation with more than
29,000-kilometers (18,000 miles) of coastline carved
with numerous coves, inlets, harbours and fishing
villages, Japan has plenty for the boating enthusiast.
Beside its four main landmasses, the country
comprises more than 6,500 islands, with only a
fraction inhabited. Throw in a geography that runs
from snowy Hokkaido in the far north to tropical
beaches in Okinawa 2,200km to the southwest and
all the elements for a thriving recreational boating
industry seem ready made. So why isn’t it, well,
thriving more?
Thickets of rules and regulations alluded to
by Jibiki at Princess didn’t help. Fairly unfriendly
fleets of local fishermen could also be discouraging.
Fishing cooperatives control many harbours. About
20 years ago, this writer was preparing for an evening
boat dive off the Izu Peninsular south of Tokyo when
an unhappy fisherman informed we couldn’t go out
because the ocean “had now closed.”
With boat registration and skipper licensing
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now more streamlined, the authorities are also
working on making recreational boating a bit more
welcoming.
Japan has 560 marinas scattered throughout the
country, said Honda at JMIA. That adds up to total
berths for 80,000 vessels, with 57,000 occupied, he
said. Despite the seeming space, the refrain from
many boatbuilders is Japan needs more marinas.
MARINE PROMOTIONS
Takemasa Minemoto, director of the Boat Affairs
office at Japan’s Ministry of Transport, said the
government has no current plans to build new
marinas this year, but it is working on making
boating more accessible to a broader public.
One initiative is the “Umi no Eki”, or Marine
Station, publicity campaign with the boating
industry to promote marinas around the country,
said Minemoto.
Another is the ministry’s “C to Sea” campaign, the
“C” standing for citizens, children and culture, said
Minemoto. This kicked off about two years ago and
again involves campaigns at marinas around Japan to
highlight boating as family excursions, coupled with
the well-known taste for seafood and fishing among
Japanese.
One challenge to the campaign is the country’s
demographics and shrinking population. Minemoto
said another issue is what he called “indoor people”
or the preference of youth to spend more time on
computer pursuits.
Yamaha has taken a similar approach to getting
more people interested in a marine lifestyle. It
runs what’s known as the Sea Style Club (see p52),
which has more than 23,000 members. Membership
includes various types of boat rentals at 140 marinas
around the country. It also offers vessels with captain
and crew and plans to soon introduce excursions
with catered food and drinks, as well as various
marine activities.
GAMBLING ON BERTHS

Another marina question raised at the Yokohama
Show related to Japan recently passing legislation
to allow casinos to operate in the country as part of
large, new hotel and recreation centers, so-called
Integrated Resorts. The government sees this plan
as a means to revitalise local economies and it’s
attracted the world’s biggest casino companies as
bidders.
Assuming the projects go ahead, the first resorts
are not likely to be built until 2022 at earliest.
As cities such as Yokohama and Osaka are
expected to offer sites for the IR projects – some
on potential waterfront areas – this has led to
speculation some of them could include large
boating marinas. Jibiki at Princess said he’s sceptical,
but the rumours persist, usually citing large tracts
of idle dockland near major cities formerly used by
major shipbuilders.
Meantime, Japan has seen an unprecedented
surge in tourism in recent years, with a record 30
million visitors in 2018. The pace of visitor arrivals
is growing at around 20% a year, among the fastest
in the world, with the government target set at 40
million for the 2020 Olympics year.
FIRST MARINE
Back on the topic of bigger boats, Jibiki said Yamaha
basically built the outdoor marine leisure market
in Japan with vessels for fishing and so on. But
the company’s offerings only go up to 43ft and so
Yamaha customers are looking elsewhere for larger
boats. (In an interview in Yokohama, Yamaha did say
they are looking at producing a larger line of vessels
but declined to give details other than this is still at
the planning stage.)
First Marine Ltd is another company handling
distribution of foreign boats in Japan, including as
exclusive dealer for Beneteau vessels and catamarans
by Lagoon. First Marine had a Gran Turismo
Beneteau 50 (¥150m) at the Yokohama Bayside
Marina, docked alongside a Taiwan-built

HONDA MARINE NEWS
HONDA BEGAN MANUFACTURING outboard engines in
1964 and production is now centred at its Hosoe factory in
Shizuoka prefecture where it builds all its engines of over 8hp.
Engines in the 2hp-8hp range are now are now manufactured
in a facility which Honda owns in China.
When interviewed by IBI in 2018, Kosuke Sato, general
manager of Honda’s Marine Business Division, confirmed that
in recent years the annual total Japanese domestic market for
outboard engines had declined and now amounts to around
13,000 units, of which Honda supplies about 2,000 engines
through some 50 dealers nationwide.
A slight relaxation of the boat user licencing laws in 2017
enabling customers to use boats of below 3m with engines of
up to 2hp without a licence had helped encourage sales of the
smallest engines.
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 Kosuke Sato General
Manager Honda Marine
Business Division

In 2017 Honda manufactured 54,000 outboard engines, of
which 17,000 were built in its factory in China and 37,000 units
in Japan. Forty percent of the unit total were sold in Europe
and 30% in the US.
In 2013 Honda announced that it had signed an
agreement with Tohatsu to supply all the latter’s engines
of over 60hp and this cooperation continues although the
number of units involved has not been disclosed.
Last year Honda introduced its redesigned and refreshed
range of V6 units the BF 175, 200, 225 and 250 engines at boat
shows in the US and later on at the Southampton and Genoa
boat shows in Europe. As part of Honda’s drive to make boat
control systems more advanced, its production of the drive
by wire versions of these engines starts in May with the first
deliveries to dealers anticipated to commence in August.
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Fleming 65 that won the Best in Japan Award 2018
for vessels longer than 35ft.
Shin Fujimoto at First Marine said the company
had been importing catamarans for 20 years and is
noting a growing interest in the vessels in Japan for
room and stability when cruising. He was another
official quick to point out, again, that Japan needs
more marinas with berths for bigger boats.
He said 41ft-55ft vessels in the Beneteau Oceanis
range are the most popular at First Marine and it will
be marketing an Oceanis 46 from this autumn.
First Marine was founded 35 years ago by Tetsuo
Sekiguchi, the company’s president, who has weathered
the various up and downs of Japan’s market.
First Marine imported its first Beneteau in 1985
and in its best years was selling 50 vessels of various
makes and types. Now, the company moves around
25 boats a year. “That’s a smaller number but the
value of the vessels has increased,” Sekiguchi said.
Newly rich Internet entrepreneurs in Japan have
created demand for mostly larger motorised vessels
as they lack the skills needed for sailing, he said.
“If you get five new rich guys, one will go for a
sailboat, the rest powerboats,” Sekiguchi said in his
office near the Hayama Marina on Miura Peninsula
southwest of Yokohama.
“Until about four years ago, we didn’t sell boats
over 60ft,” he said. Then it changed and we sold a
60ft sailboat followed by a CNB 76,” he said.
In line with this trend, First Marine started to
import Fleming vessels built in Taiwan about two
years ago and is bringing in the successful Neel

SUZUKI MARINE NEWS
QUITE APART FROM its internationally
orientated outboard engine business, Suzuki is
heavily involved in the domestic market in Japan
where it operates some 270 marine shops and
owns and operates four marinas. It is currently
forecasting a relatively flat year for domestic sales
but is predicting growth in 2020, in part due to the
positive effect of next year’s Olympic Games to be
held in Tokyo.
Suzuki’s outboard engines are manufactured
at a company-owned factory in Thailand which
produces all its 2hp-30hp four-stroke and 2hp-40hp
two-stroke engines. All of its other outboards are
now manufactured at its Kosai plant to which
production was switched last year from the former
Toyokawa factory. The new plant, a former Suzuki
automobile factory, was reequipped for its new
role in a US$30m investment programme with
production starting last August.
The company states that following the switch,
production capacity has improved by 20% and it
has helped it deal with the increasing demand for
larger outboard engines which has characterised

ibinews.com

 The future for the Japan boat industry, young sailors
at Hayama Marina 40 miles South West of Tokyo

 Tetsuo Sekiguchi,
founder of First Marine

Trimarans from La Rochelle in France this year.
Sekiguchi has a particular taste for trimarans,
owing one himself that is berthed in Okinawa.
“Once you start sailing a trimaran, you can’t stop.
My job is selling monohulls, but I do like trimarans,”
he said.
On the business front for First Marine, the
Beneteau Oceanis range remains popular in Japan,
based on style, price and aftersales service. “We
find that 95% of our customers are repeat buyers,”
Sekiguchi said.
Another line he is considering for Japan’s market
is the Dragonfly Trimaran built by Quorning Boats
in Denmark after talking with the company at the
Dusseldorf Boat Show. “They are beautiful vessels
though the price is high,” he said.
On berthing space, Sekiguchi did run down the
list of marinas within easy reach of Tokyo and

the market in the past few years. Suzuki states
that in 2019 it is continuing to receive an
increased order intake from US and European
markets as well as elsewhere and is attempting to
meet the growing demand for its engines.
As far as unit production is concerned, 60% of
Suzuki’s outboard engines are built in Thailand
and 40% in Japan. But when assessed in value
terms, 80% of revenues are derived from its larger
Japanese-built engines.
Last year at the Genoa boat show, Yasuharu
Osawa, the company’s Executive General
Manager of Marine Operations, introduced a
new range of medium-sized outboards including
the DF 175A and the DF 150A which it is claimed
are the lightest four strokes available in this
power range.
The company also premiered its multifunction display unit at the Genoa show, which
will be available this season and was developed in
conjunction with Furuno in Japan. The unit comes
in 7, 9, 12 and 16-inch screen sizes and Suzuki’s
aim with this new accessory is to provide improved
connectivity between the boat operator and the
surrounding environment. With this objective

 Yasuharu Osawa (front row centre), Executive
General Manager Marine Operations at Suzuki,
with his team at the Genoa Boat Show 2018
in mind, the display includes features such as a
chartplotter, radar, fishfinder and weather information
via an internet connection. On top of that, the new
screen gives drivers access to all Suzuki engine data in
order to assess performance in one clear view. Suzuki
claims that unlike any other display screens on the
market, Suzuki’s new multi-function display can be
set up to display just engine data, or a combination
of engine and environmental information.
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 The Beneteau owned
and US built Scarab line of
jet boats is selling well in
Japan where is imported
by the JSP corporation
located in Aichi prefecture

confirmed they are largely full, though that’s not
the case in western Japan, such as near Osaka and
Hiroshima. There are many other berthing places
in the Kanto area run with fishing cooperatives and
local authorities, but they lack pontoons or services
like fresh water and dockside electricity.
Most marinas in Okinawa also have few spaces
available and about 90% of the boats are owned by
people from the Tokyo and Osaka regions that fly
down to sail, Sekiguchi said.
Japan was building new marinas about 20 years
ago and there was the view that enough space was
available, but that has all changed in recent years,
Sekiguchi said. Full marinas may show healthy
demand but new sales need new berths, he added.

BOAT IMPORTERS

Siraho, Kanazawa-ku
Yokohama-shi 236-0007
Japan
tel 81(0) 45-773-0777
fax 81(0) 45-773-0741
www.quayside.co.jp

EINS-A RESORT CO., LTD
Kannabe-chō
Shichō 118
Sakaishisakai-ku
Ōsaka-fu, Japan
tel 81(0) 72-224-4040
fax 81(0) 72-224-4041
info@eins-a.jp
www.eins-a.jp

HIROMITSU NUMATA
CEO
Sea Breeze Boat Service Co., Ltd
4-3 Marine Plaza
Building 1F
Siraho
Kanazawa-ku
Yokohama-shi
Kanagawa-ken
Japan
tel 81(0) 45-771-1000
fax 81(0) 45-771-0087
boat@seabreeze.co.jp
www.seabreeze.co.jp

OKAZAKI HIROAKI
CEO
Okazaki Yachts Ltd.
4-16-1 Nishinomiyahama
Nishinomiyashi
Hyōgo-ken 662-0934, Japan
tel 81(0) 798-32-0202
fax 81(0) 798-32-0404
info@yachts.co.jp
http://okazaki.yachts.co.jp

NOBORU WATANABE
Chairman and CEO
Riveria Co., Ltd
3-3-3 Minami Aoyama

QUAY SIDE
4-3 Marine Plaza
Building 3F
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Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0062
Japan
tel 81 03-5411-1140
fax 81 03-5411-1190
www.riviera.co.jp
UNIMAT PRECIOUS LTD
City Marina Velasis,4-11-5,
Nishiuraga Yokosuka,
Kanagawa 239-0824
Japan
tel+81 46 841 3555
suenaga @velasis.com
web site www.velasis.com
MARINE EQUIPMENT
IMPORTERS
OTAGAWA SHIGEKI
President and CEO
Kazi Co., Ltd
1-2-17 Sutōkuberu
Hamamatsuchō 3F
Minato-ku, ,
Tokyo 105-0013
Japan

JET BOATS AND PWCS
JMIA’s survey of Japan’s market in 2018 showed
motorboat sales reaching more than ¥10.5bn in
2018 from ¥10.2bn the prior year, helped by an
increase in demand for jet boats. (Total motorboat
sales have doubled since 2011, according to JMIA
data.)
JSP Corp has handled the US Scarab line of
jet-boats in Japan for about five years, said general
manager Yuta Kabeya. Sales have increased steadily
to reach 21 vessels in 2018 and the target is 30
vessels this year.
“The jet-boat brands in Japan are Yamaha and
Scarab and last year Yamaha sold about 90 and we
did 20-plus, so the Japan market was about 110,”
said Kabeya. He added the 25ft Scarab was the
better seller, indicating customers favour those
over the 20ft models. “I think that’s the market
trend in Asia, such as Korea and China, I think
their biggest sales are bigger jet boats.”
JSP also markets Flexiteek deck flooring from
Sweden in Japan. It also started that business
about five years ago and it’s growing, said Kabeya.
He added that demand for stand-up paddle boards,
or SUPs, has grown rapidly in Japan and looks like
continuing. JSP is also a major equipment retailer.
Kabeya confirmed what other dealers said about
the slowdown in PWC sales in Japan last year – a
lack of new models from Yamaha and Kawasaki.
“About three years ago there were about 3,400 new
PWC registrations, but last year it decreased to
3,000 and it may decrease a little bit this year too,”
he said. Looking further out, he sees a recovery for
PWC registrations but only to around the same
3,400 mark, not 4,000 or 5,000.

tel 81 03-3434-4531
fax 81 03-3434-5860
books@kazi.co.jp
www.kazi.co.jp
IWAKI KAZUKI
CEO
Kaz Marine Products Co., Ltd
5682-1 Fukuda
Yamato-shi
Kanagawa-ken 242-0024
Japan
tel 81(0) 46-268-4101
fax 81(0) 46-268-4351
info@kazmarine.co.jp
www.kazmarine.co.jp
TORU AONUMA
Sales Representative
Top Water Tackles Co., Ltd
Higashitsuku-ku
Kōbe-shi
Hyōgo-ken 658-0032
Japan
tel 81(0) 78-862-3182
fax 81(0) 78-862-3189

info@topwater.co.jp
http://topwater.ocnk.net
INOUE YOSHIO
CEO
Friends Marine Services Co., Ltd
10-8 Yamashinadai
Yokosuka-shi
Kanagawa-ken 238-0312
Japan
tel 81(0) 46-853-0854
fax 81(0) 46-853-0888
www.friends-marine.co.jp
MARINE SERVICE KOJIMA
Sachiura 2-1-12
Kanazawa-ku
Yokohama-shi
Kanagawa-ken 236-0003
Japan
tel 81(0) 45-790-3581
fax 81(0) 45-790-3591
toiawase@mskojima.co.jp
www.mskojima.co.jp
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 As of December
2018, there were more
than 23,000 Sea Style
members. Here club
members enjoy time
aboard Yamaha’s Exult 36
sports saloon

Join the club
YAMAHA IS INVESTING HEAVILY TO POPULARISE BOATING
IN JAPAN WITH ITS SEA STYLE MARINE CLUB
WORDS: HORIE NAOTO & NICK HOPKINSON

S

ociety’s shift towards what is now universally
and operating the necessary marinas and storage
known as the sharing economy has given
facilities to support growing participation.
an extra lift to Yamaha’s Sea Style marine
After undertaking research in Europe and North
club which offers solutions to aspiring Japanese
America at locations where boat rentals were well
who dream of owning a boat but don’t have the
established, Yamaha introduced its SRV Rental
time and or money to buy and maintain their
Boat Club in 1997 with the market launch of its
own. Additional ownership costs, including some
entry-level SRV multi-purpose boat model designed
unique obstacles in Japan (scarce docks, strict
to make leisure boating more accessible. This early
licensing requirements, and fees for mandatory
endeavour later matured into the Sea Style Club.
regular boat inspections) create
The company has since expanded
extra barriers and put ownership
the range of services, including
financially out-of-reach for
For larger groups, boating license preparation
many average earners. With a
courses to help prospective
a 10-passenger
growing membership since its
boaters affordably pass Japan’s
motorboat costs around
launch, Yamaha’s Sea Style Club
national qualification exam.
US$627 a day, well within
is providing a solution, offering
Sea Style uses a membership
reach for middle income
a variety of boats and watercraft
system, with the standard plan
customers
available for rent at numerous
open to license holders aged 18
locations throughout the country.
and up. After a one-time entry
Japan is by nature a seagoing
fee of ¥21,600 (US$194) the
nation with close to 7,000 islands
on-going fee is ¥3,240 (US$29)
to explore, but it wasn’t really until after WWII that
a month. Typical costs for a 6-passenger Bay Fisher
the idea of using boats for recreation began to take
20 for 3-hours’ use on a weekday is around ¥5,000
hold. Beginning with the manufacture and sale of
(US$45), excluding fuel costs, gear rentals, etc.
FRP boats and outboard motors in 1960, Yamaha
For larger groups opting for a six-hour cruise, a
Motor sought to promote boating in its home
10-passenger model costs around ¥70,000 (US$627),
market, starting schools, hosting events for sport
considered well within reach for middle income
fishing, sailboat racing and group cruises to extend
customers, particularly if costs are shared.
the marine lifestyle – while at the same time building
Marinas available to Sea Style members number
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approximately 140 at locations around the country,
from Hokkaido in the north to Okinawa in the
south. And the boats to choose from come in some
20 types (varying by marina) suitable for everything
from cruising and angling to towed water sports.
Boats are replaced every three years and maintained
in top condition by the marinas, as well as insured.
Members can also rent boats at affiliated marinas in
Thailand and Hawaii, and PWC rentals will also be
available in Guam this year.

 Yamaha believes that
its marine business will
evolve most successfully
by providing more
opportunities for people
to get out on the water

ibinews.com

JAPAN’S DOMINANT BRAND STEERS
MARKET DEVELOPMENT
As of December 2018, there were more than 23,000
Sea Style members. Besides the standard individual
membership, there are family, group and corporate
memberships for multiple boat license holders as
well as a ‘Jet’ membership for those only interested
in personal watercraft.
Membership also offers perks such as cashback
rewards based on loyalty and frequency of rentals,
or purchase of a new Yamaha boat or PWC. To spur
membership, Yamaha also holds events at different
home marinas to give people a taste of what it’s
like to be a Sea Style member. A full schedule
of programs and events – including classes for
mastering boat operation and docking skills or new
activities such as fishing – helps keep members
engaged and renting more frequently.
Corporate memberships have become
a particularly strong draw in recent years.
Organisations with three boat license holders can
register for corporate membership, gaining two
additional ‘Light’ membership cards for use by any
unlicensed employees to rent boats with a skipper
at around 20 locations. Some companies also use
this system for cruising or fishing outings over the
traditional hospitality days. One company executive
remarked that it was more fruitful for building
relationships than rounds on a golf course. Yamaha
reports growing interest in corporate memberships

particularly in the Greater Tokyo Area.
While Sea Style’s good reputation in part lies in
how it provides an answer for people seeking easier
access to boating and marine recreation, other
reasons for its success as a program lie with Yamaha’s
traits as a manufacturer and its partnership with a
sales network constantly working to encourage more
marine recreation enthusiasts. Dealers and marinas
are enlisted as Sea Style-affiliated partners to offer a
full line of services and maintain excellent facilities
and staff training.
With 50 years of experience in a closely regulated
market, Yamaha devotes a lot of attention to
promoting safety and creative ways to help beginners
gain the confidence and peace of mind to enjoy
boating.
OVER 50,000 NEW LICENCES ISSUED EACH YEAR
In Japan, the number of new boat licensees each
year hovers at about 56,000 people and there
are currently four license types: Class 1, Class 2,
Inland Water and Special Small-craft (i.e., personal
watercraft). The type needed depends on where the
boat will be operated, how far off shore the boat will
travel, the type of boat, etc.
Yamaha began offering Boat License Courses in
1971, the same year small-boat operator licenses
were introduced in Japan. To date, more than 1.1
million people have obtained their license through
the program.
Yamaha Boat License Courses are conducted
primarily at dealerships. More recently, Yamaha
has established a system for license applications
on the internet and developed a smartphone app
allowing license seekers to study online. The app was
originally only for the base Class 2 license, but the
number of users has grown each year thanks to the
convenience and discounted pricing, so plans call
for Class 1 and Special Small-Craft license courses to
be added from 2019. Additionally, a new Sea Style
Premium membership, beginning in April allows
chartering of Yamaha’s Exult 36 Sport Saloon for
those looking for more luxury.
Furthermore, the Sea Style ‘Light’ membership
for individuals – like the corporate version – lets
people without boat licenses rent skippered boats
at some 20 marinas around the country. And as
an incentive, the license course and the standard
Sea Style membership entry fees are discounted
to encourage people to qualify and step up to full
membership within the first two years of their ‘Light’
membership.
Going forward, Yamaha believes that its marine
business will evolve successfully by providing more
opportunities for more people to experience and
enjoy boating. It has committed to continuous
upgrading of Sea Style products and services in its
attempts to get a higher proportion the population
out on the water.
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Solid performer boasts
untapped potential
WEATHERING THE ECONOMIC DOWNTURN AFFECTING OTHER GULF
BOATING MARKETS, KUWAIT CONTINUES TO PUNCH ABOVE ITS WEIGHT
IN THE LEISURE BOAT SECTOR
WORDS: MIKE DERRETT

what happened to the large leisure boat fleet in
the aftermath of the Iraqi invasion of 1990 and the
subsequent liberation in 1991. Much of the country’s
leisure boat fleet was either sunk, stolen or destroyed
as the country was pillaged on a massive scale and
marinas were extensively damaged.
Local sources told IBI at the time that only a
few of the 1,500 boats in the marinas in 1990
survived the occupation.
Returning to Kuwait for the 2019 Yacht Show,
many things have changed since liberation – highrise buildings dominate, shopping malls have
multiplied, and the marinas are bulging at the seams
with boats and yachts. Driving anywhere in Kuwait
will also reveal trailer-mounted boats parked outside
villas, on roadsides and in car parks. What hasn’t
changed is the brilliant blue water of the Arabian
Gulf and the Kuwaiti love and passion for boating.
CULTURE AND ECONOMY
Kuwait occupies a strategic position at the head of
he Kuwait market is currently proving to be
the Gulf and has one of the most productive oil fields
the strongest in the Gulf region, weathering
in the world – the country is virtually floating on oil,
the economic downturn that is affecting
consequently one of the world’s richest economies.
other Gulf boating markets. Expatriates are the
Kuwait has considerable financial reserves and has a
first to be affected in any economic downturn,
geographically small, but wealthy,
resulting in declining sales of
relatively open economy with
boats, services and equipment
crude oil reserves of about 102
in Gulf markets with a sizable
billion barrels – more than 6%
expatriate population. Kuwait
Marinas are
of world reserves. Petroleum
has a different demographic
bulging at the
accounts for over half of GDP,
with almost all of the 20,000
seams. Driving anywhere
92% of export revenues, and 90%
boats owned by Kuwaiti
reveals trailer-mounted
citizens with few expatriates
boats parked outside villas, of government income.
and less downward pressure on
on roadsides and
BOATING MARKET
the boating market when the
in car parks
According to figures from the
economy slows. Kuwaitis have
Kuwait government obtained
always been sea people, their
by IBI in 2009 and allowing
forefathers being fishermen,
pearl divers and Dhow traders. The boat ownership
for subsequent growth, there are now some
per person ratio is estimated at one boat for every
20,000 leisure boats in Kuwait. Certainly Kuwait
50/60 Kuwaiti nationals, a high figure.
is the largest Gulf boating market in terms of boat
Back in 1995, this IBI correspondent was on a
numbers. The invasion of Iraq by the allies in March
2003 gave the leisure boating market a boost as boat
mission to Kuwait with the objective of finding out

T

 This year’s Kuwait
Yacht Show was the
seventh edition and
attracted over 18,000
well-informed visitors
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KUWAIT YACHT SHOW
The Kuwait Yacht Show is organised by Kuwaitbased PH7 Events and held at the Marina Crescent
in Kuwait City. This year’s event, the seventh edition,
took place at the end of March. Exhibitors that
spoke to IBI were very satisfied with the outcome,
indicating that the Kuwait market is still performing
well with the organisers announcing an attendance
figure of 18,000 over the five-day show.
Nouf H Al Hajeri, managing partner for the
show, told IBI at the event: “We have 35 boats on
the water, more small boats on the land, a total
of 82 exhibitors, and we are seeing a lot of young
people and millennials. For future years our
strategy is to raise the profile of the show regionally
and internationally; this year we have exhibitors
and visitors from across the region as well as
International companies such as Sunseeker, Princess
and Ferretti.”
Exhibiting at the Kuwait Yacht Show again was
Gulf Craft, the largest yacht and boat manufacturer
in the Middle East. Marketing manager Mahmoud
Itani told IBI: “The Kuwait Yacht Show represents
Gulf Craft’s second home market and we have
a huge market here. Kuwaiti customers are very
informed boaters when they come to visit us at

ibinews.com

 Gulf Craft had a
big presence at the
show, along with
European brands
such as Azimut,
Ferretti, Sunseeker
and Princess
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owners had the confidence to extend their cruising
waters. This resulted in increased sales for larger
powerboats. Currently sales are estimated to be in
the region of 200 boats per year for all sizes. Kuwait
is well supplied with 11 marinas with a total of 3,034
berths, most located in Kuwait City. The opening of
the new Sabah Al Ahmad Sea City in 2015, located
near the border with Saudi Arabia, with an initial
410 berths changed the dynamics of the berthing
market, especially with the potential for sales of
larger yachts.
The boating season in Kuwait is from April to
September, the opposite to that of the lower Gulf
States. Kuwait temperatures in the winter are
substantially lower.
The majority of boats are under 36ft and are
imported from Gulf boatbuilders who have about
75% market share although the market is seeing a
significant move to larger boats with brand names
such as Al Shaali, Azimut, Ferretti, Majesty, Nomad,
Princess, Suprema, and Sunseeker featuring at this
year’s show. Kuwait has few boatbuilders with only
one, Gulf Master, exhibiting at the recent Kuwait
Yacht Show with several open boat models.
The Kuwaiti yacht and boat buyer is well
informed technically and aware of the latest boat
design and equipment trends. The market in
this respect is the most sophisticated in the Gulf
reflecting the long history of leisure boating in
Kuwait. There is a large market for outboard motors
with Mercury taking the largest market share,
estimated at some 60%-70%.

• 12 possible combinations

RORC-OSR 2018
compliant
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Markets & Regions
OVERVIEW | KUWAIT

the show they are asking many technical questions.
This year we exhibited three new models – the
Nomad 95, the Oryx 379 and the Silvercat 34 with
good enquiries.”
A prominent overseas exhibitor was Sunseeker,
represented by IMG Boats from Dubai, with four
boats. General manager Mohammed Al Jasmi told
IBI: “Kuwait is the largest single boating market
in the Middle East. At the same time, it is a very
liquid market with the customers always willing to
understand a deal and if the numbers are right they
won’t delay in making a decision. This is why the
Kuwait Yacht Show is one of the fastest-growing
shows in the region. Being a privately organised
show, there is a lot of motivation by the organisers to
create a good event. This year we have seen visitors
from other Gulf countries, which is an encouraging
sign that this show is developing.”

 Kuwait Yacht Show
managing partner Nouf Al
Hajri with boat show staff

Ahmad Al Ameeri from Seas and Deserts, a
Gulf regional distributor for Azimut as well as being
a dealer for Sea Ray and Boston Whaler, exhibited
a total of 15 boats at the show, including 10 Azimut
models. “The market in Kuwait is good with new
marinas being constructed in the south which will
add over 1,500 new berths with some 400 of these
already built,” he said.
John Paul, general manager of Exalto Marine, an
equipment distributor based in the UAE, has been
active in the Kuwait market for many years. He told
IBI: “Almost everyone has a boat by his house on a
trailer or in a marina. There is a very high population
of leisure boats. There is a real tradition of boating,
lots of fishing and going to the islands, more than
you see in other Gulf countries.
“For us, Kuwait is an important and growing
market and despite the general downturn in the Gulf
economies the dealers I have spoken to are actually
selling boats. The show is well organised and overall
a good edition.”
Tanja Lutz, sales manager for the EMEA region
at Seakeeper, confirmed the serious nature of the
customers at the show. “It is a growing show and it’s
very interesting to hear the customers asking quite
detailed questions about the technology of gyro
stabilisers,” Lutz said. “The boat user in Kuwait is
hungry for information.”
CONCLUSION
The Kuwait market is sustaining well, despite the
economic and security issues facing the Gulf region
as a whole. While Kuwait is geographically small,
it punches well above its weight as a boating market
and the industry has collectively supported the
Kuwait Yacht Show. The organisers’ vision for
the show – ‘Individually we are one drop, together
we are an Ocean’ – aptly describes the boating market
in Kuwait.

IBI MARKET RATING
SHORT TERM: Medium potential. Currently
the strongest Gulf boating market and
performing well in the face of a general Gulf
downturn
LONG TERM: Good potential for small and
large boats with associated equipment and
services. New marina projects are providing
more berthing capacity.
TOTAL FLEET SIZE: 20,000 boats of all sizes
(Estimate based on 2009 figures)
TOTAL FLEET VALUE: US$1,846m
(Estimate based on 2009 figures)
MARINAS: 11
MARINA BERTHS: 3,034
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MARKET STRENGTHS:
Largest Gulf boating market
l Strong market for larger yachts with new
marinas with excellent services
l

l
l

Several options for repair and haul-out
Boating market is essentially driven by
enthusiastic local boaters, few expatriates
ensures the market withstands economic
downturns well

MARKET WEAKNESSES:
l Proximity to Iran and Iraq makes boating
subject to security issues and restrictions
l Boating season is essentially April to
September due to the cold conditions
in the Northern Gulf in winter

International Boat Industry
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STYLE MEETS PERFORMANCE

NEW SEALED ROCKER SWITCH FROM THE INDUSTRY LEADER
HR-SERIES
• Rated Up to 20A
• IP68 Sealing Protection
• Dynamic Perimeter Lighting
• Low Profile Design

learn.carlingtech.com/marine • sales@carlingtech.com

ALSO Available: Hydraulic-Magnetic & GFCI/ELCI Circuit Protection

WATCH VIDEO

SEE US AT CANNES YACHTING FESTIVAL
NORMANDY, FRANCE SEPT 10-15,2019

0.30 in
[7.75 mm]
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Hempel in concerted push to
expand yacht market presence
While Hempel’s past is inherently linked
to the international marine industry, today
this market accounts for around 25% of
group revenues including yachts. It has
diversified into a number of other sectors,
including protectives, decorative, container
and industrial.
After a period of recession, the marine
sector, which tends to run in cycles of
rise and fall, is currently experiencing a
turnaround. As to the yacht market, this
holds considerable growth potential.
To date, Hempel has been working
with yachts on a retail market basis and
primarily in northern Europe.



Hempel will initially pursue growth at yards throughout Europe

AT PRESENT, THE YACHT SECTOR MAY ONLY BE A SMALL PART OF
DANISH PAINT AND COATINGS SPECIALIST HEMPEL’S OVERALL
BUSINESS, BUT THAT’S ABOUT TO CHANGE
WORDS: DAVID ROBINSON

T

o anyone in the global marine
industry, the name Hempel is
associated with quality paints
and coatings. The marine sector is
very important to the Danish group’s
activities and, while its yacht business is
small by comparison, it is set to grow in
future years.
Since 1915, when the company was
founded by JC Hempel, it has been
providing products that meet the needs of
the harsh marine environment and other
sectors where the business now operates.
JC Hempel started selling ready-mixed
paints in a different but simple way by
carrying them around Copenhagen docks
on his bicycle. From this humble start,
a global business was born – one that is
currently working to double its annual
revenues to €3bn over the next five years.
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In 2016 and 2017, annual revenues totalled
around €1.4bn. The 2017 revenues resulted
in an operating profit of €115m and a net
profit of €55m. In terms of global sales, the
EMEA accounted for €798m, Asia Pacific
for €398m and the Americas for €182m.
From the start, JC Hempel’s corporate
strategy and culture was ahead of its
time and went much further than
manufacturing high-quality products. The
strategy focused on treating employees
with respect, building partnerships with
customers, having a strong environmental
responsibility, and meeting a need to
give back to society by supporting social,
humanitarian, scientific and cultural
causes. In 1948, JC Hempel established the
Hempel Foundation as the sole owner of
the business. Its primary purpose was the
financial stability of Hempel.

International Boat Industry

EXPANSION TRAIL
Following a recent IBI visit to Hempel,
Thomas Olsen, head of Hempel’s Yacht
Team, explained: “Since 2018 the company
has started a new professional level of
activity in the market and it is undertaking
this in both northern and southern Europe.
This new departure has commenced in
France with the appointment of an agent,
but it will be rolled out to other markets
in the western Mediterranean such as Italy
and Spain.”
Olsen says that the new initiative
will, in time, be extended across most of
Europe and will increasingly involve the
superyacht sector. The latter will start
with refits and maintenance and later new
builds. With some 70% of the yacht-based
paint and coatings market in Europe, this is
where Hempel is initially pursuing its yacht
sector growth strategy, expanding out to
other regions at an unspecified future time.
A second initiative to help grow
Hempel’s yacht market activities was
its first sponsorship in the marine
leisure market in July and August 2018
of the World Sailing Championships in
Aarhus. Following the company’s culture,
customers and families were invited to
share in a series of social and business
gatherings related to the Championships
such as entertainment, family sailing days
and seminars. As a result of the success of

ibinews.com

this sponsorship, Hempel has since
signed up to a four-year deal with World
Sailing under which it will be the official
coatings partner.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
The manufacture of coatings, be it for
the yacht and marine sectors or others, is
increasingly impacted upon by rules and
regulations that relate to the environment
and materials used. Making sure that
Hempel stays in line with these changes,
and often ahead of requirements, are the
group’s 15 R&D centres around the globe.
These play a crucial role in Hempel’s core
activity of being a coatings manufacturer
and supplier.
A key objective from these centres is
that they all focus on creating value for
customers. They do this by developing
new solutions, optimising existing
solutions, and supporting customers with
expert technical advice. These centres
provide vital support to Hempel’s product
development, maintaining the group’s
quality standards and solving issues and
problems that arise from supplied products
which have not performed as they should.
Every batch of coatings supplied from
whichever factory can be fully analysed and
allows trouble shooting to take place if and
when the need arises.
Keeping in alignment with the rules
and regulations which vary from market to
market, even in Europe, Hempel operates
a total commitment to the environment.
This takes the form of the company
working to reduce its environmental
impact while maintaining high product
performance standards. This involves:
• a commitment to make all Hempel
products lead-free
• phasing out red raw materials
• responsible supply chain and waste
management
This includes meeting the EU’s BPR
(Biocidal Products Regulations), which
concerns the placing on the market and use
of biocidal products.
As an example of Hempel’s environment
commitment, it stopped manufacturing on
the site of its head office in Copenhagen
and transferred it to other sites. The
group’s head office is currently undergoing
a major expansion which includes a new
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state-of-the-art R&D centre.
The benefit of all the work carried
out by the R&D centres filters through
to all other departments in the group,
including sales and marketing and
the technical service team. The latter
provides a full range of support which
includes pre-sales advice, project
management before, during and after
coating applications, quality assurance
and documentation, consulting
on production line efficiency, subcontractor evaluations, training
and technical certification and asset
condition assessments and maintenance
recommendations.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Hempel provides a full range of products
serving the yacht market,
be it pleasure craft or racing yachts,
from maintenance materials to specialist
fuel-efficient hull coatings. These
products have a proven track record of
helping professional boatbuilders and
sailing enthusiasts keep their vessels in
perfect condition.
The latest development in Hempel’s
yacht products range is Silic One,
billed as a pioneering silicone fouling
release system that is biocide-free. This
product provides maximum protection
without endangering the environment
and it is equally suitable for new builds,
maintenance or refit requirements and it
can also be used on propellers.
Silic One, as a biocide-free product,
is based on silicone and hydrogel, which
gives the coating surface water-like
properties making it difficult for fouling
organisms to attach to the hull and easy
for them to be removed when the boat
is in motion. Other benefits are simple
fouling cleaning and easy reapplication,
resulting in long-term cost reduction.
This product includes the fouling
release system which is a biocide-free
paint/method to prevent fouling. It is a
“non-stick paint” and copper-free. The
hydrogel is based on unique, non-reactive
polymers that are added to the paint,
creating an invisible barrier between
the hull surface and the water. Fouling
organisms perceive the hull as a liquid
and are consequently attaching to a much
lower extent.
In explaining the benefits of Silic

BOW PRO SERIES

(R)EVOLUTION IN BOATING
VETUS proudly presents the
unique BOW PRO series
• Precision proportional boat control
• Suitable for high demanding
applications (e.g. for use in rentals
vessels)
• Endurance Rated Runtime*
• Joystick with hold and lock function
• Maintenance-free brushless motor
• Efficient, safe & reliable
*only limited by the capacity of your battery bank
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compared with €115m in 2017 and the net
One, Olsen says: “The Silic One, being a
profit was €48m as against €55m for the
biocide-free product, lasts a long time and
previous year.
in no way compromises the performance
The group’s plan to double revenues
of the boat. Hempel is ready to move to
is based not only on organic growth but
biocide-free products as well as lower
through acquisitions. Hempel is taking
biocides in products that use them. We
a lead role in the consolidation of the
only use what is absolutely necessary.”
global coatings industry, as witnessed by
In line with the Hempel corporate
its recent acquistion of JW Ostendorf.
culture and being a world-leading
However, as far as organic growth was
provider of coating solutions, the
concerned, last year proved challenging.
trust of customers is an important and
In 2018, Hempel’s revenue grew by 1.5%
necessary attribute in protecting their
in fixed currencies, and its EBITDA margin
assets in the best possible way. This is
ended the year at 10.8%.
achieved through lowering maintenance
When excluding JW Ostendorf,
costs, reducing environmental impact –
underlying organic growth was down
particularly emissions – and improving
-1.4% and EBITDA margin was 11.8%. This
their operating efficiencies through such
was considered a satisfactory result in the
things as lower fuel consumption.
challenging global market conditions.
In another initiative associated with
In particular in 2018, the cost of raw
Hempel culture, the Hempel Foundation
materials increased more than anticipated
supports the Danish Technical University
which affected the entire industry and put
(DTU), sponsoring it and supporting
immediate pressure
students there.
on profitability.
Hempel A/S
Hempel is ready to
In addition, the
collaborates
with DTU
move to biocide-free marine and oil & gas
markets remained
students, offering
products as well as
in a recessional state
them learning
lower biocides in products
and the political and
programmes and
that use them. We only
macro-economic
there are also PhD
use what is absolutely
situation in the
students working
necessary
Middle East made
at Hempel.
business tougher than
anticipated.
HEMPEL’S 2018
Since the start of 2016 through to
PERFORMANCE
2018, Hempel has released €166m in net
Hempel is roughly half-way through
working capital improvements, giving it
its major transformational programme
the resources to acquire other businesses
which started in 2016. The group is
over the next few years. Hempel expects to
strengthening its organisation and
bring more new companies into the group
culture significantly, building a company
as well as securing strong organic growth
that will be one of the leaders in the
this year.
consolidation of the global coatings
“2018 was a very satisfying year and
industry.
marks the halfway point for Hempel’s
Like any major change, the
major transformational journey,” says
transformation will take time. The
Henrik Andersen, group president and
company is making good progress in all
CEO of Hempel. “We delivered positive
of the important areas and it now has the
organic growth of 4% in the final quarter,
necessary foundation to start making the
turned around our business in Asia Pacific,
desired acquisitions.
and welcomed JW Ostendorf to the
Its annual report recently highlighted
Hempel family. This puts us in a strong
that in 2018 the group delivered a robust
position to push on in 2019 and beyond.”
performance with growth and continued
Of key significance was the
strong profitability.
turnaround in its Asia-Pacific business
Revenue at €1,346m fell 2.3% yearand a restructuring in North America in
on-year – the fourth year in a row that
2018 – both regions ended the year in
revenue had weakened. This resulted in a
much better shape than they began. In the
lower operating profit of €90m for 2018
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 Hempel is looking to double its annual
revenues to over €3bn over the next five years

fourth quarter, North America delivered
robust double-digit organic growth,
while Asia-Pacific had a solid foundation
for growth, as demonstrated by a strong
improvement in earnings in the second
half of 2018.
Andersen commented: “The
turnaround in Asia-Pacific has been
achieved by installing completely new
leadership teams and working hard on
the ground to instil the winning Hempel
culture, one with strong ties to our
customers and employees engaged in
our customer-focused vision. This is a
testament to what a strong culture, vision
and leadership can achieve.”
The customer-centric vision is a key
part of the Hempel culture, and in 2018
Hempel took an important step to lead
the industry in ‘service management’,
essentially taking over responsibility for
keeping its customers’ assets in the agreed
conditions over the asset’s lifecycle. This
was done by creating a globally aligned
service organisation, Hempel Services.
Hempel is forecasting more progress
in 2019. The global coatings market
is expected to pick up, and Hempel
anticipates delivering underlying organic
growth in line with or slightly better than
the market.
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NEW
interceptors

Better comfort,
safety and
performance

Reduced fuel
consumption

Interceptors
respond
5-10 times faster
than trim tabs

Built-in GPS,
3D-Gyro and
3D-Accelerometer

Active
Roll and Pitch
Control

Zipwake is a Dynamic Trim Control System like no other. Now at the push of
a button, you can get immediate lift and stability for a safe, comfortable ride
and you don’t have to pay a fortune. Designed for powerboats 20 – 60 feet.
Developed and manufactured in Sweden.
Zipwake AB, +46 (0)31 24 77 75, hello@zipwake.com, www.zipwake.com

Follow us
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Focus on distributors a
key to success for Zipwake

 Anytec, Nimbus, Askeladden and XO Boats are just some of the Nordic boatbuilders using Zipwake interceptors
as standard equipment. Pictured above is the new Anytec A30 with two Yamaha XTO V8 outboards

THE SECRETS BEHIND THE RAPID RISE OF SWEDISH INTERCEPTOR
SPECIALIST ZIPWAKE
WORDS: LARS-ÅKE REDÉEN

F

our years after the market introduction of
its first consumer products, Zipwake AB
from Sweden is now a well-known brand
and company operating in 60 countries worldwide.
Unlike many other newly founded companies, this
interceptor specialist has found its own smart way
to grow quickly with profitability.
The first products from Zipwake were
presented at METSTRADE in Amsterdam 2014
and immediately received a lot of attention. The
products earned a DAME Award mention and have
since become a feature at many boat shows and
boating events around the world.
“The first appearance at METSTRADE was a
real boost. I’ve rarely experienced such a reception
for a new product introduction at any boat show
before. Being nominated for a DAME Award further
strengthened that impression,” says Göran Fredin,
area sales manager.
The Zipwake interceptor’s first product, the Series
S for planing and semi-planing boats from 20ft-60ft,
has been very well received on the market and is
today standard equipment on many motorboats. The
price level has made them a realistic alternative to
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traditional trim tabs for many boat models.
The easy-to-install Zipwake Dynamic Trim
Control System is a state-of-the-art, stand-alone
trim control system that optimises the performance
and ride comfort onboard the boat.
Zipwake is a company based on an invention
by Niclas Olofsson, acting product manager in the
company. Olofsson started his development of the
interceptors in 2011 with a clear vision to create mass
production for a large market.
“With this in mind, the founders invested heavily
in development and tools to be able to produce at
the right cost level. Today, we own all our tools for
every part in the products and we cooperate with
a high-quality Swedish producer,” says Lorentz
Simonson, CEO and one of the owners of Zipwake
with head office in Gothenburg.
“We also invest a lot in development to widen
our product portfolio. The company is driven by
development and will continue in that direction. Our
goal is to continue investing heavily in order to be one
step ahead of our competitors. We also want to remain
in the forefront with component purchase and stock,
to be able to continue our efficient delivery capacity.”

ibinews.com

Key persons besides Lorentz Simonson are
Göran Fredin and Henrik Kuhlman, both acting
as area sales managers with responsibility for
different parts of the market. Besides the role
as CEO, Simonson is also responsible for the
company’s marketing, economy and logistics.
Together the trio has more than 100 years in the
boating industry behind them, with key positions
in different companies. Lorentz, for instance,
has been in charge of the Swedish distributor for
Simrad, Lowrance and B&G for many years and was
behind the introduction of Anritsu radars on the
 The lift effect of a chine interceptor matches the
European market.
lift of a straight interceptor one size larger mounted
One of the key reasons for the company’s rapid
inboard of the chine
growth is a clear focus on the business model.
“We’ve chosen
to work through
We work through
distributors worldwide,
distributors
including our home
market Sweden. By
worldwide,
doing this, it’s more
including our home market
efficient to deal
Sweden. It’s more efficient
with deliveries and
to deal with deliveries
maintain exceptionally
and maintain support
good support to the
boatbuilders,” says
Simonson.
Another very important focus area for Zipwake
 Lorentz Simonson, Zipwake CEO and part owner
are the boatbuilders. They have been approached
in cooperation with Zipwake’s distributors. The
reason for this is to create confidence from the
customers that Zipwake and the distributor act
together to provide the best support.
One important step for Zipwake was to organise
stock arrangement and deliveries, directly from the
factory. This has been proven to be the most costeffective and time-saving process.
All sales and marketing activities are handled
through Zipwake AB in Gothenburg, a model that
has been very successful.
“Today we’re acting in 60 countries and on
most markets we have well-known and strong
distributors. In the US, for instance, our distributor
has 65 people employed and 15 own sales staff and
it’s a similar situation in many other countries such
as Australia, Italy, France and many others.
“The first years have been better than expected
in terms of what we thought was possible. In a
very short time, Zipwake has reached a substantial
turnover parallel with a good profitability. This
year we’ll see another good step in further growth,”
says Simonson.
For the moment, Zipwake is dedicated to major
developing projects to strengthen the current
product range. The new products will be presented
at METSTRADE in November 2019.
 A Zipwake system overview
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TECHNICAL
SECTOR SPOTLIGHT | MATERIALS & MACHINES



Renewables scored high on the theme of the JEC World composites show this year, but so did carbonfibre and robotic machinery

A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
BOATBUILDING TECHNOLOGY IS BECOMING INCREASINGLY SUSTAINABLE, WITH
MORE BIO-BASED RESINS, EVER-LIGHTER COMPOSITES AND GREATER USE OF
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURE. JAKE KAVANAGH EXPLORES THE LATEST TRANCHE OF
INNOVATION, WITH EXAMPLES FROM JEC WORLD IN PARIS
WORDS & PICTURES: JAKE KAVANAGH

THE GENERAL PUBLIC have become very
aware of the environmental damage being
caused by plastics and emissions, and boat
buyers in particular want to ‘do their bit’
to help preserve their favourite rivers and
oceans. In addition, the demands from
other transport sectors for faster production
times, more robust reinforcements and
greater resistance to fire has led to some
exciting new chemistries.
The green revolution is being reflected
in major efforts to produce materials
from more sustainable sources and allow
for greater recycling. Machinery and
manufacturing are also being streamlined
to minimise waste and reduce the carbon
footprint throughout the entire production
process.
A tour of the JEC World composites
show in Paris in March showed IBI just
how far this green revolution has come, so
we have picked some of the most relevant
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innovations from several industries that
could have a lasting impact on the way we
build and equip our boats.
They fall into two main categories,
materials and machinery, but as always
there is a lot of cross fertilisation from other
sectors, particularly those that are switching
to electric and hybrid applications.
Automotive and aerospace, for
example, are leaders in a field where
lightweight shells allow electric motors
and lithium-based batteries to return a
useful performance and range. At the
same time, the driver and passengers are
suitably protected within the vehicle. With
large budgets for R&D, discoveries in other
sectors are gradually filtering down to
the marine leisure user, where even our
relatively conservative industry is seeing
the potential.
Here are just a few of the innovations
that leapt out at us at JEC World.

International Boat Industry

RESINS OVERVIEW
WITHIN RESIN TECHNOLOGY, the challenges
are to reduce the styrene content in
polyesters and boost the percentage of the
bio content in epoxies. Resins are also being
modified for greater endurance and quicker
cure times without shrinkage or distortion,
whilst fire proofing remains a high priority
for commercial applications.
“Over the years we have been developing
products to make boats lighter,” explained
Neil Kegg of the giant chemical company
Scott Bader. As regional sales manager, he
looks after Italy, Holland, Turkey and Israel
over several sectors within GRP moulding.
“The other main objective is surface
finish. Boats are getting bigger, with more
superstructure. There is a lot of heat
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INNOVATION
AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL
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 Gurit’s Rudy
Jurg shows the low
toxicity labels on
the back of the new
Ampreg 3X Epoxy
bottles

FRIGOMAR BLDC
INVERTER IS NOW

GY
LO

SKIN-FRIENDLY AMPREG
3X EPOXY FROM GURIT
A major problem with all types of epoxy
resin is that some people can develop an
allergic reaction to them, and this can
become quite severe. Whilst gloves and
barrier creams can reduce this reaction,
sometimes the fumes alone are enough to
trigger an attack of dermatitis, an irritating
skin rash.
Gurit believes it has completely removed
this allergic reaction with the formulation of
its new Ampreg 3X laminating series of low
toxicity epoxy, a development of the Ampreg
30 launched at last
year’s JEC.
“I have had
boatbuilders tell
me that they
have been able to

SELF-CONTAINED
INVERTER BLDC

* ON MARINE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

return to the industry after dermatitis had
forced them to leave it,” said Rudy Jurg,
Gurit’s regional sales manager. “The new
formulation has no adverse reaction, even to
those people who are highly sensitised.”
The Ampreg range has been formulated
to be just as strong and versatile as previous
Gurit (formerly SP) epoxies, but the base
chemicals have been chosen to give a
low toxicity matrix. This is said to be free
from CMR (Carcinogenic, Mutagenic
and Reprotoxic) chemicals, SVHCs
(Substances of Very High Concern) and
AEP (Aminoethylpiperazine). Even the
range of hardeners, from fast to extra slow,
are described as environmentally nonhazardous.
Gurit’s new light reflective technology
(LRT) is also added as standard. (See ‘resins
that glow’, p66).

TECHNO
TY
CI

generated in the moulding process and
exposure to ultraviolet radiation when in use.
Manufacturers are concerned to get the very
best surface finish they can, so we have done
a lot of work with them to understand the
actual cure profile. We ask them how long
boats are left in mould, how long they post
cure and at what temperature and so on.”
As for sustainability, Scott Bader
is meeting the demands being set in
other sectors.
“Our CEO is very concerned about
sustainability and has a 2036 vision,” Kegg
said. “He has been meeting with major boat
manufacturers to get their views. We have
been gradually introducing a range of ecofriendly gelcoats with less styrene in them,
but now we have produced a gelcoat that
has no styrene content at all. (See Crystic
Ecogel SO PA overleaf). This is currently
being used by the wind energy industry,
which is very keen to have the greenest
credentials possible, but it also has great
potential in the marine industry.”
Other manufacturers are seeking to
boost the bio-content of resins and pigments
whilst reducing toxicity, but without any
compromise in either mechanical strength,
weather resistance and ease of application.
As the products described below prove, they
have made some remarkable progress.

from 7.000 to 27.000
BTU/h

BIO-RICH RESINS FROM WEST SYSTEM

CHILLER INVERTER BLDC
Monophase from 42.000 to 70.000
Threephase up to 182.000
BTU/h

 Helda van de Linden poses infront of the
Entropy display with a picture he glazed with
Entropy CCR (Clear Cast epoxy Resin)

New from US-based West Systems is the
new Entropy range of epoxy resin being
launched at JEC by two of its European
distributors, Wessex Resins and VDL
GmbH. Entropy resins are described as
largely plant-based formulations using
Super Sap technology and are used
extensively for watersports that utilise
a lightweight board, such as kitesurfing,
sailing and paddleboarding. There are
six standard products, each developed
for specific tasks. These range from the
One System for fast cure and easy release
lamination, through to the BRT system
for the clear lamination of ultra-white
cosmetic applications, so ideal for boats
and boards.
Picking up on the shows sustainability
theme, Ian Oliver, MD of Wessex Resins,
said: “Everybody wants to do more for the
environment. Entropy Resins contain a
meaningful percentage of raw materials

View complete
datasheets on our website
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www.frigomar.com
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from sustainable feedstock sources.
We will be working to increase the
performance and plant-based content of
the products over time.”
www.wessex-resins.com

 Graphene-formulated polyester has been
used on a boat called Graphenano One, and a
test section from the mould is seen here. The
hull is claimed to be 20% lighter and more
resistant to impact due to graphene’s elistacity

GRAPHENE-ENRICHED RESIN
Displaying a section of hull made using
a new graphene-enriched resin was
the Spanish company Grapheneno
Composites, a subsidiary of the much
larger Graphenano Group. The resin is said
to offer a 20% saving in weight whilst also
providing far greater impact resistance,
mainly because the resin is reinforced at a
nano-particle level.
The Graphenano Group describes
graphene as ‘an atom-thick two-dimensional
carbon nanomaterial which, whilst being
extremely light and thin is also the most
resistant material found in nature. It also
has other properties such as elasticity,
transparency, and thermal and electrical
conductivity, making it one of the most
studied materials in modern science.”
By reformulating polyester resin to
incorporate particles of graphene, the
company claim to have greatly improved
the adhesive qualities of the resin to its
fibres and composites, whilst also improving
the lightness and strength of the finished
hull. The first boat made this way is named
Graphenano 1, which is said to be 20%
lighter by needing a lot less material in its
construction.
www.graphenano.com
GURIT’S LRT RESINS ‘GLOW’ IN UV LIGHT
Swiss-based Gurit has developed a
technology that allows epoxy resin to
glow blue when hit by a beam of ‘dark’ UV
light. The optional LRT (Light Reflective
Technology) additive can be mixed into
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any laminating or adhesive system without
altering the characteristics of wetting out,
curing or handling. This allows for the easy
detection of any resin contamination as it
will fluoresce when exposed to UV light.
When exposed to ‘light’ from an
inexpensive UV emitter, droplets of resin
of less than 1 mm can be detected with
the naked eye, with greater detection rates
possible using special equipment. This
allows resin splashes on skin or doorhandles to be easily identified and removed.
“Workers can avoid bringing resin splashes
home to their families, who may be more
sensitive to it,” Gurit’s Rudy Jurg said.
The LRT additive also allows for the
checking of adhesive bond lines, such as
in yacht hulls, especially in hard to reach
areas. The technology has already proved
very useful in the quality control of wind
turbine blades, where workers can check
full adhesion along the contact lines.
The LRT technology is standard in the
low toxicity Ampreg 3X range, which has
bene formulated for workers with a high
sensitivity to epoxy.
www.gurit.com
STYRENE FREE POLYESTER RESIN
Scott Bader was promoting its new Crystic
Ecogel SO PA zero styrene polyester
spray gelcoat at JEC, seeking to widen its
take-up in other sectors. Currently, the
new formulation has been approved and
adopted by a ‘major player in the wind
generation industry’ and Scott Bader is
steering its move into marine.
The new product is the latest addition
to an already substantial portfolio of
Crystic Ecogel low styrene gelcoats that
range from styrene content from 23% (S5
PA - non marine) to as low as 16% (S1 PA).
The new zero styrene addition is also said
to be free from acetone too, and offers

 Gurit’s Light Reflective Technology allows
any resin to carry an ultraviolet marker to
detect residual contamination

International Boat Industry

high elongation, excellent weathering
performance and low VOC content. The
latter is also important as a tranche of new
regulations from the EU is driving down
the VOC content in a range of products,
including paints.
www.scottbader.com

 Diab’s Henrick Lavott poses with the
company’s Divinycell H60MC advanced
microcell foam, claimed to reduce resin
absorption by 4/5ths without prior treatment

REINFORCEMENTS
AND RIGGING
Walking around the two massive halls of
JEC, the visitor is struck by just how much
carbon fibre is being used compared with
just a few years ago. This light, strong and
attractive material was evident in products
as wide-ranging as suitcases and training
shoes to cars and motorbikes. There is
more choice now in the types of carbon
fibre cloth available and economies of scale
are bringing prices down. Ease of use is also
a major theme, with one company, show
sponsor Chromarat, even adding a selfadhesive film to the back to some versions
so it hangs in the mould more easily.
In the world of foam core reinforcement,
the quest for lightweight with strength

ibinews.com

MEET THE BEST LATCH
IN THE WORLD
Leaders
in marine
composite
fittings.
SEARCHING FOR OUTSTANDING
BOATS AND DISTRIBUTORS

NEW
ZEALAND
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Is it You? Read more:

No corrosion.
No electrolysis.
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 The Maxcore system creates solid dry
fibre reinforcements between the two skins
of a foam sandwich panel

 Airex hung a striking display of its wide
range of foam reinforcements above its stand
at JEC. The new foams like T92 and C70 are
said to be lighter and stronger than before and
with a smoother surface

and the ability to thermoform continues,
with greater attention to using highperformance cores made from a greater
percentage of recycled plastic.
Meanwhile, flaxes and other natural
materials are being harnessed to use within
a laminated hull, with impressive claims
as to the longevity and reduced carbon
footprint this represents. One section of the
show was given purely to completely natural
reinforcement materials.
These are the products that we think will
make a big impact on the marine industry in
the immediate future.
MAXCORE’S FIBRE ENGINEERED
SANDWICH
French-based Sicomin was showing a
new method of dry fibre insertion into
sandwich core sheets. Branded as Maxcore,
this process creates a series of cross braces,
adding a great deal of extra strength to
supplement the existing foam core.
“This type of process is ideal for
the infusion manufacturing of large
composite panels and parts for the marine

 Future Fibres’ Tim Hall with an example
of the aerodynamic new rigging, the Aerosix.
Note the carbonfibre fabric wrapping

industry,” said Sicomin’s president Philippe
Marcoivich. “Dry fibres are inserted into the
foam from several directions and provide
100% of the mechanical properties of the
infused core. This process is precise and
consistent and results in a 70% fibre content
by weight of infused glass.”
Maxcore, the logo cleverly representing
the technique, had several different types of
panel on display, including a fire retardant
50mm 3AC PET core panel infused with
Sicomin’s SR1125 epoxy.
“The dry fibre insertion process
maximises the panel’s properties, especially
in large thickness formats,” Marcovich
explained. “The technique can be applied
with a number of materials, including
aramid, carbon, thermoplastic and glass
fibres. It is also compatible with epoxy,
polyester and vinylester resins, and is a costeffective technology with unlimited options
for panel dimensions.”
Maxcore is currently experimenting with
moulding tightly curved sections for fast
patrol vessels, with very positive results.
www:maxcore-engineering.com

AERODYNAMIC RIGGING
FROM FUTURE FIBRES
Future Fibres, a subsidiary of mast makers
Southern Spars since 2014, was receiving
a lot of interest in its new range of carbon
yacht rigging, where the profile has been
changed from a cylinder to both an elipse
and extended elipse shape.
“We have a composite cable for just
about every application out there,”
explained Future Fibres’ Composite
Components Business Leader, Tim Hall.
“Recently we have seen a move towards
more aerodynamically efficient profiles,
so we have focussed on bringing our solid
and multi-strand carbon into a new cross
section. We started by diversifying our solid
Razr carbon rigging into our AEROrazr
rigging, and now with our AEROsix rigging
we have a new design that offers a 2.7:1 ratio
elipse.”
Whilst Razr and AEROrazr are aimed at
the top end of professional racing, the new
AEROsix is more for the yachtsman who
wants a high-performance rig for cruising
as well.
QUICK ASSEMBLY PANELS | DUFLEX

 Samples of different Maxcore panels
with the foam removed to show the multidirectional reinforcement, ideal for large or
fast hulls
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 Germany-based VDL was demonstrating
its range of Australian-designed DuFlex panels,
intended to reduce construction time by being
easy to cut and secondary bond. The balsa and
foam cores are held together with an epoxy
matrix, said to greatly reduce the laminate
thickness whilst improving the tolerance to
damage and resistance top osmosis. The panels
are available in a standard 1200mm x 2400mm,
but where they really score is that they can
be machine cut by CNC into low volume and
lightweight boat building kits.

www.vdlcomposites.de

ibinews.com

The Original

Specified by leading designers around the world, DuFLEX
Composite Panels have become an industry standard in
composite boat construction.
Used in the construction of pleasure, performance and
commercial craft, DuFLEX Panels have a proven track
record ensuring increased levels of performance and
structural integrity, while significantly reducing weight
without sacrificing comfort.

”
“The easiest way out!

DuFLEX panels can be
supplied in Plain panel form
or as CNC-routed Kits for
complete boat packages. Full
Sized Component Packs are
also available for Bulkheads,
Floors, Soles and Interior
Fit-Outs that arrive ready to
install to reduce build times
and reduce wastage.

strong
lightweight

durable
Professional fabricators can
dimensionally stable
be assured of consistent
part quality, a reduction in reduced construction time
VOC emissions and higher
production rates.
DuFLEX can be engineered and manufactured to meet the rules of
all major Marine Authorities, including CE, Lloyd's Register,
DNV-GL and American Bureau of Shipping

GUNBOAT 68
LOA 20.75 m
BOA 9.1 m
Displacement 17, 800 kg

www.roodberg.com

www.vdlcomposites.de
info@vdlcomposites.de

VPLP design with
Christophe Chedal Anglay
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 Vehicle producers want lightweight
materials and fast production times. This
all-electric scooter is an example of the ‘green’
revolution and would stow nicely in a mediumsized yacht

 Chomarat’s Philippe Sanial beside a display of the company’s new range of low-cost carbon
fibre hybrids with a self-adhesive option

The new rigging features a central carbon
plate through centre of the shroud with
cylindrical multistrand carbon rods on each
side. The diameters reduce towards the
edge to give the aerofoil section. The whole
shroud is held together with a woven outer
jacket of carbon.
“The aerofoil shape reduces air impact
when going upwind,” Hall explained.
“This has been proven using extensive
wind-tunnel tests. In a typical race, such
as a Caribbean 600, you can gain up to a
12-minute advantage, which is a substantial
margin from a comparatively simple piece of
technical equipment.”
The other advantage of the new products
is the reduced weight aloft. AEROsix is 70%
lighter than an equivalent stainless-steel
alternative.
“Our Razr brand of solid carbon rigging is
aimed at professional crews, such as IRC72s,
and we are supplying the America’s Cup
contenders with the new aerofoil design,
AEROrazr,” Hall said.
www.futurefibres.com
IBI VIDEO
Short interview with
Tim Hall on IBInews.com as he shows
examples of the new aerofoil design.
SELF-ADHESIVE AND HYBRID
CARBONFIBRE
France-based Chomarat (pronounced
Show-mar-rah) were a major sponsor of
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JEC World, and on their stand was a
collection of new carbon fabrics set to
greatly reduce the cost of boatbuilding.
Chomarat is active in many industries,
most notably textiles, so routinely mix
different fibres to create hybrid fabrics for
reinforcements. This approach has been
successfully used with carbon fibre cloth.
The company has found a way to mix
different ratios of glass fibre strands into
a carbon weave to reduce the cost of pure
carbon. Additional strength is obtained
with directional stitching. As an option, a
very thin (10 micron) layer of adhesive can
be applied to the back of all of their new
fabrics during manufacture. This allows
the fabrics to be tacked into position in
the mould, and also saves a great deal of
time and VOCs as the moulders don’t
need to use spray glue or tape during
assembly.
“The new carbon and hybrid fabrics
have been developed primarily for the
automotive market,” explained Philippe
Sanial, Chomarat’s Group R&T Director.
“They are just as strong as more costly
versions of carbon fabrics but at a reduced
price, so they are now proving ideal for
vacuum infusion boat building.”
Chomarat were showing samples of
the new fabrics on their stand. These
included the C-PlLYSP BT 600GSM 50K
(ie 50,000 filaments per thread or ‘tow’)
and C-PLY SP Biax 30o 150gsm 12K.

International Boat Industry

 Click Bond’s Ian Newberry was
demonstrating a selection of marine products
using the proven Click Bond system

 Some of the fittings available. Click Bond
was originally established for the aerospace
industry, where 80% of its production still goes

ADHESIVES AND
MOULD TOOLS
GENERAL TRENDS
There has been a great deal of development
in adhesive technology, mainly to offer
greatly reduced curing times, and also
to limit the number of holes that need to
be drilled into a product to take fixtures
and fittings.
“Most of the demand is coming from the

ibinews.com

automotive industry, where the vehicles are
moving down a production line,” said Scott
Bader’s Neil Kegg. “Car makers also want
their vehicles to be lighter, especially those
running on electricity, so they are keen to
reduce the amount of metal fixtures and
the time taken to build a vehicle. We have
developed adhesives with a full cure time
of just 3 minutes, and these have met with
approvals from OEMs such as Daimler,
Toyota and Tesla.”
Scott Bader is diversifying its product
offerings to address several sectors more
fully, including thermoplastics, shipping
and rail transport. Developments here are
of interest to leisure marine, especially the
tool making products for moulds and fire
retardant resins being developed for public
transport and the construction industry.
With chemistries based on methyc
acrycate and other modified acrylics, the
choice for the boatbuilder is widening every
year. Here are some examples:
CLICK BOND
US-based Click Bond was demonstrating a
whole range of fixtures and fittings that are
supplied with a detachable outer casing.
This is fitted with an adhesive strip, which
is activated by peeling off the paper cover.
The two-pack acrylic adhesive is applied,
the fitting is positioned, and then the
casing is pushed down to lock the fitting
into place on the adhesive strips whilst the
acrylic cures. Half an hour later, the outer
case is removed, leaving the fitting firmly
in place.
Click Bond products were originally
developed for the aerospace industry, which
represents 80% of its market, but there is

a very useful selection of fittings aimed at
marine applications. The latest product was
a rubber insert that allowed a fitting to be
attached to the inside of a tank with just one
hole, the rubber handle being used to pull it
up tight for curing before being snapped off
from the outside.
www.click-bond.com
IBI VIDEO
See Click Bond in
action on IBInews.com
MAKING MOULDS THAT LAST
A great deal of time and effort goes into
making a mould tool, which then has
to last for the full production run of
the model being made. Scott Bader has
addressed the issue of longevity with its
updated and rebranded Crestamould line
of mould tools.
“Everyone involved in moulding needs
moulds that are accurate, won’t distort and
can be used over and over again,” said Scott
Bader’s Neil Kegg. “We have developed a
new range of tooling products within the
Crestamould brand to create a full system
for the plug and the mould from cradle
to grave.”
A typical new product from the range is
Crestamould T27, described as a sprayable
modified polyester compound designed
for the milling of large plugs of up to 25m
or 75ft. The product can be sprayed in a
few passes up to a thickness of 25mm (1in).
The resulting surface is homogenous, will
prevent print through and is flexible enough
to prevent cracking.
“All the products are longer performing,
and we believe the system has re-engergized
our moulding side of the business.”

Achieves 22°C
whatever
the weather
outside

photo courtesy CCN

MACHINERY OVERVIEW

 3D machining is allowing for the creation of
highly detailed models for prototyping

ibinews.com

There seemed to be more machinery
than usual at this year’s JEC World. Big
advances in automation and additive
manufacturing – a process whereby
components are built up by hot metal –
have allowed some machines to create
spare parts for themselves. The precision of
the manufacture of components, and the
ability to send instructions via the internet
to a milling machine are all allowing for

VECO S.p.A. Giussano, Italy
+39 0362 35321 | info@veco.net | veco.net
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Big Metal Additive’s founder Slade
Gardener stands beside his latest machine with
samples of the complex shapes it can build up
and mill down

 Cubes Christian Schuster holds a typical
product from his process. Note the VW Beetle
behind him, and how the shape to be milled is
made economically using blocks of PU

faster turnaround times and reduced costs
for prototypes.
The accuracy of cloth trimming
machines, for example, has made big inroads
into waste reduction, whilst new types of
milling machines and plug materials have
greatly reduced dust and other pollutants.
The evolution of 3D printing also appears
to be accelerating, with costs falling and
machines becoming more miniaturised.
Here are some of the machines – and
the products they can produce – that lend
themselves to marine applications.

layer, and from there you can establish the
tolerance and stability of the entire part.
It allows for the making of parts in a way
that would be possible by conventional
manufacture.”
The machine on display was able to
build parts within a 2ft3 area, but other DMS
additive manufacture machines could go
as large as 8ft3. “The wire feed technology
makes this a very cost-effective machine
to run, and the system is fully scalable,”
Gardener said.
www.bigmetaladditive.com

BIG METAL ADDITIVE
The US Department of Defence (DOD)
has realised that if they can transport their
own manufacturing machines out into the
field, they can actually make very complex
spares in a war zone. US-based Diverse
Machine Solutions (DMS) has already sold
five large machines to the US Navy, who
are running a series of tests into how to
harness mobile additive manufacturing
afloat more effectively.
Inventor Slade Gardener was on the DMS
stand with his compact Big Metal Additive
machine, said to be capable of laying down
5lbs of metal every hour to create some
very complex shapes. The rough shape is
then milled within the same envelope by a
different tool.
“The machine has allowed for the
industrialisation of additive manufacture,”
Gardener explained. “It can not only actually
make complex 3D shapes, it can also finish
them as well. This brings a new level of
complexity to additive manufacturing
because you can control the height of each

IBI VIDEO
See Slade Gardener’s
short presentation of his Big Additive
Manufacture machine @IBInews.com.
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PLUGS FROM CUBES
Most plugs that are CNC cut are made
from a large block of coated polystyrene
foam, but a new process from Austrianbased Cubes GmbH seeks to greatly reduce
both cost, time and dust with a new 5-axis

milling process using computer-placed
cubes of polyurethane. Send the company
your digital file, and it can cut and finish
your plug in just five days.
The process efficiently builds the
contoured block from which the shape
will be cut, with no bonding involved. This
means that only enough material for the
cutting is used, with little waste. The blocks,
available in different sizes and densities,
are assembled according to digital files a
customer sends in. The whole process,
including the quote and shipping details,
can be followed on line.
“Our process is very fast and saves the
customer a lot of time and up to 40% less
cost,” said Sales Manager Christian Schuster.
“The tailings from the cubes are flakelike and dense, so are easily collected and
disposed of.”
www.cubes-gmbh.com
TRIMMING WITH ACCURACY
Whilst fibreglass chopped strand mat
is relatively cheap, other materials,
particularly some types of carbon fibre or
advanced sailcloth, are not. This makes it
important to squeeze every workable piece
from a roll of material. US-based Eastman
has been making cutting machines for over
a century, and at JEC was showing how
its latest software package, Eastman Cut
Pro, allows operators with fairly limited
experience in Autocad to quickly manage
the parameters of each job.
“It only takes a few keystrokes,” said
Eastland’s sales manager Rey Durante. “We
have made the software very intuitive to
use, so an operator can set the parameters,
choose the material, the depth of cut and
any other requirements from just one menu
page. Once completed, the instructions
are sent to the cutting tool, where a
confirmation command sets everything
into motion.”
Durante demonstrated the process on a
full-size machine, which grouped the cutting
tightly onto the material to minimise waste.
“The machine can swap between all kinds of
materials, from sail cloth to CSM, with the
same degree of accuracy,” Durante said.
www.eastmancuts.com
IBI VIDEO
You can watch a short
demonstration on the IBInews.com.

 Eastman’s latest machines are using
Eastman Cut Pro software which allows
experienced operators to achieve a high-quality
cut with minimal waste
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FASTER PROTOTYPING IN 3D
Working closely with the US Department
of Energy, MVP claims to have
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Stronger,
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greener
future.

We are the global leader with the
broadest portfolio of high-performing
and sustainable core materials made
of pet foam and balsa wood.
Our products have a new purpose,
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greener future.
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developed the world’s first-ever large scale
thermoset printer, and smaller examples
were seen working at JEC World. The
printer, designated Thermobot, is capable
of printing large scale thermosets (heat
malleable plastics that set hard when
cooled). However, due to new resin and
prepolymer chemistries, once these plastics
have cured, the process is irreversible,
resulting in a very stable product that won’t
distort if they get too warm.
“With this new technology, researchers
and developers will be able to prototype
more quickly,” said MVP’s marketing
co-ordinator Ron Blackburn. “This will
bring products to market faster, positively
impacting the productivity of the additive

 CMS’s Giulio Gasparani with the CMS 5-axis
milling machine custom-built to deal with
carbon fibre products

manufacturing industry.”
Also on display was the Single
Component Unit, described as the most
‘user friendly unloader on the market.’
Designed for portability and the safety of
the operator, the unloader is easily moved
over a drum of material by just one person.
The frame is rugged, with good access to its
control panel, making the unloading of fresh
material as easy as possible.
www.mvpind.com

OTHER MACHINES AND
COMPANIES OF NOTE
BELOTTI
Italian-based Belotti was celebrating its
40th year in production, with the recent
expansion of its facilties in Bergomont,
50km outside Milan. Now employing 100
people and with a turnover of €6m,
Belotti provides CNC trimming and
milling machines to premium brands such
as Ferretti, Larson, Cranchi and Azimut.
www.belotti.com
CMS
Also in the Italian sector, CMS was
displaying its new 5-axis milling machine
designed to shape carbonfibre, and the
particular needs of milling this type of
material. CMC says it is able to offer a full
turnkey package for all types of materials,

including aluminium and GRP. The
package includes dust extraction and series
of accessories for specific clients demands.
www.cms.it
EUROLASER
German-based Eurolaser was
demonstrating its 400watt CO2 laser
cutter on two systems combined into one
custom machine. The M-800STA laser
assembly was working with the L-1200
conveyor system. It can cut cleanly through
most materials used in boatbuilding and
can also be fitted with engraving and
labelling tools. The Eurolaser team can
set a machine up specifically for your
production process.
www.eurolaser.com

 The Eurolaser M-800STA was being
demonstrated at the show cutting sailcloth
and labelling each piece in the process

About JEC World
HELD EVERY MARCH at the Villepinte Nord
Exhibition centre near Paris, JEC World is a
major event on the international composites
calendar. Some 43,000 visitors from 115
countries come to browse the 1,300 exhibitor
stands or listen in to the daily lectures being
held a special auditorium throughout the threeday event.
Just about every branch of industry involved
with the manufacture of composite materials
and equipment is represented, and the show is
used as a launch pad for new products. Whilst
automotive and aerospace tends to dominate
the floorspace, marine still has a respectable
showing, with many disciplines in other sectors
lending themselves perfectly to our particular
sector. You will find many well-known names
on the exhibitor list and the networking
opportunities are tremendous.
JEC World is also host to several forums,
such as a base for new start-ups, and also

ibinews.com

 JEC World will take place
from March 3-5, 2020
issues a series of awards for breakthroughs in
specific sectors, including marine.
The show is just a 20-minute taxi or shuttle
ride from the Charles de Gaulle airport, with
plenty of hotel accommodation clustered
nearby, so is very easy to get to. If you are
involved in boat production using composites

in any way, it is well worth a visit, with tickets
free if ordered in advance on line. If not, they are
around €100 on the door, or €80 from enthusiast
touts in the carpark.
Next year’s dates are set at March 3-5, 2020 at
the same venue, Paris Nord Villepinte.

www.jeccomposites.com
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IT ALL STARTS
WITH THE SEATS
comfy seats are what keep them out on the
water for years to come. At the most basic
level, comfortable seats mean good times
afloat, while poor seating almost guarantees
that neither family nor friends will have
much enthusiasm for another ride offshore.
This is precisely why seating has become
such a critically important element in
modern boat design.

 Boaters expect the comfort and convenience they have grown accustomed
to in their homes and vehicles to extend aboard their boats

AS THE MOST BASIC INTERFACE
BETWEEN BOAT AND BOATER,
FEW ELEMENTS OF MODERN
WATERCRAFT HAVE MORE CAPACITY
TO INFLUENCE THE QUALITY OF
THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE QUITE
LIKE THE SEATING
WORDS: CRAIG RITCHIE
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WATCH CONSUMERS SHOPPING at any
boat show and you see the same scenario
play out time and again. A couple or
family approaches a boat and, after a few
minutes of gazing at the exterior, they step
aboard and sit down. If they get back up
again quickly, it is almost a certainty they
will promptly exit the boat and go look
at another model. But if they smile, get
comfortable and linger on the loungers,
there’s a much better chance that they will
make the commitment to buy. This is a
pattern that dealership salespeople watch
for all around the world because when it
comes to selling boats, it all starts and ends
with the seats.
Comfortable seats that offer a luxurious
perch with just the right amount of support
are what turn prospective boaters into boat
owners. And as boaters begin to age, those
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NEW OPPORTUNITIES
If you feel like you’re seeing more and
more seats at marine equipment trade
shows these days, you’re right. With a
growing number of seat manufacturers
competing for coveted OEM contracts
and an expanding global aftermarket,
this is one industry segment that has
grown increasingly competitive over the
last several years. That’s because new
technologies from CAD to 3D printing
have opened the door to a deluge of new
innovations in seating. From lightweight
and compact shock-mitigating seat bases
that absorb the pounding of the waves, to
ergonomic designs that eliminate the aches
and fatigue that follow hours in the pilot
seat, today’s boatbuilders are able to offer
their customers unprecedented levels of
comfort and refinement. New varieties of
upholstery and foam seat cushions enhance
durability, reduce mildew concerns and
reduce production costs for boatbuilders in
ways that were impossible just a few years
ago. And for manufacturers who want to
offer their customers something that truly
goes the extra mile, seats with all sorts of
enhanced capabilities and functionality –
from helm seats with integrated controls to
multi-function furniture that enhances any
boat’s capabilities – provide builders with
still further opportunities to differentiate
their brand image.
From the basic to the high-tech, marine
seating continues to evolve with truly
forward-thinking designs and innovation.
Let’s take a closer look.
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 Tempress Products
builds its ProBax
Orthopedic seating
specifically for smaller
fishing boats

Where today’s boats are often built for
speed, when it comes to seating it’s all
about comfort and support
FOLLOWING THE PATH blazed by
automakers and manufacturers of high-end
office furniture, marine seating has come of
age with a growing focus on ergonomics.
The shift toward greater seat comfort has
been led by the luxury yacht segment. Long
accustomed to enjoying ergonomicallydesigned seating in their vehicles and offices,
yacht buyers were among the first to begin
demanding greater comfort on the water.
Yacht builders were quick to respond, with
a view to providing owners with the utmost
comfort on long voyages.
As the manufacturer of Recaro marine
seating, Bemmel, Netherlands-based Sun
Marine Seats BV enjoys the position of
being able to leverage the German seat
builder’s extensive heritage of developing
ergonomic seating for professional auto
racing, including Formula One competition.
“We produce 11 models of Recaro marine
seats. The seat and the backrest come
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from Recaro, and we create everything
else specifically for maritime use – the
arm rests, the pedestal, the slides and the
upholstery,” explains managing director
Victor Willems. “Recaro has established a
tremendous reputation for its ergonomic
seating used in professional racing and we
bring that level of comfort and support
to the marine marketplace. Seats like our
Recaro Caribbean, for example, have a wide
range of height and tilt functions, including
a full range of lumbar and thigh support so
that comfort and proper ergonomics are
assured. All of the adjustments are electric,
so it is easy for the owner to set it exactly as
they wish.”
Willems notes that other seat models
in the company’s lineup use additional
ergonomic design elements and materials
to provide that delicate balance between
firm support and pillowy comfort. “Many
of the seats include lumbar support or seat
cushion extension for added thigh support,”
says Willems. “Depending on the application
other seats may include features like
contoured shoulder supports to relieve
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muscle tension.”
Bergamo, Italy-based Besenzoni
SpA adopts a technological approach
to designing its extensive line of helm
seats, which are created with long-range
navigation in mind. Serving yacht builders
in 59 countries, the firm sells a broad range
of ergonomically-correct helm seats as well
as a growing range of fully custom seats
from its newly-created Unica unique yacht
accessories division. “Our pilot seats are
supplied with side padding of the backrest
and of the seat for a more ergonomic
solution,” says CEO Giorgio Besenzoni.
“Of course, they provide a wide range of
movements and adjustments that ensure
a comfortable driving position while
preserving correct posture. This includes
ergonomic seat bottoms, backrest rake
adjustment, lumbar supports, seat height
and fore/aft position adjustments, fully
adjustable foot rests and more, to ensure the
most comfortable experience possible on
extended voyages.”
SMALLER BOATS, BIGGER CHALLENGES
While luxury yachts may have broken
ground for ergonomic seating in the
recreational boating industry, some of the
strongest activity recently has been taking
place in the small boat segment. The more
restricted confines of smaller fishing boats
and runabouts has historically favoured
seats with the smallest possible footprint
in order to preserve interior space. The
unfortunate side-effect of this tendency is
that the combination of smaller seats and
limited cockpit depth tends to encourage
less than optimal seating positions,
ultimately leading to occupant fatigue
and the potential risk of injury. Growing
awareness of occupant fatigue issues has
sparked a movement toward creating more
ergonomically-correct seats that still fit
within the confines of a small boat cockpit.
Manitouwoc, Wisconsin-based Dowco
Inc raised plenty of eyebrows at the 2018
IBEX Show with the company introduced its
new Cruise Air seating line, which features
a uniquely adjustable, ergonomic backrest
designed specifically to protect operators
of smaller fishing boats against back strain.
Internal bladders within the seat cushion
and back cushion inflate with air to provide
additional support where it’s needed most.
“This is a significant market segment that’s
been entirely ignored,” says Dowco’s marine
marketing manager, Angela Lettenberger. “If
you’re a serious angler who runs your boat
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DOWCO INC

If you’re a serious angler who runs your boat on
bigger waterbodies, you know how it feels at the
end of the day when your back aches. This is a
significant market that’s been entirely ignored



Sun Marine Seats builds an extensive range of ergonomic adjustments into its Recaro marine seats

on rougher waters or on bigger waterbodies,
you know how it feels at the end of the day
when your back aches. That was our prime
consideration in designing this seat. Anglers
in smaller fishing boats tend to lean forward
in the seat, and particularly at the helm
where drivers may be following a GPS or
monitoring a depthfinder while they move
from one spot to the next.
“One of the benefits of the Cruise Air
design is that the internal bladder system
extends forward to support the back so the
occupant can maintain a natural, upright
posture, which greatly reduces fatigue and
the risk of back strain.”
Supported by testimonials from
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professional anglers who spend more than
200 days on the water every year, Dowco’s
Cruise Air seat line appears to have caught
the attention of its intended market.
Lettenberger notes that the company has
signed a non-exclusive supply deal with
American retail giant Bass Pro Shops that
will see the company offer the Cruise Air
product on its high-end Nitro brand of
fibreglass tournament bass boats. “We
work with a number of pro fishermen
and we spent a lot of time talking with
them about what they experience on
the water every day,” says Lettenberger.
“After those consultations we took a step
back and looked at what's available in
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 Dowco’s Cruise Air seating targets anglers
fishing from small boats

the marketplace and where the existing
products were lacking, and that became
the one area we really honed in on as a
differentiating feature.”
Another leading proponent of ergonomic
seating designs for smaller fishing boats is
Dallas, Texas-based Tempress Products. The
company, which sells both as an OEM to
major boat builders and as an aftermarket
supplier through an extensive distribution
network, also enjoys a strong profile
within the recreational fishing community
through its sponsorship of several bigname pro anglers. “The biggest change for
our market is trying to migrate the boat
builder’s primary focus away from price
and aesthetics to focus more on support
and functionality, because that's what the
end-users are increasingly asking for,” says
Tempress CEO, Mark Lozelle. “We make
primarily fold-down pedestal seating for
small to mid-sized fibreglass and aluminum
fishing boats, and the reality is that it
is a price-sensitive market. But as more
ergonomic seating becomes commonplace
in automobiles and our homes, people have
come to expect it in their boats. We address
that with our ProBax Orthopedic seating
and once a person sits in it, quite honestly
there’s just no going back. The pelvis must
be oriented properly to eliminate postural
stress and allow proper body alignment
that restores the natural S-shaped spinal
curve which is essential when trying to
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absorb impact from repetitive waves
and boat chop. Someone sitting in a
boat for eight hours at a stretch is no
different than someone sitting in
an office chair for that long. Proper
ergonomics make an enormous
difference in how you feel at the end
of the day.”
Lozelle notes interest in the
ProBax Orthopedic seats is growing,
and particularly among builders of
larger boats that may use the seat in
combination with a shock-mitigating
base. “Even if you have a suspension
seat, if you're not sitting with correct
posture and maintaining that proper
S-curve, or you're not sitting with
the proper support, you're going to be
uncomfortable at the end of the day. If you
keep doing it long enough, you will hurt
yourself,” he says. “The job of the ProBax
seat is to start you in the proper position and
if combined with a good shock-mitigating
base underneath it, then you’re going to be
much better off. We need the boat builder
to move beyond simply how the seat looks
as we see consumers changing their focus to
support and comfort as a primary part of the
decision making process.”
Trend 1 Growing demand for
ergonomic designs
The combination of an aging population
and consumer expectation – driven by
the widespread adoption of ergonomic
seat designs in automotive seats and office
furniture – is fueling demand for similar
types of seating in boats of all sizes
and prices.
Trend 2 In for the long haul
The luxury yacht segment pioneered
the adoption of ergonomic seating,
and continue to lead the industry
today. Extended time at the helm while
navigating over long distances is driving
increased demand for orthopaedicallycorrect designs to fend off occupant
fatigue.
TREND 3 Small fishing boats are
taking up the charge
With their more restricted interior space
and lower cockpit depth, along with
anglers’ tendency to lean forward while
driving in order to simultaneously
monitor a GPS or fishfinder, demand for
ergonomic seating in small fishing boats is
growing quickly.
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No other element of a marine seat has more
impact on comfort than the cushion. But in
today’s world, the humble foam slab has
gone high-tech
WE TEND TO not even give it a second
thought, but the foam cushions in a typical
boat seat represent some of the most highlyengineered and technologically-advanced
components in a modern boat.
Foam is truly amazing stuff. Used in a
harsh marine environment, it’s exposed
to high humidity, extreme temperatures,
intense sunlight, high levels of UV radiation,
salt spray, the drying effects of nearcontinuous breezes, occasional soakings and
all matter of other exposure-related perils.
It is expected to last for years while receiving
no care whatsoever, all the while providing
that ideal balance between firm support and
soft, cushiony comfort. Not just that,
but provide that optimal comfort for
everyone on board regardless of their size
and weight, from the smallest children to
the largest adults.
Marine seating has historically used
cut foam as the basis of its seat cushions,
including newer, open-cell reticulated foams
like Dri-Fast that are uniquely designed to
allow moisture to drain through the seats so
they will dry more quickly. More often than
not, the cushion will be formulated with
one or more types of antimicrobial agent
to discourage mold and mildew growth for
longer service life.
While cut foam is still widely used in
a diverse number of seating applications,
molded foam cushions have become
increasingly popular with many seat
manufacturers – particularly in the
construction of intricate helm seats.
“Molded foam allows you to create very
succinct, three-dimensional curves in your
products,” says Mark Lozelle, CEO for
Dallas, Texas-based Tempress Products.
“Our molded foam packs come with Velcro
already integrated into the product to
facilitate assembly. It comes with the panels
already in it as well, so it becomes a lot more
efficient to produce, and there’s far greater
consistency. We've migrated more to an
automotive model, where we've moved
increasingly from cut foam to molded
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 “The biggest change for our market is trying to migrate the boat builder’s focus away from price
and aesthetics to support and functionality” - Mark Lozelle, CEO, Tempress Products

sea states, the cushions must also provide
considerable support from lateral stresses
while keeping the occupant comfortable at
all times. “We’ve experimented with a lot of
different foams and foam configurations,”
says partner Jim Cowan. “Where some
FINDING THE PERFECT BALANCE
manufacturers use a single piece of foam in
Whether seat cushions are formed with
the seat cushion, in some cases we use up to
cut or molded foams, achieving just the
four different types depending on the boat
right balance between comfort and support
and its intended use. What I mean by that is
remains a challenge for seat manufacturers.
the foam used in the seat cushions of a small
It’s a particularly difficult challenge on
inshore fishing boat will be different from
a family boat, where seat occupants can
that used in a 22-foot center console, for
range widely in weight. “We’ve worked
example, and different again from what goes
with foams of different densities to
into a racing catamaran.
attain variable levels
The ride will be different
of compression,” says
for each because of the
Danny Sweeney, sales
Inhibitors have
water they’re operating
and marketing director
to be built into
in, so the demands on
for Nixa, Missouri-based the foam cushion as well
the seat cushion will
Springfield Marine. “You as the vinyl
also vary.”
have a lighter foam on
covering
the top that goes into a
WHAT’S NEXT?
denser foam below. It’s
Regardless of which
not shock-mitigation
marine market it finds its way into,
or weight-dampening, but it is a way to
foam seat cushions that contain antiprovide a progressive level of cushioning.
microbial biocides must meet the same
In the case of molded foam we can change
environmental regulatory standards as
the density by different pressures that we
their companion upholstery coverings,
put in. And in the case of cut foam, we have
such as Biocide Product Regulation
different layers that we can put in.”
528/2012 in the EU and Proposition 69 in
For Sarasota, Florida-based Premier
California. “To be effective the inhibitors
Performance Interiors, variable-density
have to be built into the foam as well as
cushions are an essential component in
the vinyl covering,” explains Sweeney.
the seats the company manufactures for
“There’s just no sense treating one and not
use in high speed, offshore performance
the other. The cushion will also need to
boats. Apart from providing occupant
be sewn together with the proper thread,
safety as boats race through a variety of
foam which improves durability, improves
support, reduces the possibility of water
retention and improves manufacturing
efficiencies at the production line.”
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so there is no weak link where mildew can
begin to take hold.”
With additional environmental
regulations anticipated in the years ahead,
foam manufacturers have invested deeply
in R&D in order to ensure future products
remain compliant. This includes exploring
the use of alternate materials in a bid to
make foam cushions more eco-friendly
and appealing to younger, more sociallyconscious buyers. Canadian boat builder
Campion Marine, for example, first
announced its investigation of seat cushions
using a soy-based foam in 2012 as part of
a long-term commitment toward greater
environmental sustainability.
While foam in one form or another
will remain an essential component in the
marine seating market for years to come,
seating manufacturers are also keeping
a close eye on innovations emerging in
other sectors. This includes the growing
use of inflatable air bladders, which have
begun to replace foam cushions altogether
in the aviation industry. Although more
expensive to manufacture than traditional
foam-based seats, new alternatives with
inflatable bladder cores weigh significantly
less, allowing aircraft which use them to
achieve greater fuel economy and lower
operating costs. Because weight is less of a
factor in marine applications, similar styles
of automotive seating which use gel-filled
bladders in lieu of foam may also one day
find a niche in high-end marine seating.
Trend 1 More widespread adoption
of molded foam cushions
Although more expensive to produce,
molded foam cushions provide greater
manufacturing efficiencies that traditional
cut foam, while improving product
consistency. They also work well with
the complex curves found in many
contemporary seat designs.
Trend 2 Seat cushions are
becoming more complex
An increased emphasis on family boating
will drive the adoption of variable-density
cushions that provide equal comfort to
occupants of all ages and sizes.
Trend 3 Foam alternatives
could gain traction
While foams continue to evolve,
alternatives emerging in other market
sectors could find their way into some
marine applications.
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Added functionality in the form of joysticks,
power adjustments and integrated lighting
improve the occupant’s experience
IT NEEDS TO look good, it needs to feel
good, it needs to survive a harsh maritime
climate. As if there weren’t enough demands
placed on marine seating, increasingly
we’re seeing growing demand for greater
functionality.
From helm seats in the largest luxury
yachts to bench seats on pontoon and
watersports boats, buyers are increasingly
looking for more utility. It’s all about
providing boat owners with the greatest
level of comfort and convenience possible
within sometimes confined spaces.
EUROPE – FOCUS ON FUNCTIONALITY
Some level of customisation has always
been expected among OEMs working
in the luxury yacht segment. Among
seat manufacturers, one clear trend is
mounting requests for integrated vessel
controls. “We receive more and more
requests for the installation of boat
controls and joysticks on our helm seats, it
is becoming quite common,” says Giorgio
Besenzoni, CEO for Bergamo, Italy-based
Besenzoni SpA. “It’s normally a request that
comes from shipyards for seats installed
in yachts longer than 60 feet, but every
one of our helm seats can be customized
and enhanced, including those for use on
smaller boats.”
The integration of engine binnacles
and joystick controls is only the start for
manufacturers of premium helm seats,
which can be fitted with virtually any type
of add-ons imaginable. “Client demands
for accessories such as integrated USB
plugs, storage places for mobile phones, and
mounting pads for laptop computers are
becoming more frequent, particularly from
Italian and North European boat builders,”
says Besenzoni.
Perimeter lights for added safety at
night and Integrated temperature controls
are also popular features, he adds, along
with beverage holders and integral storage
compartments for small personal items
like sunglasses. “They are small things,
perhaps, but they bring increased everyday
functionality to the seat.”
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NORTH AMERICA
– FOCUS ON COMFORT
“In Europe we receive requests for
what we term super-equipped seats,
complete with LED courtesy lights and
other amenities, while US shipyards are
generally more focused on occupant
comfort,” says Besenzoni.
That emphasis on comfort is
particularly evident in the booming
watersports market, where purposebuilt tow boats for wakeboarding, wake
surfing and water skiing tend to add
functionality in the form of integrated
seat heaters. They’re particularly
appreciated in the northern US and
Canada, where waters can be cold even
in mid-summer. “Those are expensive
boats so price sensitivity isn’t as much of
an issue, and the buyers are passionate
about water sports so they demand the
very best,” says Danny Sweeny, director of
sales and marketing for Nixa, Missouribased Springfield Marine. “Seating
in these boats will typically have full
electronic adjustment just like a car seat,
and integrated seat heaters in many cases.
Some of the builders even add heaters in
the steering wheel for the full effect.”
In other market segments such
as the surging pontoon market, boat
manufacturers seek to differentiate their
products with greater interior space
and utility with seats that can convert
to form tables, sun pads or bar units.
“As component suppliers we now have
tools that we didn’t have access to 10
years ago, like CAD design and testing
facilities and multiple IPs that we can
leverage,” says Jeff Wysong, vice president
of sales for Elkhart, Indiana-based Lippert
Components. “The boatbuilders know
what their customers want, and it's our
job to deliver that.”
Of particular concern to seat
manufacturers serving the small boat
market is the challenge of adding
capability without adding weight. “We’re
putting more content in boats than we
ever have, so that’s a bit of a concern,”
says Wysong. “People want integrated
courtesy lights, they want stereo speakers
in the seat bases. A lot of the pontoon
furniture, for example, is built on a rotoplastic substrate that not only supports
the furniture, but creates storage spaces
beneath, houses stereo speakers and floor
lights. The trick is engineering that so it
doesn’t add significant weight.”
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 Besenzoni sees growing demand for
integrated joysticks and controls

“SIRI, RECLINE FIVE DEGREES”
While marine seating has undergone
multitude changes over time, increased
utility and functionality have remained
constants through this evolution.
Modern technology, including 3D
printing and greater integration of
electronic controls, can be expected to
power future innovations. With seating
being the primary interface between the
boat and its occupants, it represents a clear
opportunity for boatbuilders to further
brand distinctions. Indeed, in a world where
we increasingly control our homes and
automobiles through voice commands, the
days of telling Siri to recline your seat and
raise it up just a bit are probably closer than
we think.
Trend 1 Yacht helm seats will
grow increasingly connected
In a market where exquisite comfort on
long voyages is a given, luxury yacht helm
seats will continue to integrate controls for
added convenience.
Trend 2 Small boat seating will
emphasise comfort and utility
Innovative, space-saving seat designs that
convert to table tops, bar units or sun pads
will continue to allow smaller boats to
make more use of their limited deck space.
Trend 3 Greater integration
of power adjustments
Power seat and pedestal adjustments,
including toggle switches to control
recline and lumbar supports, will grow
increasingly common as boatbuilders
look to differentiate their products in a
competitive market.
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With an ageing population taking smaller
boats further and further offshore,
demand for shock-mitigating seating is
gaining ground
ONE OF THE most impactful developments
in the recreational boat seating category
has been the increased adoption of
shock-mitigating seat bases. Originally
developed for military and law enforcement
applications, shock-mitigating seating
was quickly embraced by mariners in
the nearshore commercial sector, where
it significantly reduced complaints of
backaches and medical leave claims among
employees who logged long hours on
the water, day after day. More recently,
suspension seating products have also begun
to gain traction in the recreational boating
segment, driven by the combination of an
aging demographic and the advent of lighter,
more powerful vessels that frequently
venture far offshore. Seating equipment
manufacturers competing in this segment
may build both the seats and the shockmitigating bases, or may simply build the
bases alone for use with seats from
other suppliers.
It’s a market that has been slow to
evolve, partly as a result of pushback from
boatbuilders. “In the early days a lot of
boatbuilders wouldn’t even consider any
sort of shock-absorbing seat because they
felt that having it onboard would suggest

PETER BURER, FOUNDER
SEASPENSION TECHNOLOGIES

The reality is that
the majority of boat
owners are ageing,
and a lot of them
are saying, ‘look, I
enjoy boating but I
just can’t take this
anymore’
ibinews.com

When you’re young you think
no problem, my legs can absorb
the bumps just fine. But then
after a couple of years you find
out that no, they really can’t.
The reality is that the majority
of boat owners and boat
buyers are ageing, and a
lot of people are simply
coming to say look, I
enjoy boating but I just
can’t take this anymore. So
as an industry, do we just let
them walk away and stop
boating? Or do we address
a problem and keep them
on the water?”

 Seats Inc’s
low-profile suspension
pedestal mount

that their boat rides
poorly,” explains
Peter Burer, founder
of Largo, Florida-based
Seaspension Technologies.
“But even the best-made boats are going to
hit rough water from time to time, that’s
just reality. And over time, the builders have
grudgingly come to recognise this. It’s not a
reflection of their boat’s handling qualities, it’s
a reflection of the realities of simply being out
on the water. Today, having shock-absorbing
seating is seen as a major plus, particularly by
women and by anyone, really, who just wants
to focus on having fun.”
Burer is quick to note that while he believes
a global shift toward producing boats with
more family appeal is driving some demand
for the addition of shock-absorbing seating, so
too is an aging population. As baby boomers
age, he says, they’re no longer interested in
being bounced around. “Quite honestly, I just
got tired of getting beat up,” says Burer. “That
was why I started Seaspension in the first place.

A RELUCTANT MARKET
While some boatbuilders have
resisted adding shock-absorbing seating
out of fear that it would suggest their
product offered a rough ride without it,
others felt the addition of shock-mitigating
seats would encourage owners to push
the boat too hard and start breaking
things, driving up warranty claims. Still
other boatbuilders expressed concerns
about driving up selling prices in an
already competitive market. “There’s a
bit of irony there, because in the case of
the smaller boats that benefit the most
from shock-mitigating seats, an expensive
suspension base winds up representing a
disproportionally large amount of the total
boat price, and that’s obviously a problem,”
says Tony Johansson, founder and CEO of
Ekerö, Sweden-based Scandinavian Seat
Suspension Systems. Still, he notes, rising
consumer demand is driving boat builders
to include shock-mitigation seating
regardless. The challenge, he notes, is for
seat equipment manufacturers to achieve
a balance between cost and capability.
“After a bumpy ride through the waves on
a windy day, most people realise there is a
reason why cars have shock absorbers,” he
says. “The spread of mitigation bases has
increased the overall awareness of their
existence, and when people have tried
them and noticed the significant difference
a good seat suspension has on the
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comfort and overall boating experience,
they want it, that’s all there is to it.”
Cost alone might explain why, for now
at least, shock-mitigating seating is most
likely to be seen in smaller, high-value boats.
Daniel Henderson, technical sales manager
at Southampton, UK-based Sea Sure Ltd.,
sees two clear markets right now. “The first
is superyacht tenders, particularly those in
that 60ft class. The superyacht buyer is not
the slightest bit interested in being bounced
up and down, they are not particularly pricesensitive, and they absolutely do appreciate
the additional comfort that a suspension
seat base delivers,” says Henderson. “But
there’s also an emerging market in that 20ft35ft center console and RIB market, where a
suspension base will significantly reduce the
amount of shock that a boater experiences.
That’s a segment where people are just
beginning to realise what shock-mitigation
seating is, and what kinds of benefits it
brings. We’re right at the bleeding edge of
this market, where the inclusion of shockmitigation seats on everyday leisure boats is
going to begin to increase rapidly.”
Bryan Wood, director of sales and
marketing for Victoria, Canada-based
SHOXS, agrees that shock-mitigation
seating is just beginning to gain widespread
traction in the recreational boating market.
“In the beginning, it was a natural fit for
the military and commercial users,” says
Wood. “In the recreational space, it’s no
secret that boaters are getting older and
many of them understand the aches and
pains that come with a lifetime spent on
the water, and want to extend their boating
days as long as possible. At the same time,
we know that younger boaters are looking
for that great experience on the water,
and shock-mitigation fits their need for
a comfortable ride. Last but not least, we
know that boatbuilders are always looking
for innovative ways to provide a smoother
ride. We think all these factors combined
contribute to the recent growth in shockmitigation.”
For Sidney, Canada-based Shockwave
Seats, growing the recreational market
is all about building awareness. “Today,
military buyers in most Western countries
simply won't buy any boats that don’t have
suspension seating,” says Shockwave’s
director of marketing, Jason Egresits. “As
more recreational boaters become exposed
to the product through seeing it at boat
shows or wherever, it’s going to become
the same in recreational boats. I'm guessing
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Springfield Marine Fish Pro 1

that in another five years you won’t find any
boats above 16 feet or so coming off the line
without at least the option of adding some
type of shock-mitigation. Think about a
typical family that spends the day in their
boat. If they can be comfortable and safe
and know that they can ride around and
have a great time together, it just changes
the whole ownership experience. We’re still
looking for adoption by the high-volume
boat builders, it hasn’t happened yet but
there will be a tipping point when the
big builders will offer suspension seating
of some shape of form for most of their
product lines.”
GOOD THINGS TO COME
IN SMALLER PACKAGES
While shock mitigating suspension seating
has begun to make inroads in the yacht
tender, center console and RIB markets,
an equally lucrative market exists among
smaller fishing boats designed for the
freshwater and inshore saltwater markets.
That’s a particularly large volume market
in North America, where weekend



Danny Sweeney, Springfield Marine

tournament anglers spend huge money on
specially-rigged bass and walleye boats in
the 20ft range, which are used to fish on
the open waters of large, rough systems
like the Great Lakes. A similar market
exists in the southern and eastern coastal
markets, where nearshore saltwater anglers
also regularly venture out onto rough
waters in smaller boats.
The challenge for seating equipment
suppliers is building shock-mitigating
units compact enough to be mounted in
the smaller craft of less than 26ft that the
National Marine Manufacturers Association
(NMMA) says represent 95% of all boats
owned in North America. “We’re always
being asked by our customers to deliver
a lighter-weight, more compact product
and at a better price,” says Josh Dempsey,
division manager at Reedsburg, Wisconsinbased Seats Inc. “Part of that is trying to keep
the unit more discreet, and part is to be able
to accommodate a shock-mitigating base
in smaller boats. We’ve found some ways to
take a suspension unit that used to weigh
100 pounds and get it down to about 30

JASON EGRESITS, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
SHOCKWAVE SEATS

I’m guessing that in another five years
you won’t find any boats above 16ft or so
coming off the line without at least the
option of adding some type of
shock-mitigation
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 Peter Burer, founder,
Seaspension technologies



We’re right at
the bleeding edge
of this market,
where the inclusion of
shock-mitigation seats
on everyday leisure boats
is going to begin to
increase rapidly

Seaspension pedestal base

pounds with the same functionality and ride
comfort, which obviously opens it up to a
much wider market.”
The difficulty with many smaller fishing
and utility boats is that they simply lack the
physical space to accommodate a proper
suspension seat. “In North America you
have fishermen on big, rough waters like
the Great Lakes taking 17- to 22-foot boats
out into four-foot waves. They’re looking
for something to save them from the
pounding, but in those smaller boats there
just isn’t a lot of space. When you’re looking
at low-profile bass boats or walleye boats,
the seat pedestals can’t go much above
eight or nine inches in height,” says Danny
Sweeney, director of sales and marketing at
Nixa, Missouri-based Springfield Marine.
“Compounding that is the fact that they
also don’t want to pay more than a couple
of hundred dollars for the unit, and that’s
where the real challenge lies.”
Sweeney says boatbuilders like the
company’s Wave Dampening pedestals
because they fit standard bolt patterns – a
consideration they view as essential in
targeting high volume, smaller fishing boats.
But the compact construction and price
sensitivity bring performance limitations.
“Many boaters want something like an office
chair, they want it to give a little cushion
when they sit on it. But in order to provide
enough weight dampening to successfully
absorb the G-force impact that comes when
they hit a wave, that spring needs to be
very tight or very highly compressed, which
means you can't have that soft comfort

ibinews.com

A NEW GENERATION
HIGH QUALITY
AIRC NDITI NING
SYSTEMS BASED ON
INVERTER TECHNOLOGY

KEEPING YOU COOL
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distinct advantages.
“Pedestal seats eliminate the risk of
trapping fingers and clothing during
motion,” says Bryan Wood. “This may seem
like a minor detail, but it should be a serious
along with it. So,
consideration for boaters with children or
you either have the
animals. Another
comfort and the
point to consider
easy ride that takes
is that on a
some shock, or you
pedestal, motion
have something
is constrained
that’s better able
to be vertical,
to take the full
but certain
force of hitting
scissor and
hard in rough
parallelogramwater, but isn’t as
style seats
soft otherwise.”
incur significant
Sweeney notes,
forward travel
however, that shockduring an impact. Buyers
moderation – like wave heights
should be aware of this, as it affects
and sea state – is a matter of scale.
how and where a seat can be safely
“A cushiony ride is perfectly fine in
installed.”
waters that don’t get that rough,”
By contrast, the primary
he says. “For more serious shockadvantage to scissor-style
mitigation we also offer more
suspension modules is that the
complex units that can handle
inline geometry of their shock
substantially greater impact.”
absorber allows for a lower cushion
Compact pedestal units that
height, an important consideration when
work on air pressure, such as Blooming
planning sight lines. Proponents of the design
Prairie, Minnesota-based Smooth Moves
also note that the inclined shock tends to
pedestals and Pine River, Minnesota-based
provide a less abrupt braking force due to its
Airwave Pedestals, have gained some
greater length of travel.
traction in the North
“When you’re riding in a
American freshwater
vessel, the boat is typically
market on the strength
traveling in a forward
of comparatively low
We’re still
motion, says Jason
selling prices and the
looking for
Egresits. “A pedestal is
ability to simply replace
adoption by the highnever going to be able to
an existing pedestal
volume boatbuilders.
mitigate all of the shock
base, making them
It hasn’t happened yet,
because it only works in
popular among OEMs
but there will be
a vertical axis. That’s why
and on the aftermarket.
a tipping point
the scissor suspension
Endorsements
travels both down and
from fishing pros
forward, to mitigate both
and the hosts of
your downward motion and your forward
television fishing programs have helped
motion.”
driven awareness and interest in shockSome manufacturers offer the option
moderating seating as a whole.
of an exterior bellows to cover the scissorstyle mechanism when in use. While this
THE SHAPE OF SUSPENSION
offers a degree of protection against stray
The goal of reducing the size and weight
pets or fingers, proponents of the pedestal
of shock-absorbing seat bases extends
design note an exterior bellows still doesn’t
beyond the small fishing boat market
offer the same level of protection against
however, as all seat component builders
the ingress of debris that could foul the
face the challenge of providing product
mechanism.
that can fit existing deck forms and save
Regardless of style, shock-mitigating
boat builders from having to make costly
seating has clearly gained considerable
modifications. This has given rise to a
exposure among recreational boaters in
wide range of both pedestal-style and
recent years. The question for boatbuilders
scissors-style bases, each with their own
 SHOXS 3400
seat and X4 shockmitigating pedestal
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 Sea Sure’s pedestal base is designed for
high-performance RIBs

is, in the face of growing demand for greater
occupant comfort, when will the market
reach that tipping point where buyers come
to expect something more than they have
today?
Trend 1 Demand for shock-mitigation
will increase
Demand for shock-mitigating seating will
continue to grow as baby boomers – still
the largest cohort of boat owners and
buyers – continue to age.
Trend 2 Mechanisms will
continue to shrink
Reducing the size and weight of
shock-mitigation bases facilitates their
adoption in a wider range of boats, and
eliminates the potential need for boat
builders to redesign existing decks and
molds in order to accommodate the
product.
Trend 3 Costs will continue to shrink
Consumer shock-mitigation seat bases sold
today are almost as capable as militarygrade products made only a few years
ago, yet they sell for a fraction of the price
of the originals. Ongoing advances in
engineering, manufacturing, distribution
and market penetration will continue to
drive costs downward.
Trend 4 Aftermarket sales will grow
Direct-replacement pedestals may not offer
a comparable level of protection to full
shock-mitigation seat bases, but their low
price and easy installation will appeal to a
segment of the market and drive further
awareness of shock-moderating products.
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Woven synthetic upholstery delivers exceptional durability, comfort and style

Seat upholstery needs to withstand salt
water, UV radiation, chemical staining
and more – all while looking great and
remaining soft to the touch.
WHILE ALL MARINE seats are assembled
from multiple components, none are so
instrumental in creating that positive first
impression as the critical outer covering.
From the visual to the tactile, upholstery
stands alone in its unique ability to shape a
buyer’s initial impression.
Seat upholstery has come a long way
in recent years with traditional leather
and vinyls now joined in the market by
a vast array of woven synthetics that
deliver exceptional durability, comfort and

ibinews.com

seats are obviously intended for interior
value. The availability of a wide variety of
applications, we can offer the customer
synthetics has allowed seat manufacturers to
the identical seat
diversify their product
with a vinyl finish for
lineups and provide
exterior purposes, such
interior designers
as installations on the
with greater freedom
PVC has
flybridge.”
to maintain a look
improved to
Focused primarily on
or a specific décor
the point today it more
the global motor yacht
throughout a vessel.
often resembles leather
market, Ros Industrie
“We produce the same
or premium textiles in
leverages its expertise in
seats in a choice of vinyl
both appearance
designing automotive
or genuine leather,”
and feel
seats when creating
explains Francesco
seating products for
Russo, quality and
maritime use. “Design,
business program
new materials research and new smart
manager for Verona, Italy-based Ros
solutions drive the market forward,” says
Industrie SRL. “Where the leather-surfaced
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FRANCESCO RUSSO | BUSINESS MANAGER
ROS INDUSTRIE

The nautical seat
must be taken care
of in design and
materials to ensure
it is practical,
functional, easy to
clean and maintain
 Lippert Components’ powered Captain’s chair

Russo. “But at the same time the nautical seat
must be taken care of in design and materials
to ensure it is practical, functional, easy to
clean and easy to maintain. Our challenge is
to create these more customized, exclusive
solutions as if they were standard in terms of
costs and production times.”
NEW AGE VINYLS
While the term ‘vinyl seats’ may conjure
images among some consumers of hot, flatpanel cushions from the 1970s that always
seemed to stick to bare skin, today’s vinyl
marine upholstery is far more likely to be
mistaken for leather or high-quality woven
fabric. Upholstery manufacturers have
steadily improved their PVC product over
the years, to the point that today it more
often resembles actual leather or premium
textiles in both appearance and feel. “Looks
aside, the overall upholstery market today
is probably more than 95% PVC,” says Terry
Mead, director of sales and marketing at
Grand Rapids, Michigan-based Spradling
International Marine. “Over the years
we’ve looked at so many different materials
… there was a time when the automotive
industry was going to eliminate PVC from
their upholstery completely, and that really
brought other kinds of polymers to the
forefront. But vinyl has a tremendous track
record for performance and durability.
It survives the high UV conditions that
are the everyday reality in boating, and it
works very well with the mildew inhibitors
used to protect the upholstery for longer
life. If it gets wet, you can wipe it off
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and it is dry enough to sit on in seconds.
Over time, vinyl has simply proven itself
to be the most practical material for this
application.”
One particularly appealing aspect of vinyl
is its durability and stain-repellent qualities.
Seats come into contact with a wide variety
of substances in the course of a day –
sunscreen, fuel residue, bird droppings, oils
used in some types of soft plastic fishing
lures, salt water, tree sap and more. For the
most part, vinyl sheds it all. For severe usage
– think seat cushions that boat passengers
will repeatedly step on when boarding, or
seats used in family boats that will see their
share of spilled mustard and ice cream –
additional top coats can be added to the
vinyl to provide even further protection.
Top coats are also useful for guarding
against pinking – the appearance of bright
pink blotches along the sewn seams of vinyl
seats. Pinking is caused by a bacterium
called Streptoverticillium reticulum which
enjoys warm, moist environments like
soil, rotting vegetables and boat seats that
have been put away wet – and particularly
those stored wet under a dark cover. The
bacteria is found everywhere and is normally
harmless. But if it enters a dark, moist area
like a wet boat seat – normally through
the tiny holes made for the stitching – it
can flourish in pockets of moisture found
between the vinyl covering and the top layer
of foam. The resulting pink spotting usually
shows up first along stitched seams. While
commercial products exist for removing the
staining after the fact, the ideal is to avoid

International Boat Industry

it in the first place by utilising top coats and
anti-microbial treatments in the vinyl itself.
The inclusion of such treatments has
resulted in vinyl coming under increased
regulatory control. In 2017, for instance,
the European Union banned the use of
Oxybisphonoxyarsine (OBPA), a biocide
designed to prevent pink staining in marine
vinyl. Accordingly, seats sold for use in the
EU must now comply with the European
Biocide Product Regulation EU 528/2012
and utilise alternative agents.
“Certainly regulatory requirements have
driven change in the market. They’ve driven
the development of different coatings, along
with entirely new product formulations.”
says Bill McDaniel, marine marketing
manager at Glen Raven Inc., the North
Carolina-based manufacturer of Sunbrella
fabrics. “The resulting product changes do
more than just deal with moulds and fungus,
give boatbuilders new options to soften up
the look a little bit, so their product will have
greater appeal to families. In the US, the
driving force in boat sales has really been the
pontoon market, along with center consoles
and watersports boats. But even pontoon
boats are not what they once were, we’re
seeing some boats today that approach close
to US$200,000 at retail. Someone spending
that kind of money on a boat doesn’t want
to sit on a sticky plastic seat, and their wife
certainly doesn’t want that.”
MORE THAN JUST GOOD LOOKS
Apart from providing more comfort
and resilience to staining, new age
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Vinyl’s enduring advantage is its ability to wipe dry in seconds

upholstery products are also being called
upon to facilitate greater functionality,
drawing from consumer expectations
established by the automotive industry.
Seating for exterior applications that
features automotive-style temperature
controls is one such example. “There
are limitations imposed by the marine
environment, because obviously a car
and a boat are completely different
things,” says Jeff Wysong, vice president
of sales – marine, for Elkhart, Indianabased Lippert Components Inc. “It’s one
thing to provide the heating or cooling
function, and quite another to do that
while maintaining the durability that’s
required by the marine environment
while still keeping costs in line with what
boat builders expect.”
New upholstery technology is helping
to facilitate that, he says, as exemplified
by a new bucket seat with automotivestyle heating and cooling capabilities that
Lippert introduced at the 2018 IBEX show.
The company’s powered Captain’s chair
provides an integrated cooling function
without requiring the multiple rows of
fabric perforations typically found in
automotive seats. “The obvious problem
with the perforations is that they allow
water penetration,” says Wysong. “Our
new approach provides heating and
cooling through non-perforated, marinegrade vinyl coverings. By incorporating a
breathable foam pack and mechanics, we
are able to use a non-perforated marine
upholstery that provides comfortable, cool
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seating on a hot summer’s day, as well as
warm, heated seating when boating in
cooler weather early or late in the season.”
While the new integrated temperature
controls hold promise, Wysong notes
that Lippert has also been developing
a separate line of vinyl upholstery
treatments that are less prone to attract
and retain heat from the sun. “You don’t
see a lot of dark colours used on exterior
seats, for obvious reasons,” says Wysong.
“We’ve found some traction with our
Black Ice vinyl treatment, which allows
the use of dark vinyls by keeping them
up to 24 degrees cooler than traditional
dark upholstery. It maintains the same
temperatures in direct sunlight as earthtone vinyl colors onboard the boat. Black
Ice can be used on a wide variety of
furniture, which we refer to as Blackout
Furniture.”
Spradling International also offers line
of a heat-reflecting PVC upholstery product
called Chil. “When we were testing the
product, we put a black sample alongside
a piece of standard black vinyl, and warmed
it under a heat lamp,” explains Mead.
“When you put your hand on the regular
PVC, it was hot to the touch and you
wanted to pull your hand away. But when
you put your hand on the Chil product,
you could actually feel it start to cool
down under your touch immediately. The
technology is new and each application
requires some special formulation to it, but
it’s a direction that I believe we will see the
market move toward.”

Trend 1 Leather still rules the
luxury yacht segment
High-quality leather remains the
undisputed top covering for seats in
luxury yachts – with the sole exception
of seats used in exterior applications
like flybridges.
Trend 2 The focus is on comfort
Where upholstery durability, resistance
to contaminants like oils and sunscreen,
and resistance to pinking were
paramount 10 years ago, today those
factors are considered table stakes in a
market now focused on feel, comfort and
greater breathability.
Trend 3 Temperature-regulating
top coats are hot
Whether used in conjunction with
traditional heating and cooling hardware
or just on their own, upholstery top coats
that help reduce heat absorption provide
greater comfort while freeing designers
to use darker hues without fear of the
seat warming excessively from the sun.
Trend 4 Stitching for comfort
Look for increased use of decorative
topstitching of both interior and
exterior upholstery. Apart from providing
greater visual appeal that’s reminiscent
of a luxury sportscar, stitched seat
surfaces in ribbed or quilted patterns
provide greater air flow, reducing
the tendency for skin to stick to flat
vinyl surfaces.
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NEW! TECMA X-Compass –
Italian ceramic with
carbon layer
The new Tecma X-Compass toilet is the best combination of performance and looks:
the beauty of the carbon fiber and the hygiene of the ceramic. Never before has it been
recognized the effect that realistic carbon fiber can have on sanitary-ware.
The special material combination can be achieved by applying a custom carbon film
onto the ceramic toilet, which is then treated with a special heat program in the oven.
The surface of the X-Compass is anti-scratch and resistant to any detergent.
The X-Compass has a narrow thermosetting seat and cover, featuring a soft-close
motion that also increases the luxurious feeling on board.
www.thetfordmarine.com

New: Webasto Shading Solutions
Benefiting from over 10 years of experience in marine roof systems, Webasto is now
offering a newly developed Marine Shading Solutions range.
The Folding Shade & Rolling Shade Systems have been designed according to the
highest quality standards and provide the perfect shelter for sunny days on the water.
Technical Highlights:
■ For application above cockpit, rear deck or fly bridge
■ Smart & customizable design to perfectly match the style of the boat
■ Easy to use operation of the system by the touch of a button
■ Folding Shade 2500: sliding and folding
■ Rolling Shade 2500: sliding and rolling

For more information visit www.webasto-marine.com

YACHT CONTROLLER – INTEGRATION OF
THE JCS+ WITH GARMIN ONE HELM
The integration allows Yacht Controller and Garmin users to take advantage of the Garmin display
to view the Yacht Controller JCS+ Panel during maneuvers. This guarantees a clear reading even in
the sunlight and a simple method to access the system without the need to install another monitor
on the bridge.
The six buttons of the sides of the JCS+ Panel have been replaced by six touchscreen controls.
The space used by JCS Plus panel on the Garmin screen is a quarter of the screen, with the
possibility of expanding it even in a half.

YACHT CONTROLLER S.r.l. ,Via Pavia 21 - 20835 Muggiò (MB) - ITALIA
Tel. +39 02 6131001 | Fax +39 02 66400086
e-mail info@yachtcontroller.it | www.yachtcontroller.it
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ONAK 2.0 foldable canoe
www.onak.be
AIMED AT CITY dwellers, the ONAK 2.0 is an origami-inspired
foldable canoe that unfolds in minutes and is ideal for urban
paddling. The lightweight vessel folds into a 47in x 15in x 10in
carry-on suitcase that is attachable to bikes, making it
easy to transport and easy to store. The canoe is made
from sustainable and durable materials and is completely
microplastic-free.
“Even though the ONAK is very small when folded, it
provides ample leg space,” ONAK’s co-founder Otto Van de
Steene explains. “The set-up is simplified with pulley-straps.
We can even increase stability by adjusting the shape of our
patented honeycomb curv composite, which has a higher
strength-to-weight ratio than aluminium.”
The ONAK 2.0 is currently on sale for just €1,495.

Ocean Safety jackstays
www.oceansafety.com
OCEAN SAFETY’S 25MM jackstays are
looped at either end, allowing them to
be hitched to cleats or eyes fore and aft
along a boat’s deck. They are available in
8m, 12m and 16m lengths, from which they can
be adjusted to the exact length required.
Tough UV-resistant webbing features a Kevlar coating along the edges for increased durability,
while the retro-reflective strip enables night-time visibility. The adjustment buckle is sleeved in
neoprene to protect the decks.
The white jackstays can be purchased as part of Ocean Safety’s charter safety pack or
individually from chandleries.

15kW Panda 19i
www.fischerpanda.de
FISCHER PANDA’S SMALLEST marine
generator with variable speed regulation,
the Panda 19i, has a nominal output of
15kW (18.7kVA). Measuring 650cm x 465cm
x 582cm, it takes up minimal space and
weighs just 160kg. The electrical load is
provided with a constant output voltage
of 230V/50 Hz, 230V/60Hz or 2x120V1x240V/60Hz via the inverter. The speed
of the diesel engine is adjusted according
to the appliances in use, but due to the
inverter the output voltage remains
constant. This means that for most load
profiles, exhaust emissions and fuel
consumption are considerably lower than
with a fixed-speed generator of equivalent
rating. Additional benefits include a pure
sine wave output with exceptional voltage.

ZEN 50 watermaker
www.schenkerwatermakers.com
THE ZEN 50 desalinator from Italy’s
Schenker Watermakers covers the needs
of medium-sized boats from 45ft-50ft,
providing fresh water for up to six
members of crew. Highly efficient, the
new unit can produce 50lt of water per
hour with an energy consumption rate of
just 240W. An ‘economy’ function halves this rate.
Compact and extra-flat (it has a depth of just 10cm), the lightweight Zen 50 offers smooth
functioning and flexible installation. It can be mounted vertically or horizontally, depending on
the owner’s wishes.
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Engine Room Ventilation Controller

Primus steering wheels

www.deltatsystems.com

www.schmittongaromarine.com

DELTA ‘T’ SYSTEMS’ P/T6
Engine Room Ventilation
Controller automatically
controls and synchronises
AC-powered intake and
exhaust fans to deliver
optimal engine room
airflow. While engines are
running, the P/T6 selfadjusts ventilation in Auto
Run mode. It uses engine room temperature and
pressure readings to continuously control intake and exhaust fan
speeds, and maintain the optimum temperature and pressure.
Configuration of the P/T6 Controller is simple using the
165.1mm (W) x 133.4mm (H) touchscreen. The display connects with
an Ethernet cable for straightforward interfacing. It will also interface
with the ship’s networked monitoring system. Additional screens are
available for remote installation.

SCHMITT & ONGARO’S
powder-coated Primus
steering wheel is made
from cast stainless steel. It
exceeds ABYC P-22 and ISO
8848 standards and comes
with a lifetime warranty for
corrosion and structural integrity.
Available in 34cm and 39cm diameters, the finger-grooved rim of
the Primus is thicker than most others at 28mm wide. Combined with
UV-resistant black Santoprene rubber inserts that show through the
top and bottom of the wheel’s rim, Primus provides all-day cushioned
comfort. It’s offered in three spoke patterns: solid, slotted, and slotted
with matching Santoprene inserts. Primus comes with a 19mm tapered
shaft. Its centre nut fits all standard marine steering systems.
Like all Schmitt & Ongaro steering wheels, Primus can be customised
by OEMs. A range of Santoprene colours are available, and the knob or
centre nut can be engraved with the boatbuilder’s logo.

Eco-friendly Bilgeaway discharge pump
www.bilgeaway.com

Seismount panel restraint from Fastmount
www.fastmount.com
THE SEISMOUNT PANEL restraint is an extension of Fastmount’s
PanelSafe range, which provides added security and control to
removable ceiling and wall panels onboard yachts. Seismount allows
ceiling panels to be suspended 225mm below the ceiling substrate for
convenient servicing and controlled removal of the panel, with a quick
unhook of the strap from the mounting screw. When used with large
wall panels, Seismount provides extra security and controlled removal
by one person. Once installed, the restraint folds flat into the space
between the panel and substrate (fitting snugly into a 2.5mm gap),
allowing a panel to be removed and replaced countless times before
compromising strength. Its break load of 144kg per restraint ensures
that large or heavyweight ceiling panels will remain secured.

DESCRIBED AS
THE world’s first
environmentallyfriendly bilge discharge
filter, Bilgeaway from
River Canal Rescue
(RCR) in the UK uses a
non-toxic solution to
extract hydrocarbon
contaminants such
as petrol, diesel or
engine oil from water
and render them
non-reactive. The ecofriendly contents are
then left in a cartridge that can be disposed of and the housing re-used.
Bilgeaway is capable of removing hydrocarbons to less than three
parts per million (ppm) and doesn’t exceed five ppm. Both 10in or 20in
filters are available in plastic, chrome and stainless steel (the latter two
for larger cruisers and yachts) and prices start at around £150 for the filter
and £35 for the cartridge. RCR recommends filter cartridges are replaced
annually or twice yearly if the vessel is heavily-used.
Simple to install and intended for use with a conventional bilge
pump, Bilgeaway works with any current bilge system. When used with a
high-pressure pump, the flow rate is significantly higher.
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Race Fusion by Gill
www.gillmarine.com

Described as its most breathable system to date,

Gill’s 100% water-tested Race Fusion system comprises a
multi-function jacket, smock and trousers for complete
protection on and off the water.
Notable highlights on the jacket include a three-layer hi-vis
hood with two-way adjustment technology, an adjustable hem
for optimised fit and longer back hem for added protection, and
an outer cuff adjuster with PU inner seal for watertight comfort.
The trousers have a high-fit design with super-stretch comfort
back panel, adjustable shoulder straps, a reinforced seat and
knees, and ankle adjustors designed to work with boots or
sailing trainers.
The Race Fusion jacket, smock and trousers are available
in sizes S to XXL and are finished in black-graphite with a bold
tango flair, Gill’s signature colour for its latest season.

Nautilus engine gauge

Tecsew Easy Rig Awning

www.evinrude.com

www.tecsew.com

EVINRUDE’S 3.5IN NAUTILUS engine
gauge is ideal for use in smaller, modern
dash configurations. Built with multiple
colour display screens to fit the personal
needs of each boater, and bold, easy-to-see
numbers, Nautilus includes
Engine and Vessel pages,
mode selection, and a
number of selectable
home screens.
The Engine page
is designed for
in-depth monitoring
of the status of the
Evinrude E-TEC G2
outboard, including
display of vital engine
messages. The Vessel page displays
fluid levels, fuel management, and trip log
information.
With mode selection control, Nautilus
provides the ability to adjust power
steering feel, trim assist, and for concealed
side mount controls, switching between
hand and foot throttle operation.
Users can also choose from three
home pages to view general cruising and
performance information.

EASY RIG AWNING (ERA) from Tecsew Ltd
provides effective cover from the elements,
come rain or shine, thanks to its superior
fabric construction. The awning is available
in three sizes with a range of Sunbrella
colours to choose from. ERA is easy to rig
and stow, and can be used anywhere –
from the deck of a boat to the garden, hot
tub or campsite.

Next-generation floodlights
from Lunasea
www.lunasealighting.com
LUNASEA LIGHTING’S NEXT generation
of ultra-thin 12W and 35W IP65 floodlights
replace the LLB-335 (10W) and LLB-35 (50W)
models and are not only brighter, but use
less power too. Both models incorporate
the latest in LED technology for maximum
brightness and high (>80 CRI) colour
rendering. Engineered to deliver the highest
Lumen Per Watt LED available with a beam
angle of 110 degrees, they are ideal for use
on a wide range of vessels. The thin design
allows for easy installation, and the bright,
warm light output makes them perfect for
illuminating any onboard area.
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A big leap forward in propeller efficiency
www.sharrowengineering.com
OVER THE PAST six years, Philadelphia-based Sharrow Engineering has been developing a concept
that has been hailed as the first major breakthrough in propeller technology since the 1930s. The
company itself was founded in 2012 to ‘reinvent the methodologies and technologies used
for propulsion in the 21st century’ and has assembled a team of dedicated engineers and
designers for both the marine and aeronautical sectors.
What the team has done is break up the solid blade design and create a shape reminiscent
of a spiral wind generator. They say this has pretty much removed the most common problems
with rotary propulsion, namely the creation of vortices and cavitation at the tips of the blades.
The unique shape has been achieved using two modern technologies; computer modelling and
additive manufacturing. The latter is where material, usually high-grade aluminium, is deposited in
layers by a 3D printing machine to create accurate shapes prior to milling and polishing.
The Sharrow Propeller can be made to any size using all the traditional propeller materials and
with any number of blades. Testing of prototypes suggests a dramatic reduction in fuel costs –
between 9-15% – whilst also delivering a higher top speed and reducing vibration and noise. “In
an industry where an efficiency gain of 1% is considered substantial, the efficiencies the Sharrow
design has achieved is a game changer,” says CEO Greg Sharrow. “We have also recorded a 17%
reduction in torque while the vessel is accelerating, which will take a lot of stress off the drive train.”
The design reduces torque without reducing thrust, which means you get onto plane faster and can
pull more weight.
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ROKK Wireless – Active
www.scanstrut.com
SCANSTRUT’S LATEST ADDITION
to its waterproof wireless charger range, ROKK
Wireless – Active, is said to be the world’s first
12/24V waterproof wireless charging phone
mount. ROKK Wireless – Active securely holds
and wirelessly charges mobile phones even in the
toughest conditions and is perfect for boat consoles
or any vehicle working outside in the elements.
The simple one-handed operation allows users to
easily dock their phone and instantly start charging.
High-grip, self-aligning jaws ensure the phone is
held tightly and in the optimum charging position
every time. Rock Wireless – Active is compatible
with wireless charging enabled phones of all sizes
from all major brands, including Samsung, Apple
and more. Charging is also possible through nonmetallic, waterproof cases, says Scanstrut.

Crankenstein jump starter
www.myweegopro.com
WEIGHING JUST 9LBS, Weego’s marinegrade portable jump starter, Crankenstein,
is said to be the lightest professional
jump starting 12V/24V power pack on the
market. It is 80% lighter than comparable
lead-acid jump starters, making it easy
to transport, store and use on any boat.
Crankenstein is powered by a premium
LiFePO4 battery. It provides 1,200 cranking
amps for 12V systems and 600 cranking
amps for 24V sytems.
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Industry Insider
PAOLO VITELLI & FRANCO FUSIGNANI

Running away wasn’t an option...
we had to stop making excuses
Paolo Vitelli (founder of Azimut-Benetti) & Franco Fusignani (Benetti CEO) 
Tell us about the Herculean feat of
launching three gigayachts in 100 days
FF: “I came to Benetti in 2017, bringing my
experience from a different industry to the shipyard.
The construction of these three yachts started at
the same time, and it was important to get it right
and deliver them on time. We used careful planning,
strict quality control, and created dedicated
development teams for each yacht, with other
structures providing external reinforcement. They
were big teams, with 40 to 50 people working on
each yacht. In essence, there were three shipyards
with offices onboard the ships. We all worked
Saturdays and Sundays. What’s in the water now
is 5 million hours of work, more than 1000km of
electrical cables, and 7,500m2 of furnishings. Every
day there were 770 people aboard those three boats.”
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of an industry where our only competitors are
the Germans and the Dutch, who have higher
labour costs.”
What do you see in terms of the future?
PV: “Our goal is to build one gigayacht per year.
Worldwide there are four gigayachts delivered every
year, and this year our three represented 75% of the
total market. The right balance is for us to control
25% of the market, which works out to one launch
per year. We need to reinforce our position, using
both design and what we’ve learned from these
three gigayachts to improve the production of our
smaller yachts. This is the key to gaining the respect
of the buyers, taking our quality level up a notch.”

Have your clients changed?
PV: “They are getting younger; they’re also getting
more creative and don’t simply accept what the
What did you learn
shipyard proposes. Instead,
from the experience?
they’re competing with each
FF: “We gained experience
other regarding who is smarter,
in planning, in technologies.
There was a
more astute, better able to create
These three gigayachts are
moment where
very different in terms of
we stopped to reflect, when something that expresses their
personality… The yacht is a
displacement, equipment
the shareholders became
tool for expression following
and features. I believe that
aware of the difficulty of
a lifetime of business success.
by investing in research on
building three
Now the markets are completely
hulls and superstructures,
gigayachts
internationalised, it’s no longer
with a certain degree of
just the United States and Europe.
standardisation, we could
We’re waiting for China to open up. I think that
achieve a modularity that will help us in production,
will happen with a new attitude on the part of
reducing time and costs.”
the President.”
Was there a moment you were concerned about the
FF: “The results also stem from the client’s
scale of the task?
attitudes. For these three gigayachts we had two
PV: “I can’t deny that there was a moment where we
buyers with very determined and demanding
stopped to reflect, when the bond and shareholders
teams checking every step of the way, and then a
became aware of the difficulty of building three
much more easy-going customer, although one
gigayachts and that, from their original investment
who was still very sure about what he wanted. We
of €50m, we needed to achieve €100m. However,
produce our best results when the client knows
we decided that running away wasn’t an option. We
exactly what they want and works with us. It
decided to change our management, strengthen
took from seven months to a year to work out the
our teams, to side with our clients instead of
engineering on these gigayachts, but our goal was
fighting them, and to stop making excuses and work
to reduce construction times by up to 50%, in order
transparently. The Azimut division’s profits went to
to protect ourselves from penalties due to delayed
support Benetti. We maintain the group profit but
delivery, having to redo some of the work, or other
what exceeds that is what we’ll have when Benetti is
additional costs.”
in full swing: we’ve positioned this brand at the apex

At the end of March,
Benetti launched three
gigayachts in 100 days
– FB277 (107m), FB272
(100m) and FB275 (108m)
– a feat that pushed the
builder to its limits. IBI was
there for the most recent
launch and interviewed
Benetti’s new CEO, Franco
Fusignani, and group
president Paolo Vitelli
about the trials and
tribulations of launching
gigayachts and their plans
for the future
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THE WORLD’S LARGEST
MARINE EQUIPMENT TRADE SHOW
The METSTRADE Show is the world’s largest marine equipment trade show
and the only truly international B2B exhibition. With excellent networking
opportunities, a broad range of showcased innovations and located in one of
the most beautiful cities in the world, the METSTRADE Show is an unmissable
event for every professional in the marine industry.
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